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CHAPTER - I 

INTBQDUCTIQN 

1.1 ~acksround of the studx 

Implicit 1n ~he concept of •Development•, is the 

process of societal transformation trom tradictional to 

modern society. In this tr3nsformation pt'ocess, the mo~ern 

sector seems to play ~n important role in upgrading the 

traditional sector. 

Urbanisation, representing the"geographical manifes

tation of economic development and growth"1 , is identical 

with the complete transformation of huma.n habital from rural 

to urban. Urban structure is the outflow of modernisation, 

while the rural structure is largely a survival of traditional 

society. Yet, these two sectors of a region are of mutually 

interdependent in socio- eco-cultural aspects. In the 

context of balanced regional development, integration between 

urban core and rural surroundings is a prerequisite condition. 

This rural-urban interaction is a two-way process. 

First, the city or the town extends its sphere of influence 

or dominance on the countryside and the countryside reacts 

to this urban challenge through responses in spatial and 

socio-economic and demographic aspects. Secondly, the rural 

areas also influence. the town mainly through the environmental 

1. Bryant C.R., Russwurun,-· L.H., ~nd Mclellan A. G., 
''The city's countryside", Lonuman London and New v.ork 
1982 P-6. ':) ' " ' 



constra.insts as well e1s its resource sUp.;Jlies. This two-

way process helps develop a region surrounding the cities, 

itJhich is t~rrne'1as •urban-field' or city-region•. :iowever the 

former one is a consequence of the process of urb8.ni~at ion 

as increasing urb?nisation initiates expansion of cities 

in t o t :--: e i r c o u n t r -s i c "' ~ , 1 !1 d the re by o c c 'J -r r 1 !'1 g c ~ q n g e s in 

the countrysides. 

Hence, in the rural- urban inter~ction proce~s, cities, 

being the origin of socio econom :ic and cultural ch::Jnge s, 

assume a dominant role, in radiating the modification into 

the countryside or city-region. 

Considerations of interlinkages between urbanization 

and rural change have led some commentators to use the term 
for cities • 

• 'generative' qnd 'parasitic'A The formers 0.re those which 

drain t~e resources from their surrounding regions without 

giving much in return. The generative cities penneat_e, 

their influence into their surrounding region serving as a 

stimulus for change and development. 1 

Most of the cities of the developing economics are 

of the parasitic type 2 and so urbAnisation in less developed 

countries is not concommittant with economic development. 

lndia also exemplifies this picture, where urb~nisation ~nd 

1. .Hoselitz, B,{1955), 'Generative and Parasitic cities", 
}!;conomic Development and culturglchanges, Vol.3, pp. 
278-294. 

2. Mcgee, T.G. "Urbanisation processes in the third World", 
Bell, ~ondon, 1971, ?-34. 
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modernisation have created a gulf between cities and country

side which is termed as 'Rural-Urban dichotonw'. 

Thus, the first part of the process of rural-urban 

in1..eraction i.e. the influence of urban areas on rural 

areas is relevant to study in the context of Indian eco

nomy in order to evaluate the contribution of urban centres 

on rural development. 

In the presen~ study, therefore, an attempt has been 

made to investigate the urba~ influence of different cities, 

on their rural surroundings. The urban influence of a city 

on rural peripheries implies the infiltration of non-farm 

elements or urban-type characteristics in rural areas. 

These characteristics are generally more prominent in rural 

areas located in the vicinity of the city and gradually 

diminish with the increasing distance trom urban centre. 

'rhus, the influence of urban centres diminishes, as the 

distance from city increases. Again, the intensity of this 

influence varies from region to region and from one type 

of town to another type. 

That is why, the present study evaluates the urban 

influence of different types of cities, considering the 

demographic and socio economic characteristics of the rural 

surroundings in relation to their distance !~om their 

interest cities. 



-: . ,_ 

However, as the present study is primarily concerned 

with one aspect of the city - region relationship, i.e. -

the urban influence on its surroundings, - therefore the 

following sect ion reviews some theories and empirical works 

in this field. 

1.2 Review of Literature 

1.2.1 Theoretical ~ackground 

The concept of city - region relationship is not old 

one, although its anticeedents could be found in the writings 

of eal'ly geographers. Ratzel 1 - one of the founders of modern 

geography, developed the concept of hinterland and examined 

the influence of the city on it. Even prior to him, J.~. Von 

Thunen 2 expounded the c ity• s influence on the agricultural use 

of land around it. In the early nineties, Maxinillen sorre 3 

also gave attention to the study of impact of urban centre 

on a surrounding countryside. 

However, the role of regional urban centres in spatial 

organisation and development has been well recognised by 

some theories. 

1. .As referred to by R.E. Dickinson ttThe Markets of Modern · 
Geography", Routledge snd Kegaul Pawl Ltd., London, 1969, 
pp 70-71. 

2. As referred to by Leong and Morgan "Human and Economic 
Geography", Oxford University Press, Page 110. 

3. Dick ins on, R.E. op. cit. , p. 238. 
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In the Central Place Theory • Walter Christal ter (19 33)4 

visualises a Central place which serves a hexagonal hinterland 

of settlements. smaller than itself. The larger is the central 

place, the larger will be its service area (hinterland). 

The Growth Pole Theory with its economic spatial 

connotations came up first (by ~erroux) (1955) and that of the 

growth centre with its geographical spatial connotations, 

.followed(by Boudeville (1981) 5• \vith due coginzance of eco-

nomies of agglomeration, this theory, maintains that if 

growth is concentrated in a few selected potentially viable 

locations, then a process of growth will be initiated in the 

hinterlands of these growth centres as well by the generation 

of •spread effect' or 'trickle down mechanism'. 

According to Hirschman (1958)6 , the interregional un-

balances in development leads to the initiation of growth of 

certain initial points where spatial concentraion of eco

nomic activities occurs.Thus some growth points of poles 

are emerged where the active forces of pressure tension and 

compulsion diffuse the process of economic growth at subse

quent points in the backward hinterland.. This process of tri

ckle down ultimately well gain upper hand over the polari

sation process. 

4. As referred to by Leong and Horgan, 'Humand and Economic 
Geography',Oxford Univ.Press,p.90. 

5. As referred to by M.Kalpana',Regional Urban Centres:Stru
cture and Interaction', Inter-India Publication,New Delhi. 
1985, p.ll. 

6. As referred to by Chod~ick,G. 'Models of Urban and Regional 
Systems in Developing Countries' Pergamon Press,l987 ,p.l60. 



-s e s-

In studying the problem of spread of economic development 

Myrdal7 in 1957, propounded that the tendency for polarization 

forces isstronger than the tickling down forces. The process 

of "trickling down" and "polarization .. in Hirschman• s postulation 

of growth pole correspond the concept of "spread" and 'backwash' 

of Myrdal' s theory. Contrary to Hirschman, ~1yrdal in his 

model of CummlaJJ,ative Ci):nsat:l,on argues t.hat economic development 

operates in such 8 way that centripetal force~ become stronger 

and ,centrifugal transmission of growth donot occur. B:ence, 

in order to develpp backward areas, a deliberate policy of 

intervention is necessary to neutralise backWash effect. 

The Spatial Diffy§iOn Theory of Hagarstrand {1967) 8 

explains the transmission and spread of growth impulses on 

innovations in a region. He advocated that economic growth 

filters down from a higher order centre -co lower order one and 

thus diffused over the entire area in the long run. This 

theory holds that mass mediR and personal contacts are the 

channels through which innovations are diffused, where~s 

dis~ance from these channels acts as a barrier to the 

diffusion. Again, in terms of this theory, "the spatial ercen't 

of developmental spread effects radiating from a given urban 

centre is proportional to the centres size t:Lnd function". 

7. ~hadwick, G., op. cit. 1987, page 160. 

8. As referred to by Warmati s. "Geography of a rural 
service sys~em in India". 



• l1r • 
-• I •-

Misra, Sundaram and Rao integrate the features of three above

mentioned theories - central pl8ce, growth pole ~nd ~p~ti~l 

diffusion9 and present a growth-pole hypothesis that is 

modified for Indian conditions. 'rhey propose ~ f:twe-tier 

hierarchy of "growth foci" which consists of central villg_ges 

at the locAl level, service centres at the micro-regional 

level, growth-points at the suo-regional level, growth-centres 

at the regional level ~nd growth-poles at the mational level. 

do\vever, c"lll r;nese above mentioned theories focus· 

on the role of more developed sectors (urban) on less 

developed sectors (rural) of a region. 

NoYJ, the discussion turns towards an overview of work 

done in this field. 

9. As referred to by Wanmali s., op. ci~. pag~ 24.25. 
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1. 2. 2 An Overview of similar works, 

The impact of the urban centre on the region manifests 

itself in a variety of ways and has been studied both in 

world and in the Indian context, by several scholars. The 

studies relating to the influence of city on surrounding 
' 

areas contribute a major aspect of the theme of city-region 

relationships, However, the broad theme of city-region 

relationships have been studied mainly in two ways: 

1) delimitation of city region 

2) the impact of city on the surrounding areas. 

The delimitation of city-region boundary has been an 

important concern of geographers.The method of delimitation 

of city-region boundary in such studies is primarily based 

on different socio-economic cultural services which Mbe 

urban centres perform to foster mutual relations with their 

surrounding areas. 

For example, Harris, C,(l940) 1• deliminated the sphere 

of influence of Salt Lake city on the basis of twelve fun

ctions: related trade, wholesale grocery trade, the state 

boundary, the area served by the federal reserve Bank of 

San Fransisco, newspaper circul~tion area, religiov.s 

boundary, telephone area, bakery area ani petroleum products 

area. 

1. Harris,C,D, 'Salt Lake City: A Regional Capital', 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1940. · 



Smailes, A.E. (1944) 2 determined the urban hierarcy in 
and 

a England Wales by using some of the above~mentioned functions. 

The hinterlands of New ~ork and Baston was demarcated by 

Green, R.L. (1953) 3 on the basis of six indices which are (i) 

transport, communications (ii) agriclture (iv) recreation 

(v) manifacturing (vi) fnnance • With the help of this, he drew 

the composite boundary of these.two cities. 

Dickison, R.E., (1956) 4 has delimited the city region 

of london in the same way. 

However, the basic purpose of all these s~udies is 

to examine how far an urban centre extends its relation 

with the surrounding area. The extent of the region varies 

greatly, depending on the nature of dif!erent criteria 

used. Hence different terms like 'Hinterland•, 'U:MJ.and ', 

•Urban Field •, ~.Zone of influence•, • sphere of influence., 

•Catchment Area•, •Tributary area• etc. have been used to 

represent the •city-region•. 

z. Samai~1es, A.B., "The Urban Hirrarchy in England and 
Wales• in Geography, 29 June, 1~4, pp. 41-51. 

3. Green, L.H., 1 H1nterland·~undaries ot New YorK City and 
. Boston in southern llew England", in BconomJc Geography, 

31, 1955, pp 283-303. . . 

4. Dickinson, R.E., 1n City-Region and Regionalism" 
Rontledge and Kagan Paul, 1956. 
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The impact of urban centres on their sorrounding 

area is another vital a:spect of the theme, of city-region 

relationship studies. These type of studies have received 

consederable attention particularly in the research of urban

rural interrelationship in U.S~A. Bogue5made the most system

atic formulation along these lines. In his work •The Structure 

of the . Metropolitan corr,munity', he found that the metropolis 

or modern lE~.rge and complex city exercises an organising and 

integrative influence on the social organisation of a bzoad 

expanse of territory. 

Duncan, O.D., (19E6) 6 studied the gradients of urban 

influence on the rural population in u.s.A. The general 

hypothesis of this study was - that rural population in 

areas under the immediate influence of urban centres differ 

systematically from the rural population, in areas somewhat 

remote from these cent res. The selected indicators· are 

present population, fertility ratio, dependency ratio, 

medium school years completed and percent in labour force, 

percent white callars, percent rural farm males, family 

characteristics etc. 

5. Bogue, D.J., The structure of the Metropolitan Community: 
A studv of Dominance Find Sule-dominance, Ann Arbor: The 
University of Michigan, 1949. 

6. Duncan, O.D., "Gradient of Urban Influence on the Rural 
Population" in Gibbs , J.P., (Ed.) Urban Research 
Methods, 1961. 
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Hawley7 and others (1956) have mapped the gradients of 

urban influence over the social, economic political and demogra

phic structures of peripheral areas. Another pioneering work 
8 in this line is by Brunner and Kolb.. In 'this stud:r, 18 

cities ranging from 20,000 to over a half million population 

in each were selected and the zone of influence of each city 

was dema·rcated on the basis of variables like fertility rate, 

sex ratio, pro port ion of land in farms etc. In this study, 

the distance from the city centre was found to be an effective 

force on tne spread of urban influence 1n the neighbouring rural 

areas. several significant gradient relationships• were 

derived in successive concentric zones, and the distance from 

the city was found to nave an important effect on these patterns. 

In the context of India, a good numoer of works nas 

oeen found in this allied field. ~ut most of them deal mainly 

with the aelimitation of city-region or um.land boundaries, and 

description of their physical and socio-economic characteristics. 

A few studies deal with the pattern o! urban-rural gradient 

relationship or the impact of the city on the surrounding 

countryside. 

7. Hawley, A.H., "The changing shape ot Metropolitan 
America" (Glencoes The Free Press, 1956). 

a. Brunner, Edmund, ».E.s. and Kolb, K.H., Rural social 
trends, New ~ork, Megraw Hill Bosk, Co. Inc. 1933. 
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Ellefsen, R.A. (1961) 9 studies the city-hinterland 

relationships with special reference to the hinterlands 

of Bomoay, Delhi, Madras, Hyderabad and Baroda, restorting 

to its demographic and socio economic characteristics and 

the gradients from the city. The indicators are specifically 

(i) density of population (ii) sex ratio (iii) proportion of 

literates in population, (iv) proportion of person dependent 

on commerce as percent of total populRtion and as percent 

of non-agricultural population (v) Proportion of workers in 

non-agricultural activities. He finds that accessibility 

is an important factor in spreading urbanization in the 

hinterland. The extension of hinterlands, according to his 

finaings, is up to an average distance of eleven miles from 

the city periphery. 

10 Singh, R.L. (1964) , attempts to use Western techniques 

by measuring bus services, newspaper circulation, milk supply, 

vegetable supply to delineate the hinterland boundary of 

~anaras and then analyses the relationship between the 

delineated hinterland and city. 

------------------------------------------------------------------
9. E.llefsen, R.A., "City-!Unterland, Relationships in India'' 

with special reference to the Hinterlands of Bombay, 
Delhi, Madras, Hyderabad and Haroda", in Roy Turner (ed.) 
India's urban fqture, Bomoay, Oxford University Press, 
1962, Page 96:116. 

10. Singh, R.L. "Banaras, A study in Urban Geography'' Nand 
Kishore, and Bros, Banaras, 1955. 
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• 
In a study of Metropolitan Hyderabad and its region, 

Alam -=. .• H. and others (1965) 11 , have used the following 

in-dices to aelimit the hinterland of Hyderabad city: (i) circu

~ation of daily newsp~pers (ii) University enrolment {iii) 

regional accessibility and traffic shed {iv) supply zone of 

vegetables (v) milk supply re6ion ana (vi) fruit supply region. 

Also the area o·f direct participation or the metropolitan 

district has oeen delimited which represents the core of 

this region. The measures adopted in this case may broadly 

be classified as the "principal•• and "reflective" elements. 

'l'he principal elements are {a) Suburban transport (b) commuting 

areas of workers to fac tortes, (c) retailing (d) water supply 

~e) electricity {f) te.Lephones and (g) Postal services. 

The reflective elements are those social - economic aspect 

which respond to uroanizing impulses of the metropoliS". These 

are -

<•> villages with over 50~ of the working population engaged 1n 

non-agricuLtural occupations. 

(b) villages with a density exceeding 6.W/sq·.mile:tOOO- iJCJ'ltt;l 
' 

tct villages with electricity consumption exceeding 1000 units 

per month (d) villages with a population growth rate exceeding 

2~ in 1951-61; & (e) villages ~ith a sex ratio of 951 or less 

females per 'thousand males. They also represent a three-fold 

11. Alam, S.M., Hyderabad, secunderabads A study in urban 
Geography, Osmania University Press, Hyderabad, 1965. 
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classification of the metropolitan region: (i) the metropolitan 

core which extends within a radius of 6 to 8 mile~ from the 

city centre (ii) tha peri-urban zone, which extends to a 

radius of 16 miles & (iii) The rural hinterland which extends 

u pt o 40 m ile s. 

Mahadev, P.D. and Jaysankar, D.C. (1969) 12 have used a 

mathematical model for the delimitation of the potential hinter

land of Mtsore city. They have modified the simple and 

well-known gravity model of Newton and applied it to arrive 

at break-points oetween adjacent towns. 
and 

While studying the relation between De lhiLvillage 

situations. Rao, N. s. A. (1970)1 ;i identifies three types 

of uroan impact, the nature of which varies according to the 

kina of relations of a village has ·with a city or town. Three 

different situations are -

(1) Villages in which a sizeable numoer of people hAve 

sought employment in far cities. They l.ive their living behind 

the memoers of their families in their native villages. 

(2) The second kind is to be seen in villages which are 

situated near an industrial town. These are exposed to a 

different kind of influence from those with a sizeable group 

of urban emigrants. The nature of influence follows the nature 

of industry, 
12. Mahadev, P.D. and .Jaysankar, D.c., "People, space and 

economy of an Indian cityn, Mysore, 1969. 

13. Rao, M.S.A. "Urbanisation and Social change: A study rural 
·community ort a Metropolitan fringe," Orient Longmans Ltd 
1970. . • ' 
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(3) The gro~th of the metropolitan cities accounts for the 

third type of urban impact on the surrounding villages. 

Normally, the city expands, it sucks in the villages lying 

on the outskirts. While a fe~ villages are totally absorbed 

in the process of expansion, only the kind of many others 

excluding the inhabited area, is used for urban development. 

Such a policy of urban development explains the existence of 

rural pockets in the city area. 

These three situations are not mutually exclusive. 

The structure of the city region of Bangalore has been 

studied by Rao, V.L.S.P. and Tewari, V.K. (1979)14 on the 

basis of 

(1) Population variables: (a) population density per Sq.mile 

, 1971; (b) ratio of non agricultural to agricu 1tural workers 

(c) population growth, 1961-1971; (d) males per thousand 

females, 1971. 

(2) Land-use variables: (a) area under forest, permanent 

pastures and misce.L.laneous tree crops as ~r cent to total area; 

(b) net town area as pezcent to tatal area; (c) net irrigated 

area as percent to net sown area; and (d) area under fruits 

and vegetables as percent to total area. Furthermore, the 

commuter's zone has been delimited oy the frequency ot bus 

services to suburban destinations. 

14. Prakasa Rao, V.L.S. and Tewari, V.K., "Regions 1n 
~arnataka," M1malographed, Inst1 tute for Social and 
~conom ic change, Banga lore, . 1974. 
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The study of Nangia, s.(l976)1 5 is limited a single 

city region of Delhi. A radius of 40 Km from the city has 

been taken by her. She finds that distance has an important 

bearing on the settlement structure and the population size 

of the region. Growth and density of population and percen

tage of workers engaged in tertiary activities,however,vary 

from one variable to another showing both positive and inv

erse relationships. For example, while population size,density 

and ~orkers in the tertiary activities. Show an inverse re

lationship with distance, male female ratio, agricultural 

activity, etc. sho\'1 a rising trend up to 8 km and a declin

ing trend beyond. In the distant peripheral areas the re

lationships are fcund to be very muc_h noisy. 

Two o-cher studies, namely, 'Impact of Metropolitan City 

on the surrounding Region: A Study of South Kolaba,Maharashtra' 

b~ Deshpande and other;6 and 'The Impact of urbanization on 

Land-use in the Rural Urban fringe ' by M.M.P. Sinhal 7 are 

worth mentioning in this connection. In the former the 

ariothers attempt to study as to how far the regional hierarchy 

· of towns has been disturbed by the infiuence of metropolitan 

15.Nangia,s.". 'Delhi Metropolitan Region: A study in settle
ment Geography',K.B.Publications,New·Delhi,l976. 

16.Deshpande C.D. ,Arunachalam,B., & Bhat~L.s. 'Impact of a 
Metropolitan City on the Surrounding Hegion: A study of 
South Kolaba' Maharashtra,Concept Publishing Co,New Delhi. 
1980. 

17.s1nha,M.M.P. 'The Impact of Urganization on Land-use in 
the Rural Urban Fringe,Concept Publishi.b.g Co.New Delhi, 
1980. 
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Bomoay and ~hat are the patterns and implications of the rural 

to urban migration, i.e. from south Kolaba Region to Bomoay. 

ln this study the adverse effects, including 'Sha-c of aut

migration from the metroplis, on the settlement hierarchy of 

south Kolaba have been shown. But it does not deaL directly 

with the gradients of rural-urban interaction. In the 

latter study the impact of Patna City on the land-use patterns 

of its rural-urb::tn fringe has been studied. Here the ailother 

finds that the impact of Patna city on its fringe is limited 

not only to land-use, agricultural practices, and land vaLues, 

but it extends also to other characteristics, such as number of 

agrilCu.l.tural workers, population density, services etc. '!'he 

degree of impact an various farms is found to decrease in 

general with increase in distance from the Patna City. 

Markandey, Kalp~na • s 11982)18 work on four regional 

urban centres of Andhra Pradesh is three-forked i.e. inter 

regional intra-regional and intra-city. The main thrusts of 

this study are'-

(a) Delimitation of urban fields of the regional urban centres. 

(b) Study of the structural correlates (demographic and 

socio-economic structure) of regional urban centre. 

18. M.Kalpana, "Regional Urban Centres: Structure and 
Interaction", Inter-India Publications, New Delhi, 1982. 
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(c) state-level interaction of these centres. The v~riables 

selected to gauge the extent and degree of u·rban influence are 

(i) Density of population (ii) growth rate (iii) sex ratio 

(iv) Percent literate population (v) Percent working population 

(vi) Percent of workers in non-agricultural sector (vii) Ratio 
is that, 

of agricltural to non-agricultural workers. Hlr finding the 1\. 

extension of high influence zone in up to 15 Km., and the area 

oetween 15 k.m. to 30 k.m. 2nd 39 k.n:. - 80 k.m. are respectively 

termeci as urban shadow zone and peripheral rural zone. 

The study on Gauhati•s city- region has been done by 

Jayasree ~orah (1985)19• Which is based on both primary and 

secondary survey. 

In this study, delineation of Gauhati•s hinterland has 

been done by using statistical techniques like gravity models, 

breaking point distance. Hesides, the common method of 

demarcation of service zones also has been carried out. After 

demarcating the hinterland, the different socio-economic and 

demographic characteristics of the city region have been studied 

in relation to distance from cities. Thus, this study presents 

an overall idea about the surrounding region of Gauhati city. 

19. Borah, Jayasree, ''Spatial strcut ure of Urban Influence In 
The Neighoouring Areas of Gauhati City", Inter-India 
Publication, New Delhi, 1985. 
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The foregoing literature survey reveals, ~hat most of 

th8 studies are concerned ~ith variou~ ~ays of demarcating 

the hinterland of a city and finding out ~he extent of 

influence of that city on the demarcated hinterlands. 

~ut, not anys~udy nas considered ~he influence of only 

~he nearest city on its surroundings. A hinterland of a 

city, demarcated in the above mentioned ways is a oroad 

concept as it may oe very large in extent. There may be 

every possioility of inclusion of some villages (in that 

hinterland), from which the core ~own is not tne nearest 'town. 

Therefore a viLlage may fall in the hinterland of its 

nearest town, and also in the n~nterland of any other 

neighoouring town. Ouviously, the impact of a nearest town 

is expected to be significant to study. 

Thus, an attempt has been made here, to evaluate 

the comparative j,.nfluence of the different nearest towns. 

Again, the economic base is the main backlone of a city, 

Difference in economic bases from city to city may induce 

difference in the pattern of city•s influence on. its 

surroundings. But, not any of the earlier studies have 

viewed the urban influence from the angle of City's functional 

specialisation. 

Thus, the present study attempts to bridge the gaps of 

the earlier studies, with the following objectives. 
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1. 3 Objective: 

The main objective of this study is to make a comparative 

evaluation of influence of the nearest urban centres with 

different economic base.§, on their rural surroundings• 

Speaking specifically, the objectives are as follows: 

(a) Comparison between the village~ and r.heir nearest 

cities, in respect of certain demographic and socio 

economic cha racte ris tics. 

(b) Comparison between different distance zones of the 

surroundings, in terms of those demographic and 

socioeconomic ch&racteristics. 

(c) Comparison between the extent or gradient of influence 

exerted cy cities of d-ifferent functional types. 

1.4 Hypothesis 

It may be generally hypothesized, that the urban 

type characteristics are inversely related to the distance 

from cities to villages. 

In terms of certain demographic and socio economic 

characteristics of the hinterlands the hypo·theses and the 

rationale_: behind them, can specifically be spel t out as follows: 
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Density of population and growth rate of 

population are expected to be inversely related with the 

distance from cities i.e. the nearer the villages to 

cities higher will be density and growth rate of popu

lation and vice versa. 

The reason behind this is, villages close 

to the city could be attributed to the land-use and 

occupational structure, which permit a more dense compact-

ion of popUlation. It is a1so the result of the settlement by 

immigrants both from rural and urban areas. The greater 

sense of affinity to rural areas, along with the desire 

to avail opportunity of urban areas, induce the rural 

immigrants to settle 1n the immediate surrounding of the cities. 

Again because of the comparatively cheaper land than the 

proper city , these nearer yillage vlllages experience 

a large spill-over of persons from urban areas. 

( ii) Sex ratios are presumed to be relatively low 

close to cities and high farther away, since the former 

areas are supposed to be at the receiving end of 'male

immigrants stream and the latter at the giving end. 

(iii) An inverse relation may be expected between dependency 

. ratio* and distance .from cities, because of tl«) following 
reasons 
*The definition has been given in section 3.1.~ Chapter.III. 
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First, the agriculture is more labour intensive than 

the other non-agricultural occupation for which a small 

:groportion of agricultural workers in the areas close to 

cities, bear the burden of a blOatel up non agricultural work

!orde. Secondly, more remunerative jobs in near the 

cities, af:.tord a high propensity of dependency, compared 

to the rural areas, where almost every member o.f the 

family is employed. 

(iv) The proportion of scheduled caste population may be 

assumed to be inversely :nelated with distance from cities 

probably because of the less provision o! employment and 

more caste-conflict in the remote rural areas. 

(v) Literacy rate is assumed to be negatively correlated 

with distance from cities to villages because:-

a) cities are the origins o.f social develGpment 

where the need !9r educational attainment is great 

in order to gain social and economic escalation in 

the urban environment. 

b) and the easy availability of educational facilities 

is urban areas. 

c) urban areas demand skilled and educated work force, 

· for ·which the literacy close to cities is also high. 
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However because of these factors both male ani 

fe.male literacy may be assumed to have downward gradient 

with distance from cities. 

(vi) The work participation rate is assumei to be directly 

related with distance from cities, because of the more 
c 

labour intensive ch~er of the agricul tur and also for the 

poorer rural economy (than the urban economy) which compells 

every member of a rural family to work •. 

Hence, to tal, male , female literacy wlll be higher 

as distance increases from cities. 

(vii) It is generally hypothesized that distance from cities 

to remote rural areas will increase the proportion of cul ti
is 

vators, as the rural economyAagro-based and urban economy 

is non-agro based. 

(viii) Because of the same reaon (as that of cultivators), 

the proportion of agricultural » labourers may also be 

directly related with distance from cities. 

(ix) As household industry typifies the rural industr-

ialisation, therefore, the proportion of workers in house

hold industry may be presumed to be lower close to cities 

fhan to :taral areas. 



( :k ) In absence of the data solely for the non

agricultural workers, from 1981. census* , the category 

of workers in 'others' can be considered basically as 

non-agricultural workers. Thus in relation to distance from 

cities this (others •) characteristic may be assumed to 
...-e.(.Q.I:ed 

be inverselyjjust for the opposite reason for cultivators/ 

agricultural labourers. 

(xi) :In relation to the increasing distance from cities, 

the overall. av~ablli ty of infrastructural facilities in the 

villages may be expected to be decreased i.e. there may exist 

an inverse relationship between distance from cities and 

availability of facilities in the villages, as the urban 

centres generally possess a large variety of amenities 

and facilities in contrast to rural areaa. 

However, all these hypotheses have been attempted 

to test in the present context, in view of the different 

economic bases of cities. 

* as the 1981 census doubled the data for nine industrial 
category to four categories for which the 'others' category 
includes workers in , secondarry, tertiary, service and 
some section of primary section like livestock, orchards. 
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1.5 Chapter Scheme 

The present study of urban influence on rural 

surroundings has been organised into several chapters. 

The first chapter 'Introduction' presents the 

background of the study, review of related literatures, 

objective and hypotheses of the present study. 

In second chapter, the reasons for selecting 

the study area, methodology, data base and a description 

of gao-economic set-up of the study area have been 

discussed. 

The third chapter entitled 'An overview of 

demographic and socio-economic profile' city- hinter

land comparison' gives a comparative analysis of 

different demographic and socio-economic aspects of the 

four selected cities and their hinterlands. 

In the fourth chapter the relationShip between 

distance from cities and different social and demographic 

aspects of the surrounding villages have been analysed. 

Likewise, the fifth chapter brings out the 

relations of distance( from cities)with economic char

acteristics of the rural surroundings. 
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Chapter six· is concerned with the discussion 

of infrastructural facilities available in the villages 

and focuses the relation between distance and the 

availability of some important facilities. 

Finally chapter seven sums up all the obser

vations emerged out from the study and attempts to 

draw conclusions on that basis. 



ChaJ2S:er- n 

AREA OF ~TJDY, MEI'WIX>LOGY, DATA BASE 

· The present chaPter is d1 vided into three broad sections 
I 

The first section presents the rationale for selection of 

study area. · The second section deals wf. th methodology a1d 

data base. The third section describes the- geo-economic set-up 

of the study area. 

2!]1 RationsJ.e for Selection of 
the study Area 1 

The foci in this evaluation- study of urban influence 

on .rural surroundings, are v.illciges around some class-z cities 

of Bihar. The bases for selecting the state of Bihar, in 

particular, have. been given . .in follow::l.ng lines 1 

zn India, four major metrOpolises- Delhi, Madras, 

Calcutta, Barabay -- £om the major regional systems of c.1ties 

in north, south, east and wat part respectively. ~g these 

r8g.1opal systems, eastern region is the most important, :becmse 

of its hi.storic:Lty. It stands as an evidence of colonisat.t.on .1n 

India. Because of this hi.stor.ical significlllee, tb.is region 

draws attention to be studied. 

In this region, the ideal choice shoul.d have been of 

west Bengal -- the most .important state in this part. But 

mainly due to the noo-availabll.ity of data for many of the 
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villages of West Bengal, this state could not be se1ected. 1 

The study. therefore, has chosen Bihar-- the next. 

important state in the easten1 region. FUrthermore, from the 

aforementioned review of literature (chapter :t), it is 

apparent, that the comparative studies of urban influence on 

the neighbouring rural areas are few for Bihar. This fact is 

an additional reason to select the state of Bihar as the study 

area. 

Now, a question may crop up as to why this study is 

restricted to the peripheries of some of the class-:r cities, 

in particular. The answer is this: larger cities are evidently 

the foci of modernisation and regional economic developnent!. 
smaller 

AS, towns o£Ldimensions exhibit many chara::teristics of n~ral 

areas, large urban communities may be considered as represent-

ati ve of the regional urban system. Therefore, in canparison 

to soaller tol!lls, larger cities with their greater opportunities 

and facl.lities, are expected to exert a more far xeaching 

influence on the socio-economf.c developnent of their surrounding 

regions. our attention is thus, on the surroundings of class-:r 

cities. 

o..'Ye . 

1 Village-level data is available in Dilltrict Census 
Handbook, Part A and Part a. But, for many of the 
d1 stricts of West Bengal, Part A (TOwn Directory) was 
not available, for which the state could not be taken. 



A study based on the villages in the hinterland of all 

class I cities of Bj.bar/ -wu.ld have been beyond the scope of 

the present work. This study, therefore, has chosen four 

cities (class I) to represent four different types of tol'ns, 

which are nan ely, PUmia, Iilanbad, Darbhanga and Patna. 

The criterion for selecting these four towns is their 

different economic specialisations, as, the basic objective 

is to investigate various patterns of influence of cities, in 

the light of their different econanic bases. The functional 

nature of these cities are as follows: 

Purnia -·Agricultural (IX>minant Primary sector) 

l1lanbad - Industrial. (Secondary sector based) 

.oarbhanga - Tertiary sector - dominated. 

Patna service sector and tertiary sector based. 

(for functional classification of these cities, see Table 2.1) 

L-The proceaure to deduce these functional class.ifications, 

has been g::lven in 'Methodology•, page 32.. J. In spite of 

presence of otber citl.es (except the above ~-tour-) with sane 

economic bases, the reasons for selecting these particular 

cities are as followsa 

(a) 1mong the sixteen class-I cities of Bihar, the percen

tage of workers in primary sectors is the highest in PUrnia. 2 

2 see Table 2.1, PP• 41 
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percentage 
Again, this percentage is higher than the !_of the other 

sectors of PUrnia itself. That is why,· this particular tote 

has been selected as a representative of agro-based tote. 

(b) Iilanbad has been chosen because of its industrial 

sector. Though Janshedpur is also an important industrial 

city, yet in terms of percentage share of workers engaged in 

secondary sector, Iilanbad exceeds Janshedpur, 3 for which it 

has been taken. 
·~ . 

(c) Darbb8lga, consisting of a substantial proportion of 

w::>rkers in tertiaxy sector, and being an ancient city, has 

become the attraction for the present study.j 

(d) ~art from the dOminant service base, (along with 

the base of tertiary sector) , Patna has been specially chosen 

because of its importance as state capital. 

TO evaluate the influence of these four cities 

villages with a population of 1000 and more have been selected 

from their surroundings. The reason for selecting only the 

villages with 1000 and more population is that, the influence 

Of a class-I city is e~ected to be more evident on these 

villages, than on the villages of less than 1000 population, 

3 see /i>pend1x 1 
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BJHAR 
LOCATION OF THE SELECTED CITIES 

0 

INDEX 
NAME OF THE CITIES 

1 PURNJA 
1 DHANBAO 
3 DARBHANGA 
4 PATNA 

FIG.1 
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which are so to say, insignificant. The location of the four 

selected cities · 

have been shown in Fig. l 

The next subsection discusses methodology and data 

base. 

2.2 Methodology and nata Base 

The methodology applied for studying the urban influence 

on the J:Ural w.rroundings of four class.-I cities,has been 

explained in this section in different stages. 

2.2.1 Functional Specialization of cities 

The functional specialisations of the cities have been 

worked out on the basis of nine industrial classification of 

workers as given in census. These categories are as follows& 

(I) CUltivator 

(II) Agricultural labourer. 

(III) Livestock, forestry, fishing, hunting, plantation, 
orchards and allied activities~ 

(IV) Mining and quarrying. 

(V) Manufacturing, Processing, servicing and Repairing •. 

(a) Household Industxy 
(b) other than household Industry. 

(VI) O>nstruction. 

(VII) Trade and commerce. 

(VIII) Transport sto.rage and conmunication 

(IX) other services. 
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But, in l98l census, the data for these nine categories 
().Y~ 

~ inot available for town level. It has clubbed these nine 

categories into four basic categories whiCh are 

{I) CUltivator 

(n) Agricultural. Labourer. 

(In~ w:>rkers in It>usehold Indlstry {Va) 

{IV) other services {III, V(b), VI, vn, vzn, IX). 

As from these cate9)ries it is not possible to find 

out the functional specialisation of tolltl, the data of l9U 

census have been utilised for this purpose. 

At first, the percentage of workers in each of the 

category to total W>rkers have been calculated, and then 

those percentages have been clubbed in four major category 

of Primary, secondax:y, Tertiary and service ·sector for all 

the class I cities of Bihar (see Appendix I ) ~. After that 

the four .aforementioned cities have been selected for 

reasons given in page l.tt • 

2.2.2 Selection of Villages 

ODe of the objectives of this study~ is to find out 

the influence of the nearest city on its surroundings. There-

fore, for each of the four cities, those villages have been 

selected, f:z:om which the distance of these cities is the 

nearest, compared to other cities. The rationale for 

considering this nearest-to'htl approach is that, the nearest 



towns are supposed to have the greatest influence on villages, 

than any other neighbouring towns. That is W!y, the common 

methods of delineation of hinterland by demarcation of different 

service zones as bus service, retail trade, vegetable supPly, 

newspaper circulation, education, etc. have not been applied 

here as these zones may include some villages, from which the 

respective to\'.ns may not be the nearest. Al. so, for the scme 

reason, no statistical methods for demarcation of hinterland 

as, gravity model, breaking point concept, have been used here. 

The only criterion used here is d1 stance of the nearest tOlln 

from villages. 

HOwever, for the present study, a zone of 1-40 Km 

distance from each cities has been taken, which is further 

subdivided into four micro distance zones as 

(a) 1-10 Km. zone 

(b) 1l-20 Km. zone 

(c) 21-30 Km. zone 

(d) 31-40 Km. zone 

Despite the non-application of any of above mentioned 

methods to delineate the influence zone or hinterland of 

cities, the entire distance zone of 1-40 Km. from the cities 

may be referred to as the 'city-region• or 'hinterland• in 

a limited sense, for the purpose of the present study. 
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Now, from each zones, vi.llages (with a population of 

1000 and more) have been selected randOmly, covering the whole 

area. A sample of 40% of the to:tal villages (having population 

of 1000 and more) has been taken. Nearly, the same proportion 

(40%) has been maintained for each distance zones, barrin.g a 

few exceptions. 

2.2.3 statistical Techniques 

Different statistical techniques have been used for 

the purpose of the present stuey. 

(a) TO represent the absolute number of infrastructural 

facilities in a comparable manner, composite scores have been 
the 

constructed usingLfollowing formula a 

·Where 

Cij = 1 Xij Wjj 

Wi = weight age of i-th function denoted by ( wi) 

N = TOtal num~ of villages 

Pi • Nwnber of villages having i-th function 

x1j = Values of i-th function in j-th village. 

N 

cij = composite value of 1-th function in j-th village. 

(This method is generally aCt>pted to measure the 

centrality scores and hierarchy of settlements). 



After calculating 'Cij' for each of the facilities 

of each of the villages, th~ have been added for 

individual facilities (Educational, Medica 1, etc.) 

Then averages have been 

worked out from total Cij' for each distance zone and for 

the hinterland as a whole. 

(b) To measure the degree of relationship between the 

distance from the city aDd different developmental variables, 

Pearson's product moment correlations have been worked out. 

Furthermore, three t,ypes of regression equations have been 

fitted to EKamine the gradients of urban influence, which 

are as follows: 

1. Simple Linear (Y = a + bx) where a unit change in 

the x variable leads to 'b' unit change in theY variable. 

2. Exponential or semi-log (Y = abx) where a unit change 

in the x variable leads to a change in the Y variable by 

'b' times. 

3. Pareto or Double log (Y = axb) where a relative 

change in the •x• variable causes a relative change in the 

'Y' variable by 'b' times. 

To estimate the regression constants •a• (intercept) 

and 'b' (regression coefficients), the principle of least 

square is applied in the case of linearity of relationship 
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i.e. Y = a+bx. · 

The exponential and the Pareto functions become linear 

after logarithmic transformation and hence the principle of 

least square can be used to estimate the constants. For 

example, the logarithm of 

X 
Y = ab (exponential) is 

log Y = log a + x log b. 

This transformation is known as semi log transformation 

because of the two variables x and y, only y is transformed 

into its logarithm form and not x. 

The principle of least square will estimate the value 

of log a and log b. Taking anti log of these values, we 

will get exact estimates of 'a' and 'b'. 

Similarly, the logarithim of pareto function 

Y = axb is 

log Y = log a + b log x 

This transformation is known as double log, because both 

the variable •x• and 'Y' are converted into their logarithmic 

values. The principle of least square will give the estimate 

ef log 'a' and 'b'. Thus, only antilogarithm is required for 

log a. The value of 'b' is estimated as such. 

Apart from fitting the regression equations, tests 

of significance have also been carried out for correlation 

coefficients, and regression coefficients. 
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(c) TO compare various characteristics ( demograph.i.c and 

socio-economic) between the cities and their hinterlands 

bar-graphs have been drawn. For the distance-decay analysis 

of different characteristics of hinterlands the gradient 

curves have been drawn by taking the average values of 

the variables in each distance 3:>nes in they-axis and the 
to 

distance from the cityLvillages in ~axis. 

2.2•4 variables and Data Base 
·' 

To examine the urban influence on rural surroundings 

the following variables have been taken from different sources. 

~ Demographic variables 

(1) Density of population per square kilometre, 1981. 

(11) Growth rate of population (1971-81). 

(iii) sex Ratio - females per thousand males, 1981. 

( 1 v) Dependency Ratio - non-v:>rker s per hundred of main 

and marginal workers, 1981--. 

B. §OCial Variables 

(1) TOtal literacy rate, i.e. percentage of .literates 

to total population, 1981. 

(11) Male literacy rate- percentage of male literate to 

total male population, 1981. 
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(iii) FemaJ.e literacy rate - percentage ..of female !'iterates 

to total female population, 1981. 

c. !)::onomic variables 

( 1) TOtal work Participation Rate - percentage of total 

workers to total population. 1981. 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

Male ~rk Participate Rate - percentage of male 

workers to total male population, 1981. 

Female work particl.pate rate - percentage of female 

workers to total female population, 1981. 

Percentage of cultivators to total workers, 1981. 

Percentage of agricultural labourers to total. workers, 

1981 •. 

Percentage of workers in household industry to total 

workers, 1981. 

Percentage of workers in 'others• category to total 

110rkers, 1981. 

D. Infrastmctural Fac.illties 

(i) Educational Facilities: 

(a) Number of Primary SChools (P) in a village. 

(b) N~ of Middle SChools (M) in a village. 

(c) Nwnber of secondary schools (H) in a village. 

(d) Number of COlleges (C) in a village. 

(e) Number of Training Schools (Tr) in a village. 
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(f) Nwnber of Adult Literacy clase/centres (Ac) in a 

village. 

(g) Number of other Educational Institutions (O) in a 

village. 

(ii) MediA:al Facilities : 

(a) Number of Hospitals (H) in a village. 

(b) Number of Maternity end Child welfare centres (Mew) 

in a village. 

(c) Number of Health centres (H:) in a village •. 

(d) Number of Primary Health centres (PH:::) in a village. 

(e) Number of Primary Health sub centres (PHS) in a 

village. 

(£) Number of Dispensaries in a village. 

(g) N\mlber of Fauily Planning centres (FPC) in a village. 

(h) NUmber of Registered Practitioner (RP) in a village. 

(1) Number of community Health ~rker~ (CHW) in a village. 

(j) Number of subsidised Medical Practitioner (SMP) in 

a village. 

(k) Number of •others• (0) in a village. 

(iii) Drinking water Facilitiesa 

(a) Number of wells in a village ( W) • 

(b) NUmber of tubewells in a village (TW). 

(c) Number of Tap in a village (T). 
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(d) Number of Tanks in a village ('IK). 

(e) Nwnber of Handpumps in a village (HP) •• 

(f) Preserx:e of canal/Nala/Spring water (C/N/s) !. 

(iv) Facilities of POst and Telegraph s 

(a) Number of PQst Offices (PO) • 

(b) Number of Post and Telegraph Offices (P'l'O). 

(c) NUmber of Telephones (Phones). 

( v) COimJUnication FacJ.li ties a 

(a) Presence of Bus stand (BS). 

(b) Presence of Railway station (Rs). 

(vi) POWer Supply S 

(a) Availability of electricity for <Dnestic purposes (ED). 

(b) Electric! ty for Agricultural purposes (EAg). 

(c) Electricity for others (EO). 

(d) Electricity for the above all purposes (EA) • 

(vii) APProach to Village ' 

(a) Approach with PUcca Road (pR). 

(b) approach with Kutcha ROad (KR). 

(c) Approach with Navigable water (NW). 

( viJ.i) Days of Market or Hats 

(a) weekly market. 

(b) Bi-weekly ma.tXet. 
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(c) Three days of market in a week. 

(d) FOur days of market in a week. 

2. 2. 5 Leta Base 

The data for the above-mentioned variables have been 

collected from following s:>urces: 

FOr Village-Level Data 

(i) District cenrus Handbook, PUmia, 1971•, 1981 series 4 

Part XIn - A & B, Village and To~ Directory, 

Village and Townwise Primary census Abstract. 

* (ii) District census Handbook, Ibanba9., 1971 , 1981, series 4 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Part XIII, A & B, village and Town Directory, Village · 

and To~wise Primary census Abstract. 

* District Census Handbook, Wbhanga, 1971. 1981, 

Series 4, Part XIII, A & B, Village and Town Directory 

Village and TOwnwise Primary census Abstract. 

* Jti.strict cen.su s Handbook, Patna, 1971 , 1981, series 4 

Part XIII. A & a, Village and Town Directory, Village 

and TOlClwi. se Primary census Abstract. 

Fpr gitY:level De:ta 

( i) CEll !US of India, 1981 (series 4), Bihar Part X.. A, 

TOllill .Directory. 

(ii) census of India, 1~1 ·(series 4), Bihar Part III, 

A & B (i), EConomic Tables. 

* District census Handbook of 1971 for all the four 
districts have been consulted only to calculate 
population growth rate (1971-81} of villages. 
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2.3 GeOgr912hical settin$[ of the studx ~ 

The state of Bihar extends approxi.!jately from 22°N 
0 0 • 0 • 

to 27 31 1 N latitudes and from 83 20 E to 88 17 E longitudes. 

It has an area of 17, 3876 square ld.lometres. Wi. th a population 

of 6,99,14,734 in 1981 -- 10.2 percent of the national 

population -, it ranks as the second largest state of the 

Indian union, {the first being Uttar Pradesh) • 

Bihar is a heterogeneous geograph.ical unit. It 

comprises tw:> distinct physiographic unit sa (a) the vast 

plain area of the M.idclle GCilga Valley in the north and 

(b) the Chota Nagpur Platecu of Peninsular India .in the 

south. These two units, the fomer being chara::terised by 

extensive alluvial plains, intensive subsistence farming, 

and the latter being r.icnly endowed witn minerals, nave 

maae tueir own distinctive contribution to tne g.rowtn and 

evolution o:t urban centres in tbe state. 

The Ganga divides the former region into two unequal 

parts. 

The North Bihar Plain is only 250 ft. abOve the sea 

level except a small h.illy tract of Himalayan footnills •. 

Here, the perennial character of a number of rivers (the 

GOndak, the BUrh.i Gandek, the Baghmati, the Kosi) has been 

very much respons1ble for evolution and growth of pel:'manent 
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settlements in general and town in particular. 

The south Bihar Plain rises more rapicUy away fmm 

the Ganga than on the north of the river, which is ultimately 

transformed into plateau. some parts of this plain, are 

liable to annual flood. •This entire plain area of Middle 

Gallga Valley has, however, been the cultural and economic 

heart of India which appear to have been occupied by humcc 

settlement deep d0\\11 dlring the pre-historic times."4 

The country south of the 150 m contour line is the 

hill and plateau region, knom as Chota Nagpur plateau. The 

rugged and undulating terrains have prevented the growth of 

1 arge urban communities. Again, this entire region abounds 

in rich mineral deposits particularly coal and iron ore which 

have been respOnsible for the birth of a number of urban 

centres in recent years. 

Benefitted largely by favourable plain tracts and 

climate, the economy of Bihar has been predominantly agraricm. 

Of course, the plain area of the state in north is agricultu.r:

allY more productive than the southeDl chota Nagpur plateau, 

4 R •. L._Singh and K.N.Singh (eds), Middle Ganga f.J:ain in 
:India a A Regional Geography, National GeOgraphical 
society of :India, varanasi, 1971, p.l84. 



which is eminently industrialised region. The industria-

~isation in turn is responsible for urban agg~omerations. 

This state has a very ~ow profi~e of urbej).isation with 

12.5% urban population, which is about half of the national 

average. 

However, the cities and their rural counterparts, 

selected for the present study, fall in the three physio

graphic regions of the state, i.e. • PUrnia and .oarbhanga 

in the North Bihar Plain, Patna in the SOUth Bihar P~ain ald 

Ihanbad in the Chota Nagpur Plateau. 

Jwong these four cities, Patna is one of the most 

ancient cities of India. Before independence, it was the 

principal capital of Bihar and Orissa. The estab~ishment 
I 

of Patna university in 19~9, created the cultural focus in 

the city. In post independence period adninistrative and 

commercial acti.vities in the city increased manyfold which 

led to sprawl of the city to its present extent. The city 

expanded in a ~inear fashion par a~~el to the Ganga as the 

land immediate~y bebhd the 'levee• is low and liable to 

flood. Presently, it is the capital of Bihar, which has a 

population size of 918903 in 198~._ 

EXtremely north- south along the ll ttle Baghmati river, 

oarbhacga is the largest city in NOrth Bihar plain, and 

has been important since pre-historic times. The city, 
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besides being the district headquarter, has al.so become 

the seat of higher learning with the establishment of 

Mithila University headquarters. According to 1981 census, 

the population of the city is 176301._ 

The city aE fUrnia is situated in the eastern part 

of the North Bihar .Plain. As a borded.ng town between Bihar 

and west Bengal, this town has an additional importance in 

view of the inter- state migration. Particularly, after the 

partition of the count.ty in 1947, this city experienced en 

exceptionally high rate of pop.tlation increase. The poPJla

tion size of Ptlmia urban agglomeration is 109875 in 1981. 

J:hanbad, in the southeast part of the Chota N agpur 

Plateau region, is significant in respect of mining and 

industries. situated in the border of Rihar and west Bengal 

it is drained by the river Barakar. Its •peculiar nature 

of coal-field urbanisation, seems to preclude any comparison 

with other towns and cit.ies•. 
5 

Ihanbad experiences a direct 

rural-urban migration, raw recruits to the city coming .in 

from the villages, because of its industrial development •. 

5 O.RothelJDUild, E.KropP, G. Dieuemann, (eds.), 
•urban GrOwth and RUral stagnation•, Manohar Publi
qations, New Delhi, 1980, p.453. 
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The present population size of this industrial urban

agglomeration is 678069 (1981). Table 2·1 gives an idea 

about the functional classification of the cities mentioned 

abOve, by showing percentage distril:ution of lrtOrkers in 

diffe.rent sectors: 

Table 2.1 

Percentage Di.stril:ution of workers in .Di.fferen;t 
sectors (selected cities) l97l 

Name of Percentage of w:>rkers Iii 
cities Primary secondary Tertiary service 

PUrnia u.A. 33 16.11 28.76 22.13 

rhanbad U. A• 2.63 62.36 21.88 13.13 

Darbhanga 8.03 23.11 41.32 27.54 

Patna U•AI> 14.83 22.99 30.34 31.84 

The above table is the basis of the deduced functional. 

specialisation of the cities (see page ~~ ) • Thus, the 

foreg:>ing discussion reveaJ.s, that the selected four c.:Lties 

have developed in differEDt geographic and socio-econanic 

environs, lilhich ma,y be reflected differently on their z:ural 

surroundings. 

The hinterlands of the four selected cities differ 

in sizes, in respect of the number of villages. These 

numbera vary in each category of distantlezones, of the hintexw 
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lands. R>wever, for the present sb.l dy, abOut 40% of the 

total number of villages (with a population of 1000 and more), 

have been taken into consideration. Table 2.2 shows the 

actual and sampled number of villages in each distant zones 

of the four hinterlands. 

Table 2.2 

~stri bltion of 'l'otal and selected Nwnber of -Vlla~es In Different Distance zones of 
Hinterlands, 1981 

Hinter land Distance ~ones . -;. ~'1 . 'iOta! 
of 1-10 Km. ll-20Km 2l.-30KM 3l-40Km. No • .Pei:Cents 

Pumia T 26 53 60 4S 187 100 

s 10 21 24 20 75 40 

r:hanbad T 32 34 11 3 80 100 

s 13 13 4 2 32 40 

Darbhanga T 72 137 93 68 370 100 

s 29 55 37 27 148 40 

Patna T 42 43 16 1 102 100 

s 15 16 8 1 40 39.22 

Note a T ~ TOtal NUmber of Villages 

s a Sampled villages. 



Jlecording to table (2.2) the hinterland of Darbhanga 

is the largest, while that of .Iilanbad is the snallest in Size. 

This table states another picture. The concentration 

of villages is the highest in the zone of 21-30 Km. around 

Purnia, in 1-20 Km around Ihanbad, in 11-20 Km· surrounding 

oarbhanga e11d Patna. This pattern is confirmed by the average 

distances of the sanpled vil~ages from their respective urban 

cores, which are as followsa 

From 

PUrnia 

rbaribad 

oarbhanga 

Patna 

Average Distance (Km) 
of the Hinterland 

24.17 

13.72 

20.16 

14.45 

so, the hinterland villages of Iilanbad and Patna are 

more close to their respective cities, tbao villages frCIIl 

Darbhanga and Purnia. 

ExCept the hinterland of Patna, the villages around 

other three cities, ar~ included in the respective districts 

of cities. aut, a part Of Patna• s city.-reg.ion .includes a 

few villages of Vaishall District (neighbouring district of 

Patna), within l-40 Km. Z)ne, the number of which have been 

added wl. th the total nwnber in table 2!.2 These numbers 

are given separately in appendix. 
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coming to the point of population size of the villages 

of four hinterlands, it is found that, a number of villages 

consist a pop:llation of more than 5000, W'lich is the boundary 

line between urban and rural areas (in re~t of size of 

population). FUrthe4more, some villages exceed 10,000 in 

population. AS villages of 1000 and more .-population have 

been taken, therefore, to \>tO .!:X out the relative size classes 

the v1llages have been categorised. as follows: 

(i) Small villages 

(ll) Medium villages 

(iii) Larger villages 

-- 1000-5000 population. 

5000-10000 

10000-15000 

• 
.. 

The di.striwtion of these three types of villages in 

different hinterlands has been gi. ven in table 2.3 

Table 2.3 

Percentage Distriwtion of Vlllages in 
D4fferent SfZe-categpries, 1981 

Htnterlmd · Percmtdles of Villages 
of small me um large· 

PUrnia 89(63) 12(9) 4(3) 

Iilanbad 96.88(31) 3.12( 1) --.. 
Darbhanga 75( 111) 21.62(32) 3.38(5) 

Patna 75(30) 22.5 (9) 2.5 (l) 

TOtal 

100(75) 

100(32) 

100(148) 

100 ( 40) 

Note: The figures in 'brackets• are the absolute numbers 
of sampled villages. 
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Table 2.3 indicates that there exists a great 

differen«re between the hinterland of tilanbad on one side, and 

the other three hinterlands on other side, in terms of size 

distribution of villages. unlike others, the city-region of 

Ihanbad d:>es not possess any large villages (10,000 - 15,000 

population) and has a very small percentage of medium 

villages. This picture may be explained by the negative 

physical factors of I:hcnbad and its sur.roundings, preventing 

the growth of large villages.: 

size distribution of villages can also be seen in 

relation to their distance from the core towns. Table 2.4 

gives the size distribution of v.Ulages for four distance 

categories of four hinterlands (Table 2.,4) ~, 

Thus, it appears from the preceeding discussio.n, 

that the J.acation of the villages and their population size 

largely depends upon the gaO-economic set-up of their 

environs. A more detailed picture of demographic and socio

economic features of the hinterlands in canparison to that 

of their respective urban cores, can be obtained from 

chapter III. 



Table 2.4 

Siz&o-Distribution of Villages in .Dif£erent 
jgstance zones of· FOJi.r Hinterlands, 1"981 -

Hlnterl and Distance 
of zone Km 

PUrnia 

.Iilanbad 

1-10 9.33( 7) 1.33( 1) 2.67( 2) 13.33(10) 

11-20 22.67(17) 5.34( 4) 28.01(21) 

21-30 28.00(21) 4.00( 3) 32.00(24) 

-~!=~~------~~!~~1!~l ____ !~~~J-~l ___ 1!~}j_~l----~~~~J~~l 
Total 84.00(63) 12.06( 9) 4.00( 3) 100.00(75) 

---------------------~----------------~------------------

1-10 

11-20 

21.-30 

57._5 (12) 

40.63 ( 13) 

12.5 ( 4) 

3e12( 1) 40.62 ( 13) 

40.63( 13) 

12.5 ( 4) 

31-40 6.25 ( 2) 6.25 ( 2) 
---------------------------------------------------~-----
-!~~2!------~~!~~1~!L----~!~~1-~L--------------!~~!~2~~L 

.oarbhanga 1-10 18.24(27) 1.35( 2) 19.59 (29) 

Patna 

11-20 27.03(40) 8.11(12) 2.03( 3) 37 •. 17(55) 

21-30 16.89(25) 6.76(10) 1 •. 35( 2) 25.00(37) 

31-40 12.84(19) 5o40( 8) 18.24(27) 
--~~~-----~------------------------------~-----~---------

1-10 

11-20 

21-30 

22.5 ( 9) 

32.5 (13) 

17.5 ( 7) 

15.00 ( 6) 

5.oo( 2) 

2.5 ( 1) 

2.5 ( 1) 

37.5 (15) 

40.00(16) 

20.00( 8) 

31.-40 2.5 ( 1) 2.5 ( 1) 
~~------------------------------------------------------'l'Otal 75.00 (30) 22.5 ( 9) 2.5 ( 1) 100.00(40) 

Note: The figures in •brackets• are the absolute number of 
ri11ages~ 
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AN OV.EaV~Eii 0.1? l:EbJJGRAPHIC AND SOCIOECONOMIC 
PROFILE 1 CIT'.l-Illl~'l'.E~D COMPAAJ:SON 

In spite of an .intimate relationship between cities 

an.d their hinterlands, a distinct dichotomy is prevalent 

between certain characteri~tics of these t\'\0 parts of a 

region~ The present ch&pter, therefore, attempts to analyse 

the disparities between various danograph.ic and socio-

economic characteristics of the four selected cities and 

the sampled vil~ages of their surroundings. 1 

The demographic, g>cial and economic characteristics 

are as follows a 

Dem09£a~hic Characteristics 

POpulation Density 
J?Opulation Growth Rate 
sex Ratio 
Dependency Ratio 

soci aJ. .characteristics 

Percentage of scheduled Caste .Population 
Literacy Rate (TOtal, Male, Female). 

Economic Characteristic~ 

~~ Partic.i.pation Rate (TOtal, Male,li'emale) 
occupational structure. 

1 }Jecord.ing to the di:;cussion in ,~methodology•, page 
the sw:roWlding villages (sampled) of the cities 
have been referred to as 1 hinterlands•. The averages 
Of different characteristics of these villages, 
have been -worked out to represent the char~teristics 
of hinter! and. 
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'3·1 DeWio<rYlAf'~ic ChCVLO.Cte.Yistic$. 

The census cut-off points of population size 

( 5000 persons) and population density ( 400 persons/sq. 

km) between urban and rural areas, lead to the demographic 

distinction between them. Apart from these two census 

determined differentiating features (population size 

and density), there are some other demographic aspects 

like population growth rate, sex ratio, dependency ratio 

which differ· from rural to urban areas. Hence, the present 

section discusses all these features of the cities and 

hinterlands. Of course, because of the absoluteness 

of the characteristic of population size, it has not been 

considered here. Thus, the discussion stnts with the 

characteristic of density of population. 

3.1.1. Density of Population 

The number of persons per unit area, knolm as 

density of population , is an important distinguishing 

factor of rural-urban agglomeration, as usually an urban 
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area should have a minimum population density of 400 

persons per sq.km. 

A comparative picture of density of population 

between the selected cities and their hinterlands is 

obtained from tal:lle 3.,1. ~ fi.~· 2. 

Table 3.1 

and 

cities 
citx Hinterland 

Purnia l823 546!;85 

3325 787.27 

.Darbhanga 8463 1011.35 

Patna 9192 975.71 

Table 3.:1 reveals that the high popul.ation densi

ties of the toWls of Darbhcnga and Patna have been reflected 

to their hinterlands, and the lowest density (among the 

four) of PUrnia town is also reflected by that of its 

hinterland. The position of lilanbad (town and hinterland) 

is in the middle. 

The range of population density of the four 

hinterlands varies f.rom about 546 to lOll persons per sq.km. 



But this .range is much higher for towns i.e. from about 

1823 t~ 9192 per sq.km. That is why, the difference in 

terms of population density between the towns and their 

hinterl.ands as depicted by the figure is maximum in case 

of Darbhanga (which possess highest density am::mg towns) 

ana min.imwn in case of Purnia(which has the lowest 

density). 

It is quite interesting to note, that with the 

upgradation of a::onom.ic ·ba&efY of towns, density of 

population has increased. The agricultural town (Pumia) 

and its hinterland have the lowest density, the industrial 

town (Dhanbad) anzi its city region have moderate and 

the towns with tertiary and service bases ( .oarbhanga and 

Patna) and their city regions have higher density. 

This 'liigher density of the villages around Patna 

and Darbhanga, may be easily explained by their physio

graphic favourabillty, as these regions are situated in 

the plain tracts of Bihar._ 

But, inspite of the location in the no4tb Bihar 

plain, Pu.rnia and its surrounding villages have the 

lowest density (among the four) • 

Though, the town of J:hanbad is a part of rugged, 



undulating terrain of Chota Nagpur plateau, yet the 

industrial development of this town a::ts as a positive 

factor for the moderate population density both J.n the 

town and in the hinterland villages. 

One can relate these density differentials with 

the considerations of the availability of space (as 

popule.tion d.en;:;ity represents population in relation to 

area) • The average size of the villages around the four 

towns has been given in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 

Avera9e Area of the H.int&land 
vlllaljles,1981 

Hinterland of 

Purnia 

Iilanbad 

Darbhanga 

Patna 

.Area in sg .Km. 

6.73 

4 .. ~24 

4.36 

.From this above table, it is understood that villages 

around Purnia are the most spacious (in average) than 

villages of other three hinterlands• which may be a 

reason for the lowest density in that region. 
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3.1 •. 2 POPulation Growth Rate -
The rate at which a population increases during a 

definite time period, is an important demographic variable. 

FOr the present study, the de=ade of 1971-81 has been 

taken for population growth rate. 

Tal:>le 3~3 states the average growth rate of the 

hinterlands and of their respective cities: 

cities 

PUrnia 

Table 3.3 

Growth Rate of POpgl ation 
(Cities and their Hinterlands) 

1971-81 

GrOwth Rate Iii percenta5Ie 
city Hinterland 

54.08 ... 26!;61 

ooanbad 48.61 73.35 

oarbhanga 33.50 l7.73 

Patna 66.71 30.19 

Table 3~ 3 indicates that the population growth 

rate is much higher in the hinterland of the industrial 

city (Dhcnbad) than that of other cities, while the 

growth rate of the city itself is much lower than that 

of the hinter land. The reason behind this may be the 

increasing generative power of the .11lanbad industrial town, 
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which leads to rapid increase in I:Ura.L-ur:ban migration 

rate. BUt, be::ause of the shortage of space in proper 

city, the migrants settle in the vicinity of the city. 

Tha:t is why, the growth rate of the hinterland is much 

higher than that of the city. 

As, generative power cannot be expected .Crom an 

agricultural or a service based town, therefore, the 
-

growth of those hinterlands is low. 

1-i)wever, unlike the density pattern, variations 

in growth rate of the hinterlands cil not show conformity 

with the rate of their core towns, since the tow:1s 

of rbanbad and Purni a have not the highest and the 

1owest growth rate aa that of their hinterlands.~ ... 
The figure 3 illustrates that the city..hinter-

land disparity in growth J:ate is the highest for Patna, 

followed by PUrnia and Itlanbad. In Darbhanga this 

difference is the least•, 

3.1.3 sex Ratio 

sex ratio is the proportion of female population 

to male population, which is deMted by number of females 

per 1000 males. This important demographic feature differs 

from urban to z:ural areas. Gen~ally, because Of the 
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prepondercu.'"lce o£ male outmigrants from rural to urban 

areas, sex ratio in rural areas is higher than that of 

urban areas. Table 3._4 represents the disparity in sex 

ratio between the four cities and their hinterlands. 

Distribution of sex Ratios 
(Cities and their Hinterlands,l98J, ) 

Cities sex Ratios per 1000 
city Hinterland 

PUrnia 820.40 900~50 

Dhanbad 735.,20 881._80 

Darbhanga 872;!.;48 981.90 

Patna 815.60 926.10 

The impact of the highest and the lowest sex ratio 

respectively in Darbhanga and r:hanbad is evident in their 

hinterlands as on average the hinterland OfDarbhanga has 

the highest values and of .Lilanbad has the lowest values.!. 

that 
The Figure 4 . depicts clearlylthe .rural-urban 

disparity is the maxi111un for Iilanbad and min11111J111 for .Pumia. 

HOwever, the lowest sex ratio both ill the town and 

hinterland of ooanbad may be explained by the industrial 

economy of the to~ which is attr act1 ve more to the males 

than to the females fran the anployment viewpoint. on the 
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contrary, Darbhanga with tertiary l>ased economy can 

generate job opportunities for female to some extent, 

which in turn raises the proportion of females both in 

the tOWl and hinterland. 

3.1.4 Dependency Ratio 

Dependency ratio is a rough measure of dependency 

burden of a population. It reflECts the quantity of 

man-pOwer of a given population. A very high dependency 

ratio suggests that the nwnber of -workers is comparatively 

smaller compared to non-~rkers. Likewise, a low depen-

dency ratio suggests that there is an abundance of 

employed manpower. 

Generally: the population of ~rking ages (15-59 

age group) is considered as sell-dependent and the 

population bel4lw lS (young population) and above 60 (old 

population) are regarded as dependent. BUt in the absence 

of age-data in village level, dependency ratio is defined 

as the number of aon-1.\0rkers per hundred of ~rkers. 

Dependency ratio is eJCpected to be high close to 

cities and low in mral areas. This is chiefly because 

more remunerative jobs in urban areas afford a high propen

sity of dependency compared to rural areas, where almost 

everJ member of the family is employed. 
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From the point. of functional differences of cit.tes, 
town 

the villages around an agricultura.ljmay have much lower 

dependency, compared to the hinterlands of cities with 

other economic bases. The ag.m-based rural areas being 

the hinterlcnd of an agricultural town, can avail much 

technological support from the town, which in turn 

provides more employment to the people of the villages. 

so, dependency ratio is expected to be lower t.~ere •. 

Table 3~5 shows the average dependency ratios of four 

hinterlands along w::l.th that of their respective ci:ties •. 

Table 3.5 

Distribution of Dependency Ratio 
(cities and their Hinterlands1 l981) 

Cities Dependenc~ Ratio per 100 
citi Hinterland 

PUrnia 235!,94 178.39 

Iilanbaci 242.4!,09 263.42 

.oarbhanga 337.26 263.12 

Patna 281.33 264.97 

I!Ceording to table 3.5, the dependency ratio in the 

city of .D&"bhcnga, is Dllch higher than in its hinterland 

and also than in the rest three cities, IIIDOng the four 



hinterlands, the villages around Purnia have the lowest 

dependency ratio~, which was predicted earlier. ~luding 

Ltlanbad and. its city region, in all the three cases, 

cities dominate their hinterlands in respect of dependency 

ratio, which implies the prevalance of greater unemploy-

ment in cities than in rural areas. For the exceptional 

pattern o£ u~anbcd anu ~ts surrounding villages, it seems 

that the agro-based. economy oi the hinterlanu carmot 

compete with the in'-Ul strial economy of the city to generate 

employment for their population. This, in turn, raises the 

non- \..Orkers workers ratio Of the hinterland. more to that 

of the city. 

Fig., 5'"' depicts that the city-hinterland 

contrast in dependency ratio, is the maximum between the 

tertiary based Darbhanga and its hinterland. 

3.2 SOCial Characteristics 

Urban centres, being the origins of social develop-

ment, possess contrasting characteristics to that of the 

rural areas which are in the low stratum of social 

development. Tl'.O pertinent sOcial characteristics, 

namely, the proportion of scheduled caste population to 

total population ana literacy rates, are focussed here. 
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.12 3.2.1 Distribution of scheduled 
~aste POpulation 

caste is an important social characteristic of any 

population. In view of the distribution of population of 

different castes, w:ban-l:Ural disparities exist distinctly. 

Therefore, a close examination of the proportion of 

scheduled caste for the selected cities and hinterlmd.s is 

give"'1 in table 3.6 .. 

. Table 3.6 
--~~ 

Proportion of Scheduled Caste 
~Popul~t:lon _t_o t_o_tal _Population _ 

(cities and their HIIlterlands) 
1981 

a ties .sc POpulation ( %,) 
city Hinterland 

PUrnia 9.04 14.96 

.tilanbad 15.58 13.53 

oarbhanga 10.·67 16!.63 --
Patna 9.55 19, •. 49 

EX:ept .t:ilanbad, all other cities have lower proportion of 

scheduled caste population than that of their hinterlands. 

The inc.iustri a.l nature of rnanbad, absorbing many scheduled 
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caste labOurers, may be respons~le for this exceptional 

pattem. 

The difference in the proportion of scneduled 

caste population is min.imum betweED the city and hinter .. 

la1d of .I:banbad and maxilwm between the city and surround

ings villages of Patna(~'1· ') 

3.2.2 Literac~ Rate 

Literacy- rate is dslote4 by the ratio of literate 

population to total population. ~cording to census, 

literates refer to person who can write, read with undeJ:I-

standing in any language. 

There is a close association between literacy and 

development, for which urban areas always have higher 

literates than that in rural areas. 

Table 3 •. 7 illustrates the dichotomy in literacy 

rates of the four cities and their respective hinterlands. 

Pw:nia 
City 
Hinterland 

ooaebad 
City 
Hinterland 

Darbhanta 
c ty 
Hinterland 

Patna City 
Hinterland 

48.34 
16~-34 

50.00 
28 •. 38 

51.20 
23 •. 27 
57.71 
28.25 

57,!J08 
24.60 

59.21 
43 •. 25 

62.94 
34.03 
66.87 
41.35 

Female 

37.24 
l~~4 

37.!.73 
12.72 
46.47 
13.42 
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comparing the cities, Patna .being the socio-culturcU 

focus o£ the state comprises the largest share of literate 

persons (total, male, female), wtd.l.e l?umia -- the 

agricultural town -- has the lowest literacy rate (total 

and male). Female literacy is almost sane in Purnia, 

Dhanbad and oarbhanga, eJCCept, Patna, where it is much 

higher. 

In spite of having tilt; highest rate in l?atna, its 

city-region does not show the'highest literacy rates~ 

As is clear from Fig. 1-tJo. the difference is the 

nignest between l?Urnia ana. its neighbouring villages and 

the least between Dhanbad ana its periphery., 

In male literacy rate, city-hinterland disparity 

is maxinl.un fGr · Pumia and minimum for Patna (Fig.Jit) But 

in terms of female literacy Patna has the maximum d.iff er

ence fJ:Om its hinterland{Ftf :1~) 

3. 3 EConomic Characteristics 

Disparity in economic scenario between rural and 

urban areas, arises frorn the concept of dualistic economy, 

characterised by the existence of an advanced industrial 

system and an indigenous backward agricultural system. 

The former is urban-oriented, the latter is rural-oriented. 

Of course, one more sector cbe~ exist in urban areas which 
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is termed as tertiary sector. This type of dualistic 

or triplistic econo~ -- rural agriculture on one side 

and urban industrial or tertiary sector, on the other 

side -- is a typical nature of developing countries!. 

Thus, the following section epitomizes this 

dualism .in context of the present study. some of the 

selected economic indicato.r s are as follows a 

(i) work Participation Rate, i,!.e!_, proportion o£ ... ~-. ..._,., 
wo.rkers to total populationa 

(a) Male ~rk Participation Rate. 
(b) Female work participation rate.~ 

(ii)Occupation structurea 

(ba) P.roportion of cultivators to total llOrkers. 
( ) Proportion of agricultu.r al labourers to total. 

~rkers~ · 
(c) Pmportion of workers in household industry to 

total workers •. 
(d) Proportion of "WOrkers in •others• to total 

w::>rkers. 

In an economy, the proportion of workforce to 

total. population -:- referred to as !Rrk · P!£!:l:ciJ?!tiOn rate~; 

is the prime index. which re£lects the over-ell level of 

development. Usually, this is higher in rural economy 

·as compared to urban economy, as, agriculture is more 

labouj:l... intensive than industry~ 
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Table 3.8 brings out total., maJ.e female \!iOrk 
,_j 

participation rates for the selected tems and their 

hinterlands. 

Table 3 • .8 

tierk Particieation Rate 
(Cities and Hinterlands,l981) 

citieiV' 
P..1nterlands 

.PUrn.ia 

City 
Hinterland 

Iilanbad 

city 
Hinterland 

.oarbhanga 

city 
Hinterland 

Patna 

city 
l;Q.nterland 

: : ~rk Parf4£~~4"€!on Ra~e (in: §i : 
Total Male Female 

22.70 
26.51 

25.9 
28~24 

48.28 
53!.21 

47.24 
45.39 

39.84 
48.49 

43~44 
45.55 

5.68 
12~.84 

4.08 
4.73 

4,!140 
a.os 

Both PUrnia town and its b1Dterland have the highest 

work participation rate (total, aale, female) • UlanDad 

has al.so the same total work participation rate as that of 

Purnia. :aut its hinterland has the lowest work participation 

rate among the four hinterlands. 
•' 
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An interesting feature obtained. from Fig. (j o.. 

is that, except the city-region of .l.1:lanbad, the other three 

hinterlands exceed their urban cores in terms of work 

participation rate, which is an e;q>a::ted pattern. The 

e.xceptionaJ.ity of lilanbad may be on account of the city• s 

industrial economy, which provides more employment to the 

city population than that to the countryside, that is not 

developed agriculturally. 

Rural-urban contrast of male w:>rk participation 

rate is greater for .oarbhanga in comparison with other 

towns• That means the males of the hinter land of Darbhanga, 

are more mobilised to work than the males of the town 

itself. Two reasons may stand. for this. First, the 

tertiary based . city of Darbhanga cannot have much 

employment potentials to absorb its male population, while 

in the rural hinter lands, a .large number of mal.e population 

may participate in agricultural sectQt:. 

secondly, the a:::onomic profile of .Darbhanga • s 

rural periphery may be much .lower than the proper town, 

anu than other hinterlands, for which rural males are 

compelled to be engaged in w:>rk. 
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In view of the female w:>rk participation rate, 

maximum dichotomy is po-ssessed by PUrnia., between the 

town and hinterland. The hinterland has more than double 

of town • s female v.orkforce. PUrnia, being primarily 

agro-based town is not viable for females to provide jobs. 

conversely, in its ru_ral counterpart, the females can 

li!Drk as agricultural labourers~ 

3.3.2 Occu,eational Struc:t:u..£! 

A more impOrtant economic indicator is the division 

of labour force or occupational structure, explicJ.tely, 

this indicates the prOportion of workers in different 

sectors of an economy. The economic connotation of 

urbanisation is manifested by this concept, since a 

critical percmtage of labour type distinguishes urban 

areas from rural areas~ 

In the following sections, the proportion of 

workers in different sectors have been analysed for 

selected towns and their hinterlands. 

(a) CUltivators 

Ao::ording to cens.ts, a cult! vator is defined as 

anployer, single w:>rker or family worker in cultivation 

of land owned or held from <;Pvernment and others. The 

ratio of cultivators to total workers is one of the 
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determ:i nants of agro-based sector in an e:::onomy. This 

char.acteristic is rel,evant to study particuJ.arly for rural 

agricultural economy.~ 

Table· 3~9 and Fig. q show the pe.x:centage of 

cultivators in the selected towns and in their hinterlands. 

Table 3.9 

PJ:Oportion of Qlltivators to total 
tprkers (Cities and their Hl.nt;erlands) 

1981 

Ciaes Percent of ¢Ultl vators 
City Hinterland 

Purnia 10.98 35.84 

Iilanbad 1.08 36.26 

Darbhanga 3.03 39.89 

Patna 4.62 47.20 

The superiority of the town of Purnia -- predominantly 

agricultural -- 1n having the highest percentage o£ 

cultivators, has not been reflected on its peripheral 

areas, which consist the lowest average proportion of 

cultivators among all hinterlands. 

The hinterland of Patna has the ma.ximum proportion 

of cultiUators.. It may be due to the extensive fertile 

flood-plain of Ganga, which attracts cultivators to 

settle there and to own land• 
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20 (.b) Jliricultural Labourers 

A person who m~ely works in another persons• s 1an<i 

£or wages is regarded as an agricultural labourer. The 

ratio of 'hOrkfo.z:ce in this sector to total workers is 

another aspect to measure the strength of agrarian sector. 

2able 3.10 depicts the percentage distribution of agricul

tural laboprers in the selected cities and hinter lands. 

Table 3.10 

Pr029rtion of ~ricultural Labourers 
to total workers 

(Cities an<i their Hinterlands) 
l98l 

Cities 

Pw:nia 

Dhanba<i 

.oarbhanga 

Patna 

Percent of- AQFicultural Labourers 
~tY Hin~land 

19.85 

.11 

3 .. 58 

7e60 

(4t1 to) 

52,-._09 

13 .. ,45 

45.62 

40.77 

According to table 3,.10, ,(both the city and the 

neighbouring villages of PU.rnia have the nighest proportion 

of agricultural labourers. This indicates that both the 

city an<i hinterland of PUrnia are more attractive to the 

agricultural laDoure.rs than to the cultivators. 

(c) tprkers in Household Industrx: 

a:>usehold industry is defined as an industry 

conducted by the head of the household and or by the 
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members of the household at home or within the village in 

rural areas and only within the precincts of the house 

where ,;tne household lives in urban areas. There is a close 

connection between the rural areas and household industry, 

as this industry represents rural industrialisation. 

The percentage o£ \-.Orlters engaged in household 

industry of the cities anci in their n.interlanas, is 

observed from table 3._11 •. 

'!'able 3,11 

p,mportion of workers in HOusehold 
:Indu~ to total \liOrkers (cities 
and ther Hlnterland.'s), 1981. 

cities 

PUrnia 

Iilanbad 

.oarbhanga 

Patna 

Percentage of ~rkers 10 
HOUsehold IndustEY 

city Hinterland 

3.,79 

2.43 

A general low level situation of household indUstry 

has been emerged out from the above table. However, the 

contrast between city anci hinter land in this regard is the 

maximum for .tilanbad. stanaing on heavy industrial (non

household .industry) base, the town of Ibanbad contains the 

least proportion of wrkers in household industrial sector, 
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compared to other cities. BUt., a paradoxical situation 

prevails in the hinterland villages o£. Dhanbad, which 

possess the highest proportion of hOusehold indUstrial 

workers, among all hinterlands. For an explanation. of 

this fact, it may be inferred that,· the impact of 

industrial economy of 01anbad city, is focussed through 

the substantial proportion o£ hou~...hoJ..d industry of its 

hinterland. 

The city of .DBrl:>hanga and its .w.rroundl.ng villages, 

have a quite considerable percentage of l!Orkforce in 

household industry.(FU, 11) 

(d) \«>rker s in 'Others• 

ltecordi.ng to l98l census all those, who work in 

any field of economic activity other than cultivator, 
•other 

agricultural labourer or household industry, are L wrkers•. 

This cQtegory includes factory workers, plantation 

workers, those in trade, co~~~nerce, business, transport, 

mining, con st. ruction, political or ao'cial work, all 

govermnent servants, municipal employees, teachers, 

priests, entertainment artists, etc. EJccept the workers 

in livestOCk, forestry, fishing, hunting, plantation 

and orchards, tnis category mainly comprises of secondary 

and tertiary workers. Hence, this feature well 
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di.Cferent:i.a.tes an urban from a rural area. 

There£e.re. we will observe the dichotomies, made 

by the selected. cities and their hinterland, in view of 

this charac:ter1st1c s from Table 3.12~ F~ 12. 

TcWle 3.12 

Pl:Vportion of workers in •others• 
Sector to total \t!Orkers (cities 
and. their hinterlands), 1981 

cities Percent o:f 
cltx 

-...orkers lD others 
Hlilterland 

PUrn±.a 68!.00 10.:31 
-~ 

Ibanbacl 97.16 46.13 

Darbhanga 89.00 11 •. 83 

Patna 85.35 10.31 . 
The Cbminant ·secondary sector along with a moderate 

tertiary sector of the city of Ibanbad, has become evident 

fJ:Om the percentage Of ~rkers in •others•, given in above 

table. simil.arly, the tertiary and service bases of 

Darbhanga and Patna city are also proved by the same 

table-, 

It is quite peculiar, that the town of PUrnia, 

in spite of its dominant primary base, consists a quite 

substantial proportion (68%) of •other workers•. This is 

because of the inclusion of some categ,ries of primary 
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activities as livestock, orchard, plantation, fishing~ 

hunting and allied into this category of 'other \llOrkers'. 

Ho~ever, the superiority of Dhanbad city in this 

regard has been well reflected by its hinterland as this 

hinterland (among the four ) possesses the highest 

proportion of 'other workers'. ·But, despite the substantial 

proportion (almost 9070 ) of workers in 'other' sac.tor in 

Darbhanga, the city-hinterland contrast is the maximum 

in this case (Fig. 12.. ) , as its hinterland have only 

about 11.80% workers in this sector. 

Thus, it appears from the above observations, 

that an industrial city has more impact on its hinter

land, than a service or tertiary based city in terms of 

the proportion of workers in 'other' sector. 

3.4 Summery 

From the preceeding discussio._., the following 

salient features have been observed. 

(a) In terms of the demographic characteristics, the 

dicahotomy betwen city hinterland is the greatst in 

case of Darbhanga and its city -regiOVl, while the ·d:tff-

erence is the lowest between Purnia and its city region. 

(b) The selected social characteristics- ~ipro~ortion 

of scheduled caste population and 1 i teracy rate) create 

the greatest conrast between city and hinterland in Purnia 

and Patna. 



9(c)€onsidering the econom~c characteristics,prevalence 

of disparity is maximum between the tertiary based city 

of Darbhanga and its region. 

Thus,it is nmi-e:rstood that the dichotomy bet

tween city and surroundings is minimum in case of 

the industrial Dhanbad,ragarding the observed feature~ 



CHAP T:ER:_ IV 

DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RURAL 

HINTERLANDS : A DISTANCE-D FJ:;AY ANA!jYSIS'. 

Diminution of urban influence may be enlightened 

through socio-demographic aspects - representative of urban 

centres - in relation to the distance from urban centres. 

Therefore, the present chapter highlights the association 

of certain demographic and social characteristics of rural 

hinterlands \·dth distance .from their respective urban core. 

The relevant demographic end social indicators can 

be spelt out as follows: 

Demographic Indicators 

i) Density of population per square kilometer 

ii) Growth Date of population during 1971-1981 

iii) Sex Ratio 

i v) Dependency Ratio 

Soc ia1 Indica tors 

i) Proportion of scheduled caste population 

ii) Total literacy Rate 
iii) Male literacy Rate 
iv) Female literacy Rate 
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In this part of analysis, first, a distance - wise 

distributional picture of the above mentioned indicators, 

(for the four selected hinterlm1ds) has been illustrated. 

For this purpose, the distance is classified into four 

zones of 1-10 Krn, 11-2) Km, 21-30 V...m, and 31-40 Km. The 

simple means of different variables have been worked out 

for each distance zone and zone-wise variations are repre-

sented by tables and figures. 

Secondly, to examine the nature and extent of inter

relation between distance and the selected variables, corre-

lation and regression ~,alysis have been carried out.Three 

commonly used forms of regression analysis have been att

empted, which are given belo\oJ: 

a) Simple linear ( y = a + bx ) - where a unit change 

in independent variable (x), causes a change of 'b' units 

in the dependent variable (y). 

b) Exponential or semi-log (y = abx ) - where a unit 

change in the independent variable {x) leads to a change 

in the dependent variable (y) by 'b' times 

c) Pareto or double log ( y = axb ) - where the ratio 

of the relative change in the independent variable ( x) and the 

dependent variable (y) is equal to 'b'. 

The logarithmic transformation of the exponential and 

Pareto functions to obtain a linear form of relations and the 
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estimation /regression constant 'a' and 'b ', have been 

discussed in Hethodology (Page 3G ) • 

After this regression analysis the statistical 

test of significa..."1.ce of these ralations has also been 

carried out. 

On the basis of these methods, di.fferent hypotheses 

postulated in this study have been tested. Tne analysis 

of these relations have been c.a.v.ried out for hinterlands 

of sel~cted cities of different economic bases. 

4. 1 · Demographic Characteristics 

The recognition of demographic aspect in a study 

of urban influence on rural areas, is of utmost importance, 

as the proc'ess of urbanisation has a demographic CG!Illlo

tation. The present section investigates the influence 

of cities of different economic bases on the demographic 

features of their rural surroundings. 

4.1.1. Density of Population 

Density of population is an important demographic 

charateristic, which speaks about the prevalence of the 

intensity of urban influence on the surrounding rural areas. 

So far as distance is concerned, one must have a 

look on how the density of population varies 1n different 
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distance zones of hinterlands. 

Table 4.1 sta1~es the average density of population 

in four distance zones of the neighbouring areas of selected 

cities. 

TABLE 4,1 

DISTANCE -VHSE DISTRIBUTION OF A VEFL4.GE D&'{SITY OF 

PCFtJL.i~ :L:ION IN DIFFE!BN'I' HINTcHLANDS ( 19 81) 

DENSITY PER SQ,Ki."\1 
Hinterland DISTANCE zom!S 
of 1-10 Km 11-20 Km 21-30Km 31-40Km 

Purina 435.Z7 499.47 618.47 566.52 

Dhanbad 747.96 745.23 374.01 872.39 

Darbhanga 1097.62 921.08 995.19 9~.33 

Patna 1385.44 820.44 743.22 600,28 

Comparing the immediate vicinity (1-10 Km) of the 

four cities, the highest density is possessed by the hinter

land of Patna. But, in all subsequent zones (from 11-40 Km), 

density is the highest in the hinterland of Darbhanga, for 

which the average density of the entire hinterland of Darbhanga 

is maximum (Table 3. 1 , Chapter III, )'i1·,' _ 



A graphical representation of the pattern of popu-· 

laiion density (Fig. f' ) clearly represents, that a 

steady decline of average density 'I:Ji th increasing distance 

from the urban C..v.re..,. has been experienced only by the 

surroundings of Patna; ( \~hereas this trend is found also 

in the hinterland of Dhanbad upto zone of 21-30 Km) ; Conver

sely, a steady increase of density is observed up to a 

distance of 30 Km in the periphery of Purnia. 

The villages around Dnbhanga do not show any definite 

incre:'tsing or decreasing tendency. 

Hence, a distance-decay tendency is apparently pre

valent for the villages around Patna and to some extent around 

Dhanbad. T:'le reverse pattern is true for the hinterland of 

Purnia (upto 30 Km). 

The relationships have been investigated with the 

help of product moment correlation and three different 

regression equations.The results of this analysis are given 

Table 4. 2. 
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TABLE 4 2 
I • 

R~SUL'i'S OF CORRELATION AHD REGRESSION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING THE 

D~:.,JSITY OF POPULATION BY DISTANG:S OF THE HINTERLAND VILLAGES 

FROM THS SEL3C'rED CI'l'~S,l981. 

Hinterland Types of Corr-:;;lation Regression • Regression 
of F·mctions coefficient constant constant 'a' 

'b' (for the 
significant 
rel::;.tions) 

Line 31' .19648H· 5. 6796 424.05486 
FURlJIA 

Semi-log .154 1.0063 

Double log .148 .114 

DHAl\lBAD Linear -. 2115 -15.75623 

Semi log -.221 - .984 

Double log -. 234 -. 21.8 

D AH3HAl·JG A Linear -.0923 -5.69323 

Se~i log -.034 -.998 

Doublelog -.118* -.0093 1109.2063 

PATNA Linear -. 28527** -44.93226 1660.63556 

Sernilog -. 209* -.983 1038.051 

Double log -.201 -. 2007 

NOTE: * Significant at 1056 level of significance 

** Significant at 556 level of significance 
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As is clear from the table 4.2, significant relation 

between density of popul:1tion and dista"l.ce, exists for the 

hinterlands of Patna and Purnia. 'I'he relation is significant 

in a lovJ level ( 10%) for the village~s a...'T"'und Darbhanga. 

The hypothesis (no.1 in pageti) of inverse relation 

between distance and population density, has been justified for 

the peripheries of Patna and Darbhanga and also in case 

of insignifica.."1t rele1tion for the £linterland of Dhanbad. 

Only in the villages around Purnia, the distance -

decay hypothesis has not been proved, as there exists a 

positive relation bet~een distance and density. 

An explanation may stand for this, that is with 

increasing distance, the concentration of villages is also 

increased in the hinterland of Purnia, as the zone of 

2l-4o Km contains about 39% of the total villages of the 

hinterland (see table 2.4 ) Fig. I~ shows that 

the down"'Jarcl gradient of density is steeper for the 

hinterland of Patna than the upward density gradient of 

the hinterland of Purnia. In the former case one unit 

increase in distance leads to 44.93 unit decrease in density 

while in the latter case, for one unit increase in distance 

from the city density increases by 5.08 unit. 

4. 1. 2 Population Growth Rate 

The gradient of urban influence in terms of populat
to · 

ion growth rate ~ay be assumed tapper off with the increase 



of distance from cities, because of the decreasL~g 

migration rate from urban to rural areas. 

A clos~ examination of distance-wise variations 

in avera.se growth rate of 

focussed in Table 4. 3. 

four hinterlands, has been 

TABLE 4, i 

0 IS 2AI·JGE \!-liSE D ISTRI3Ul'IOi·r OF Av.2RAGE GEW'.!TH 

RA'rE IN DIFFERENT HINTERLANDS ( 1971-81 ) 

Hint-erland_ GRO'.vTH RATE IN PERCENTAGE 
of D IST Al.'i CE ZONES 

t-10 Km 11-20 Km 21-30 Km 31-40 Km 

Purnia 23.00 33.15 21.92 27.16 

Dhanbad 82.86 88.77 2l.27 15.41 

Dar bhang a 74.10 ~."51 29.40 25.07 

Patna 42.86 30.25 19.02 27.26 

According to above table, the greatest differ.ence between 

the two extreme values of population growth rate is obser

ved in the hinterland of Dhanbad, ranging from 88.77% 

(in 11-20 Km zone.: to 15.41% ( 31.-40 km zone).For this 

reason, the difference between r r--
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1-20 Km ~~d 21-40 Km zone is very high. Likewise, the 

difference in growth rate between 1-10 Km and 11-40 Km zone 

of the hinterland of Darbhanga is also substantially high. 

The figure 14 depicts an althrough diminishing 

trend of growth rate with increasing dista~ce from the city 

of Darbhanga. 

This pattern is maintained for the villages around 

?atna, upto the distance of 3J Km, vlhile for the hinter-

land of Dhanbad, the actual decreasing trend originates 

not from the closest proximity (1-10 ~~ zone), but from 

the zone of 11-20 km • 

No systematic pattern of growth rate is furnished by 

the hinterlani of Purnia. 

The relationships between distance and population 

grm-1th rate have been investigated by statistical method 

of correlation and regression, the values of which are 

given in Table 4.4. 

·It is Wlderstood from table 4.4 that highly sig

nificant negative relation is found between distance and 

growth rate for the villages around Patna and Darbhanga. 

Among these two regions linearity of relations is obtained 

by the former, while the latter one tends more towards non

linearity (as more significant in double log linear than 

simple linear). So, comparing these two cases, one may 
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TABLE 4,4_ 

RZSu"'L l'S OF COHii.ELATION AND REGRESSION ,\NAL YSIS EXPLAINING 

1'HE GRO\'i'fH RATE OF POPULA:i'ION BY THE DISTANCE OF TH.C.: iffi·JT2R-

LAND VD~L~~~~~E3 i~'ROM ·THE SSLECTED CITIES,l98l. 

Hinterland ·rypes of Correlation H.e gre s sion Regression 
of Functions coefficient constant constant 'a' 

'b' (for significant 
relation) 

PUR..i'JIA L :L.'1.e ar -.06072 -.09213 

:3e:ui-lo g .052 -1.0207 

Double log -.015 -.0144 

DHANBAD Linear -.07171 -1.43373 

Semi-loc; -.292* -.963387 52.57811 

Double log -.132 -.1352 

DARi3HANGA Linear -.13171* -1. 22926 62.511 

Semi-log -.097 -.97S:J252 

Double log -.169 *** -.1126 79.00412 

PA'l'NA Linear -.411 ** -.99192 44.52227 

Semi log -. 376*** -.9657985 41.186066 

Double log -. 367*** -.1735 89.541302 

NOTE: ***SIGNIFICANT AT 1% LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 

** If " 5% II " 
* II " 10% II tt 



state that, f'or an tm!t increase in distance, the growth 

in the hinterland of Pa±na decreases by • 99 unit~ whereas 

one percent increase in distance, decreases the growth rate 

in the hinterland o1 D.:a;rbhanga by .1126%. 

Population growth rate in the hinterland of Dhanbad 

is inversely related with distance at 10% significance level 

only an::l it is a non-.linear one. The relation has been found 

to be totally sinsi-gnificanct for the hinterland of Purnia, 

whether continuous rise and fall shows no systematic pattern 

of growth rate. Thus, the formulated hypothesis (No.1 in 

page 11 ) has been .fully proved f'or all the four hinterlands. 

4. 1. 3 Sex Ratio 

It is generally found that the immediate surroundings 

of the city possess more males than females, although to a 

lesser degree than those in the city. It is because selective 

male migration takes place to these areas as the employment 

opportunities offered by the city are more to the males 

than the females. The· masculinity of the population, therefore, 

falls or the feminity rises progress! vely at least upto a 

certain distance from the city periphery. 

1. For the villages around patna, it may also be said that 
(a) an unit increase in distance leads to .0348 times de
crease in growth rate- (Semi log ) and (b) for one 
percent increase in distance, growth rate declines by 

.1735% (double· log). 
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This general pattern is observed for the villages around 

cities of different functional nature. Table 4.5 gives the 

dist<:k"'l.Ce \'Jise variations ir1 population gro,,.;th rate in four 

hinterla'1d s. 

TABLE 4~5 

DISTANCE- 1,,lJ.SE DISTRIBUTION OF AVEl1AGE SEX RATIO 

Hinterland 
of 

Purnia 

Dhanbad 

Dar bhang a 

Patna 

IN DIFFSRENT HINTSHL.4.NDS 

( 1981 ) 

Sex Ra~io Per Iooo 
Distance zones 

1-10 km 11-20 YJ!l 21-20 km 

915.80 946.42 821.02 

794.70 924.92 991.95 

969.12 969.92 713.80 

f5J7. 03 925.71 974.13 

31-40 km 

940.20 

950.93 

1005.00 

984.28 

Table 4.5 indicates that the immediate vicinity (1-10 km) 

of Dhanbad con·~ains lower sex ratio than other closest (1-10 km) 

zones of the rest three hinterlands. Even in the zone of 11-20 km, 

the city region o.f Dhanbad, has the lowest sex ratio. This 

picture .implies the dominance of male migrants around an indus

trial city Dhanbad. 

An interesting feature marked by the hinterland of Dar

bhanga is that the remotest zone o.f this hinterland possess 
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more female than males. 

As is depicted by -fig IS , that the distinct 

increasing tendency of sex :rn. tio is found for the villages 

around Patna. This pattern is maintained by the villages 

around Dhanbad upto a distance of ,;o Km. 

Table 4.6 presents the values of correlation and 

regression between population grmoJth rate af hinterlands 

and their distance from cities. 

Highly significant positive relation is established 

by the villages of Dhanbad, Patna and Darbhanga. 

Therefore, the hypothesis no relating to distance from 

cities and sex ratio is accepted. Only in the case of 

Purnia 's city region the irisignificant relation is inverse 

as against our hypothesis (no.ii). 

4.1.4 Dependency Ratio 

THe earlier discussion about the definition of 

dependency ratio in chapter III (page-'~) implies that it 

is an indirect indicator of unemployment situation (.,3 

dependency ratio, which has been found to be worse in 

cities than their hinterlands (except Dhanbad) (in 

Chapter III page C4 ).Therefore, one can assume that this 

ratio will get decreased with increase of distance from 
wise 

cities. A distance distribution of dependency ratios of 

four hinterl~s, has been illustrated in Table 4. 7 and 

fig. ,, • 



TABLE 4,6 
ton 

RESULTS OF CORHELATION AND REGRESSION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING 

THE SEX RATIO BY DISTANCE OF THE SURROUNDING VILLAGES FROM 

THE SCL.:'XTED CITIZS, 1981, 

Hinterland Types of 
function 

PURI·JIA Linear 

Semi-log 

Double log 

DHANBAD Linear 

Semi log 

Double log 

DARBHANGA Linear 

Semi log 

Double log 

PATNA Line aT 

Semi-log 

Double log 

Correlation Regression 
coefficient constant 

'b' 

-.06135 -.02015 

-.068 -.998?JJ07 

-.079 -,0258 

.41081 *** 821.94 

.4D4** 1.0118 

• 315** .0821 

.18049 ** .17766 

.116* 1,0022 

,100 .0~4 

.44253***· .33071 

,448*** 1.0043 

.460*** .0535 

NOTE: *** Significant at 1% level of significance 
*** n n 5% n n n 

* 
If ,, 

" 10% It " 

Regression 
constant 

'at 

769.0244 

731.78378 

725. 37234 

946.1096 

928,04952 

869.6443 

868,7758 

007.53334 
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TABLE 4.7 

DISTANCE-vliSE DIS'IRIBUTION OF AVERAGE DEPENDENCY RATIO IN 

DIFFEREm HINTERLANDS (1981 ) 

Hinterland DeEendency Ratio Per·lOO 
of !stance Zones 

1-10 Km 11-a> Km 21-30Km 31.-40 Km 

Purnia 168.70 173.67 173.00 192.72 

Dhanbad 251.65 258.59 31.4.80 266.55 

Darbhanga Zl0.03 271 1 ~ ......... 250 261 

Patna 247.26 246.83 226.10 276.63 

Considering the ialuvidual distance zones seperately 

it is seen from table 4,7 that dependency ratio is the 

highest in the zone of 1-20 Km ot" the hinterland of Darbhanga 

while in 21.-~ Km and 31-40 Km zones this ratio is the 

highest 1n the surroundings o! Dhanbad and Patna respectively 

On the other hand, the lowest dependency ratio prevails in 

all from distant zones of Purnia. 

Fig, IG shows more clearly that a rising tendency 

of dependency ratio is evident in the villages around Purnia 

and in the villages up to 30 Km distance .trom Dhanbad, But, 

the hinterlalXl of Patna experiences a declinltng tendency in 

terms of dependency ratio upto the distance of 30 Km, 

An uniform but continuous rise and fall of dependency 

ratio is seen in case of the periphery of Darbhanga, 



Table 4. 8 distloses the results o~ correlation and 

re-gression analysis 'between distance and dependency ratio. 

TABLE 4,8 

RESULTS OF R CORHELATIOU AND RIDRESSION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING 

THE "DEPENDENCY RATIO BY DISTANCE OF THE HINTERLAND VII.LAGES 

FROM THE SELECTED CITES,l981. 

Hinterland 5Pe of Correlation Regre sslon Regre salon 
of Function coefficient constant constant 

linear .18553* 

Semi-log ,164* 

Double-log .136 

Linear .12092 

Semi-log .094 

Double-log .172 

DARBHAL'lGA Linear -,0856 

PA'l'NA 

Note: 

Semi-log -.076 

Double log -.064 

Linear -.22849* 

Semi-log -. 21.6* 

Double-log -.204 

'b • 'a • 

.00222 

1,0041 

.0621 

1. 56469 

10044 

.1003 

-.41353 

-.9986009 

-. 0188 

-147.968 

-.99~185 

-.0704 

158.9932 

156.6o082 

264.9721.6 

5 • .5638 

* Signifie.ant at 10~ level o~ signi!ic ance. 
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Not any highly significant relation between distance and 

dependency ratio has been emerged out !rom the above table. 

Significance is low (at 10% level) for the hinterlands of 

Purnia and Patna. The relation is direct in the hinterlanl 

of Purnia whUe an inverse relation is found for the 

city region of Patna. Therefore, the hypothesis no.iii 

postulated earlier is proved in case of the hinter.J.and of 

Patna, where one unit increase in distance from Patna city 

leads to 1.48 unit reduction in dependency ratio. But this 

hypothesis is rejected by the city-region of Purnia. 

The reasons behind the unexpected picture(a direct 

relation between distance and dependency ratio) of the hinter 

land of Purnia may be as follows: 

(a) The increased density of population with distance , 

~able 4. 2 page qo) may stand for the increasing tren1 

of dependency ratio, as the inter-correlation 

between density ani deperrlency ratio is moderate 

positive (.37l)(which is significant also ) (,4-pp~~x) 

(b) Decreased female "--rk participation rate with distance 

( table 5 .• '6 ) is an important !actor for demini-

shing dependency ratio, since the female l«>rk participation 

rate and dependency ratio are very highly but inversely related 

(r • -.849 ), which is also a significant relation. CArr~JA~ ~) 

Thus, distance from urban centre is not the only factor, 

in this esse, to bring about changes in dependency rat 1o. 
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On the basis of the above observa ticm:s in the demo-

graphic indicators, it is found, that the hinterland of 

Patna city has maintained the assumed hypothesis in all. 

cases. 

4. 2 Social Characteristics 

The importance o:f the social characteristics in 

evaluating urban in.fluence on rural areas, ar-i_ses from the 

fact that the urban centre-s are orig-ins aoc2a1 development. 

Thus, the present section analysis some of th,e- social char

acteristics of the four hinterlands in relation to distance 

from their respective urban cores. 

4. 2. 1 Proportion o :f Scheduled ·caate Population to to tal. 

Population 

It is hypothesized that the concentration of scheduled 

caste population may be more in the villages closer to cities 

than in the remote• villages. 

The provision of employment opportunities near the cites , 

coupled with the rural caste-conflict, may be attributed 

to outmigration of scheduled caste population from remote 

rural areas. Hence an inverse relationship between the 

proportion of scheduled caste population and distance from 

cities may be expected(~~ 1M'· iv-) . 
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The proportion of scheduled caste population in the 

hinterland of four selected cities has been examined for 

various dista.'lce zones of these hinterlands. The results are 

given in Table 4. 9 and represented graphic al.y ( Fig. I :f ) • 

TABLE 4.9 

DISTANCE-WISE DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE PROPORTION OF SCHEDULED 

CASTE POPlJLATION (to total population) lH DIFFERENT HINTERLAK>S 

(1981) 

Hinterland Percentage of Scheduled Caste Population to total 
of Population 

Distance Zones 
1-!o km ll-20 Km 21- 3) KDi 310-40 Km 

PURNIA 

DHANBAD 

DARB HANG A 

PATNA 

18.19 

10.62 

20.54 

15.49 

16.30 

12.47 

15.12 

22.56 

17.69 

2.05 

17.00 

8.67 

16.26 

100 

19.04 

Considering each distance-zone seperately, it is 

observed that the highest proportion exists in the zone of 1-10 

km around Darbhanga, while all the rest zones of above 10 km 

around Pa tna, consists the highest proportion, coa~pared to that 

of the same zones of other hinterlands. 

A sudden decrease 1n scheduled caste population is found 

in between 21-30 km zone around Dhanbad.(See fig./~ also), as 
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50% villages in that area do not have any scheduled caste 

population. 

Of the four hinterlands, only the hinterland of 

Patna .experiences an almost increase in scheduled caste 

population with increasing distance from the city. Rest of 

the hinterlands do not have any definite increasing or 

decreasing pattern of the proportion of scheduled caste 

population, apparently from the figure i'f • But, if a 

comparison can be male between the zones of 1-2> km and 21-40 

km in terms of the percentage ratio of scheduled caste 

popul~tiOn, than a decreasing trend em be detec~ed dj.stinctly 

for these three hinterlands (of Purnia, Dhanbad and Darbhanga). 

Table 4.10 illustrates the values of correlation 

and regression analysis between distance and scheduled caste 

population of the .four-hinterlands. 

Table 4.10 states that the proportion of scheduled 

caste population and distance are correlated significantly 

for all the cases cf the pre sent study. Again, the hypothesis 

of {no.iv) of inverse relation between distance and sche:iulecl 

caste population (given in page 2.2. ) has been accepted in this 

context, for the hinterlan:l of Purnia, Dhanbad and Barbhanga 

The ci "tyf-region ot Patna is the only exception, where sbheduled 

caste population is directly related to the distance from city. 

A probable factor may be responsible for this i.e., the 
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TABLE 4.10 

RESULTS OF CORRELATION AND RE3RESSION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING 

THE PROPORTION OF SCHEDULED CASTE ?OPULA::'ION (TO TOTAL 

POPULATION) BY THE DISTANCE OF HINTERLAND VIlLAGES FROM 'lEE 

SELECTED CITIES,l981 ) • 

Hinterland Types of Correlation Regression Regression 
of Functians coefficient constant constant 'a' 

'b' 

PUR..~ !A Linear -. 207* -. Z7226 
Semi-lag -. 349*** -.9675385 

Double log -.297*** -. 52J6 

DHANBAD Linear -. 2351• -. 30931. 
o:>emi log -. 21.3 -.9758352 

Double log -. 3~** -. 5953 

DARBHANGA Linear -. 2.1.672 *** -2.6747 

Semi-log -.171** -.98649 

Double log -. 21.2 -. 2651. 

PATNA Linear 26502** •30069 

Semi-lAg .291** 1.0327 

Double log .~3** .4175 

NOTE: *** Significant at 196 level of significance 

** Significant at 5% level of sign! :f1c cmce 

* Significant at 10% level of significance 

21.54403 
24.156657 

53.04 

17.77766 

35.21.:$8 

21. 42.1.93 

16.2~627 

26.167024 

13.98731 

9.647511~ 

5.4113576 
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immediate periphery of the atate capital of Patna may be 

cro\\ded by the city-migrants of general cate, which father 

decreases with distance, leaving places for the res~ence 

of scheduled caste population.Thus, the increased distance 

from the city increases the proportion of scheduled caste 

population. 

4.2.2. Total Literacy Rate 

The impact of urban influence on rural surroundings 

can be reflected by the proportion of literate persons ,As 

an urban centre is the origin of socio-cultural developmen i:, 

literacy rate is supposed to have a downward gradient from 

the city towards its periphery. 

In table 4.11, the mean literac.y...::rates of the vll1ages 

of hinterland of different cities has been given for four 

distance zones. 'l'he values are also shown graphically in fig. 11 o... 

TAJ3LE 4.11 

DISTANCE WISE DISTRmUTICfi OF AVERAGE LITERACY RATES IN 

DIFFERENT HINTERLANDS. 

Hinterland Literacy Rates iii Percentage 

of DISTANCE .ZONES 

1-10 km 11-20 Km 21-30 Km 3l.-40km 

Purnia 18.10 16.14 15.67 16.49 
Dhanbad 28.70 29.38 22.97 ~.13 
Darbhanga 21.18 23.40 24.?6 23.91 
Patna 26.26 28.25 31.13 35.18 



It is seen that. the villages at a distance of 1-20 Km 

around Dhanbad city, have more literate persons (in proportion 

to total population) compared to that of the same zones 

around other cities • But be tween 21-40 Km region, t~ higi'!B st 

literacy is observed in the h±llterland of Patna. 

Apparently, the entire surrolll'rlings of Dhanbad do not 

have any well defined trend of total 1i teracy rate; yet 

between the zones of l-20 Km am 21-40 Km, the latter one 

has less-er proportions of 11 terate persons that that of 

the former. 

An almost uniform but d~creasing pat tern o:t 1i teaacy 

rates is apparent from Purnia.'s suiTOwxling region. On the 

contrary, as one moves from the cities of Patna and Darbhanga, 

an increasing picture of literacy rates may ee obtained. 

So, while the literacy pattern of Purnia 's city region is 

quite obvious or expected (as it declines with increasing 

di S't ance) , the situations of the bin terl and s of P atna a?.d 

Darbhanga are quite unconventional representing the increasing 

pattern of literacy with distance from cities. 

The results of correlation and regression between 

distance from cities and total literacy rate are given in 

Table 4.12. 

According to Table 4.12, the relationship between 

distance from urban centres and total literacy rates is 
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signif.icant only in case of the hinterland of Patna. 

But the formulated hypothesis (no. v) relating to distance 

:from cities and total literacy rate has become invalid .far 

the vi i"lage,s around Patna. 

TABLE 4.12 

RESULTS OF CORRELATION AND .tiEGRE-::SION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING 

THE TOTAL LITERACY RATE BY 'IHE DISTANCE OF HIN'F.SRLAND Vn..LAGES 

FRON St<J...ECTED CITIES, 19 81. 

Hinterland Types of Correlation Regression 
of Functions coefficient constant 

'b I 

PURNIA Linem- -.10863 -.0686 

Semi-log -.101 -.9958088 

Double log -.132 .1009 

DHANBAD Line:ar -.1748 -.26643 

Semi log· -.085 -.9960073 

Oouble log -.071 4.0371 

DARBHANUA Linear .09004 .08365 

Semi log .086 1.0035 

Double log .091 .06 

PATNA Linear .26484** .276Zl. 

Semi log .279** 1.0118 

Double log • 343** .1776 

Regression 
constm1 t 'a' 
for signi.fican t 
relation 

24.26253 

22.841978 

17.31.8328 

NOTE: **Significant at 5?6 level of significance; 



The literacy rate may increase ctue to better communi-

cation facilities. In the present case (hinterland of Patna), 

the literacy rate and composite score of communication faci

li ties have a close positive association ( r = • 52)~ There

fore, increased communication facilities with distance 

( Table 6.7 ) ) may lead to rise in the literacy 

rate. 

This exceptional pattern (direct r2la~ion between 

literacy rate and distance) may further be explained by 

di s::ussing the male literacy rate and female literacy rate. 

4.2.3 Male Literacy Rate 

Coming to the point of male literacy rate, the more or 

less same picture, as that of total literacy rate, is 

obtained. Table 4.13 gives the distribution of male literacy 

of the hinterland of four cities in different distant 

zt>nes. The differences are also represented graphically on 

figure. 

indicates that 

Table 4•l~(titeracy rate follows almost similar pattern as 

that of total literacy of rate for all the hinterlands which 

is clearly sho\«1 by fig •• tib 'rhe only minute exception is 

seen ( .from the fig If b ) • in the hinterland of Patna, 

where the increase in male literacy is lesser than that in 

total literacy rate. It may be due to the comparatively steeper 

increase in female literacy rate. 
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TABLE 4,13 

DISTANCE WISE DIS'lRmU':J?ION OF MALE LITBRACY RATE IN 

DIFFERENT HINTERLANDS 

Hinterland Male literacy rate in percentage 
of Distance Zones 

l-10 Km 11-2) Km 21-l? Km 31-40 Km 

Purnia 26,11 22,97 24.64 25.5J 

Dhanbad 41.85 45.76 "5).09 44,36 

Dar bhang a 31..95 33.85 35. ;o 35.00 

Patna 38.52 42.Z7 44,43 44.54 

Table 4,14 shows the resultsof correlation and regression 

analysis bet\een distcnce and male literacy rate, 

From the table 4,14, it is observed that similar 

to total literacy rate, male literacy rate is also directly 

related with distance 1n the hinterland of Darbhanga (which 

is the only significant relations among the four cases). 

Here, one can find that mal!e literacy rate is 

highly but inversely correlated with the workers in 'others' 

category (r a -. 552 - significant). In the next chapter, we 

will see that other workers have been declined with distance, 

Thus, the declining trend of other workers may be attributed 

to the deciving pattern of male literacy rate from the city of 

Darbhanga. 
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However,the same hypothesis (no.vi, page 2Z..) is not 

proved between distance and male work partie ipa tion rate. 

TABLE 4.14 

RESULTS OF CORRELATION AND RmRESSION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING THE 

i'lALE LITERACY RATE BY D !STANCE OF HINTERLAND VTI..LAGES FROH THE 

SELECTED CITIES 1981 

Hinterland 
o:f 

PURNIA 

DHANBAD 

DARBHANGA 

PATNA 

Types o:f CoiTelation Regression 
Functions coefficient constant 

'b' 

Linear -.0266 -.022 

Semi log .04 1.0017 

Double log -.008 -.9942 

Linear -.11489 -.18'-14 

Semi log .02 1.01 

Double log .185 .0954 

Linear .10516 .10831 

Semi log .042 1.0018 

Double log • 046 .0299 

Linear .20847* • 31.203 

Semi log .238* .016 

Double log .285** .233 

Regression constant 
• a r 

(:for significant 
relation) 

36.8431. 

}J.6o92 

21.45 

NOTE: ** Significant at 596 level o.f significance 

* significant at 1096 level of significance 
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4. 2.4 Female Literacy Rate 

The pro portio~ of female literates to total female 

popola·tion , is an important feature for urban as well as 

for rural areas , particularly in Indian context, where the 

status of women is low • Usually, female literacy may be 

assumed to wane off with distance .trom urban centres, 

The average female literacy rate of the hinterland 

of the four cities in different distance zones is given in 

table 4.15 and graphicaJ.ly shown on figure~li e 

TABLE 4.15 

DIS'l'Al'ICZ \·liSE DISTRIBUTION OF ·AVERAGE FZI'-IALE LI'l'ERACY RATE 

IN DIFFERENT HINTERLANDS 

Hinterland Female litercu=y rate in Percentage 
of Distance Zones 

1-10 km 11-a:> Km 21-~Km 31-4o Km 

Purnia 9. ,02 7.65 11.13 e.86 
Dhanbad 10.69 12.18 8,28 2.19 

Darbhanga 10.72 12.35 13.10 15.13 

Patna 10.79 13.08 17.18 25.68 

The abrupt rise in female literacy in the remotest 

villages (in 31-40 km zone) around Patna, explains the steep

ness in the rise of total literacy rate (mentioned earlier in 

page). Of <Course, the only one village represents the sample 

in that zone ( 31-40 km) which may create an exception in the 
previous pattern. · 
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Similar to that of the pattern of total and male 

literacy, the fe:nale literacy rates waxes with distance .from 

the city of Patna, Darbhanga and wanes from t:1e city of 

Dhanbad. 

Though, the figure ) ~~ shows an sudden rise in 

female literacy ratios in the :wne of 21-)} km of villages 

arou.7ld Dhanbad, yet generally it has got increased from 

1-20 km to 21-40 km zone. The values of correlation and 

~!"egression analysis between the distance and female literacy 

rate are presented in table 4.16. 

According to TabJe 4.16, the relation betwee.-·1. distan:e 

and female literacy rate is significant again for the hin te_r

land of Patna. A ~ow significance (at 10% level) has been found 

for the hinterland of Darbhanga also. In these two cases 

also, female literacy rates have been augmented with increasing 

distance from citie~ 

For the villages around Patna, a low but significant 

correspondence between female literacy rate rate and educational 

facilities (. 28t" exists. So, the waxing of educational faci-

11 tia s \Iii th distance (Chapter VI, table ,. 3 ) , may be responsible 

for high female literacy rate in the extreme periphery. 
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TABLE 4,16 

Ri:SULTS OF CORRELATION AND REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

EXPLAINING THE FEHALE LIT.clUCY RAT.S BY DISTANCE 

OF IHE HINTeRLAND VILLAGES FROM THE REFLECTED 

CITIES ,1981, 

Hinterland Types of Correlation Regression Regression 
functions Coefficient constant constaY].t 'a' 

'b' (for significant 
relations) 

PURNIA Linear -,02981 -.032 

Semi log -.133 -.9869854 

Double log -.148 -. 2674 

DHANBAD Linear -.09438 -.10904 

Semi log -.021 -.9979 

Double log ,021. -.026 

DARB HANG A Linear .12882* .12419 10. 22:>65 

Semi log .109* 1.0091 3.70914 

Double log ,105 .1384 

PATNA Linen log • ~928*** .40056 7.62868 

Semi-log .34** 1,0419 5.6231.95 

Double log • "575** .5638 2.4fl;J0472 

NOTE: *** Significant at 1% level of signi fie ance 

** significant at 5% level of significance 

* significant at 10% level of significance 
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Again, female literacy rate and female work participation 

rate are directly correlated \vi th close association ( .637 -
. t 

significant). Hence, an increase in female literacy rate may 

be explained by the fact of iilC-re-ased female work participation 

rate with distance (table 5,.6, Chapter. V ). 

Considering the villages around Darbhanga, the positive 

relation ~etween female literacy rate and distance at a 

low level of significance can no:t be explained by the present 

emperical observations. 

However, the bfpothesis no. V, relating the female literacy 

rate and distance from cities is DU1.1ified for the significant 

relations, but accepted for insignificant relations. 

Thus, the above analysis unfolds that distance from urban 

centre is not always the sole determinant of variations in 

literacy rate in rural surroundings of an urban area. Of course, 

in some cases it is affected by increasing distance from urban 

centres (which is exemplified in the present study, by the 

insignificant relation in the hinterland of Purnia and Dhanbai). 

But, in some other cases, 11 teracy rate depends upon the overall 

level of development of the villages. as work participation 

rate, availability of different types of facilities - partic

ularly educational facilities. Therefore, in view of the relation 

between distance and literacy rate our hypothesis (no.V) has 

been proved partly true and partly fal ~. 
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4 3 SUMM.t\RY . • ~,;.;;;.;;.;;;.;=--

On the basis of the entire foregoing discussion, some 

salient feaures have been emerged out which are as follows: 

A. Demographic Characteristics 

1. In terms of demographic characteristics, only the 

hinterland of the state capital service based (Patna) 

holds total conformity with the hypotheses (No.i,ii, 

iii given in Chapter I) 
I 

relating to distance 

and the four demographic indicators. 

2. For the city region of the literary based city 

(Darbhanga), the first two hypothesis (no.±,!i) concer

ning the relations between distance in one harrl and 

population density, population growth rate. 

and sex ratio on the other hand, have been accepted. 

3. The villages around the industrial city (Dhanba:i) 

keep parity wi tn the prediction in establishing relation 

between (a) distance and population rate (no.i) and 

(b) distance and sex ratio (no.ii). 

4. The surroundings of agro-based town (Purnia), nullifies 

the hypothess of the two significant relations (i and iv) 

between distance and density of population and sitance 

and dependency ratio. For other t.....o indictors (growth 

rate and sex ratio; relations are insignificant. 
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B. Social Characteristics 

l. The observed pattern of scheduled caste population 

in relation to distance from cities has accepted the assumed 

inverse relation between them in the hinterlands of agri-

cultural, industrial and tertiary based cities. Only the 

surroundings of the state capital rejects this hypothesis 

(no. iv) estabJ..ishing a significant direct relation bet,>Jeen 

distance and scheduled caste population. 'I'his may be 

because of high priced lc.nc-~::. close to the state capital a.Jld 

greater urban sprawl of the city than the rural-urban 

migration. 

2. Regarding the literacy rate, testing of hypothesis 

can be made only for the city region of the state capital; 

But similar to that of scheduled caste population, the hinter

land of Patna deviates from the proposed s hypothesis of 

inverse relation (no.v). 

Howe~r, to sum up the distance decay effect of 

demographic characteristics is the most prominent in hinter

land of the state capital, while in vie'N of social char

acteristics this region opposes the hypothesized reltions. 

But, in vie'N of social characteristics, other hinterlands 

keep more parity 'Nith the hypotheses, than the Patna's region. 

_.., _____ ...., 
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CHAPTER - V 

ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HINTERLANDS ; A DISTANCE 

- DECAY ANALYSIS 

In the preceeding chapter, th.e relationship between 

distance from the urban centres of hinterland villages and 

some of their demographic characteristics were studied. The 

physical distance of the villages from the cities may also 

influence some of the economic characteristics of the 

villages. 

In the present chapter, therefore, an attempt has been 

made to highlight the association between distance arxi di fi

erent economic characteristics of the selec-::ed hinterland 

villages. The economic indicators chosen for this purpose are 

as follows: 

( i) 

( ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

( v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

Total work participation rate. 

Male work participation rate 

Female work partcipation rate 

Proportion of cultivators to total wrkers. 

Proportion o:r agricul tura1 labourers to total liJOrkers 

Proportion of workers in household industry to total 

workers. 

Proportion of workers in 'others' to total workem • 

As in the case of previous chapter, in this chapter 

also, the analysis is carried out in 'b«> parts f>r each variable. 



In the .first part, means of the variables have been l«:>rked 

out for each hinterland cross classified by different distance 

zones. After identi.fying the broad patterns of relationship 

between distance ami the values o.f the variable, the detailed 

relationship is stuiied through the correlation and regression 

analysis. 

5. 1 Work Partic_ipation Rate 

It is generally assumed, that the proportion of work

force to total population may be higher closer to cities 

than the distant villages, as the poor rural economy compels 

the rural populati-on to 'o«>rk more than the urban! ties. Besides, 

agriculture, the bacKoone o.f rural economy, is more labour 

intensive than the urban ina. us trial sec tor. 

The average work participation rates .for the villages 
-

in different distance zones of the hinterland of each city 

are given in table 5. 1. 

Table 5. 1 shows that the hinterland of Pumia consists 

a consistently higher w:>rk .force than that of other three 

hinterlands, which is responsible for the highest average 'I!Ork 

participation rate o.f Ptn""nia's city region as .found 1n 

Chapter-III. 

Al. though not \\'ell-defined, yet a tendency of decrement 

of work participation rate has emerged out in the surroundings 
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DISTANCE-vfiSE DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE IDRK PARTICIPATION 

RATES OF D IFFffiENT HINTERLANDS 1981 

Hinterland Work participation Rate in percentage 
of Distance Zones 

1-10 km ll-20kJ! 21.-~ km 31.-40 km 

Purnia 35.54 34.93 35.11 33.38 

Dhanbad 28.10 24.82 Z7.08 24.55 

Darbhanga 25.49 25.93 28.04 26.70 

Patna 28.68 C9.'Z7 25.57 26.55 

of Purnia and Patna. The trend is also clear from Fig. !C?rA 

In spite of the continuous rise ani fall of workers' ratio 

in the hinterland of Dhanbad, a total reduction has 

corrurred from 1-a> km to 21-40 km zone. On the contrary, 

work participation rate is higher in the villages of 21.-40km 

than in 1-20 km arol.Jld Darbhanga. Hence, only the pattern 

in the surroundings of Dar bhang a keeps par.tty with the af'ore

mentioned assumption. 

The results of the relationship between distance as 

independent variable and total work participation rate as 

dependent variable, for each hinterland, are given in 

table 5. 2 ( thrcugh correlation and regression analysis). 
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TABLE 5. 2 • 

RESULTS OF CORRELATION AND REGRESSION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING 

TOTAL VIORK PAR'.riCIPATION HATE BY 'l'flli lJ!S'l'ANCE Or' HIN'IERLAND 

VILLAGES FROM SELECTED CITIES, 1981. 

HINTERLAND 
OF 

PURNIA 

DHAIIJBAD 

D ARBHAI'l} A 

PATNA 

TYpes of Correlation Regression 
Function coefficient constant 

'b' 

Linear -.10533 -.0.5687 

Semi log -.086 -.0016 

Double log -.0)7 -.0324 

Linear -.06153 -.05828 

Semi log -.012 -.oo06 

Double log 

Linear .14896** .o6 

Semi-log .178** 1.0034053 

Double log .276*** .0715 

Linear -.05486 -.04715 

Semi log -.186 

Double log -.146 

Regression 
constant 'a' 
(for significant 
relations) 

25. ~165 

24.36.3838 

21.~8371 

NOTE: *** Significant at 1% level of significance 

** significant at 5% level of significan::e 

* significant at 10% level ofsignificance 
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According to the ·rable 5. 2, the total work partie ipa tion 

rate and distance are directly correlated only is in the 

villages around Darbhanga. This relationship is found to be 

significant also. The direct relationship is in confQ.rmity 

to the hypothesis vi (page23, Chapter I), also. Of course, 

this relation tends to be more non-linear than linear. 

Tho: .. Igh insignificant, ~ret the relation is inverse 1n 

three cases of the hinterland of Dbanba:i, Purnia and Patna. 

This contradiction between the hinterlands of Darbhanga on one 

ham and of Dhanbad Purnia and Patna on the other hand, may be 

on account of the functional-differences o:t the cities.For 

example, Dhanbad the industrial city - provides more employment 

to the people o:f its immediate vicinity than o:f the remote 

periphery. It indicates that the villages nearer to an industrial 

town largely depend on the city for occupational purposes. 

The agricultural town of Purnia can diversify the agri

cultural economy more of the villages close to it than o:f the 

far-off villages which is the probable reason for decreasing work 

participation rate with distance. 

Patna being a s·t;a te capital - can obviously provide various 

types o:f employment to the people of its close proximity than 

to the far away population. 
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Contrary to these three cases , Darbhanga with its 

tertiary base, dee s not have much employment generation 

capacity., for which the expected pattern of increaing work 

participation rate with a increase df distance has become promi-

nent here .• 

However, the increasing nature of work participation 

rate in villages around Darbhanga is well-repr~sen :ed by 

do-ubie lo.g (pareto ) function • 

5. 2 Male Work Participation date. 

Following the general principle of work participation 

rate, male workers are also supposed to get abated with the 

increase of distance from cities. 

The male work participation rate has been examined 

in relation to different distance zones of hinterlands through 

their means and are gi wn in Table 5. 3. These values are a1 so 

shown graphically in figl<t(b) 

Here also it is seen that in every distance zones, 

the hinterland of Purnia dominates other hinterlands, 

regarding male work participation rate. Only the hinterland of 

Darbhanga has experienced a progress! ve increasing tendency of 

male '«>rk participation rate from the city core to the extreme 

peripheral area. 
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TABLE 5. 3 

DISTANCE -WISE DIS1RIBUTION OF AVERAGE MALE WORK 

PARTICIPATION RATE IN DIFFERENT HINTERI...fu"'DS 19CU 

Hinterland Male l«>rk partie ipa tion rate in percentage 
of Distance Zones 

1-10 km 11-20 km 21-30km 31.-40 km 

Purnia 54.93 99.31 53.23 56.42 

Dhanbad 47. ry) 43.05 45.67 45.81 

Darbhanga 46.19 48.61 49.81 48.70 

Patna 44,66 47.53 42.52 51.33 

Except the villages around Dhanbad, all the three 

hinterlands have more male workers in the extreme periphery 

( 31.-L•O km zone) than that in the immediate proximity (1-10 km 

zone). In spite of having lo..er male ~rkers in the :farthest 

zone (than in the nearest surroundings), the city region of 

Dhanbad cons! sts slightly more male workers in Zl-40 km zone 

than in 1-20 km. zone. ihe same is true :for the hinterlands 

of Patna, Purnia and obViously of Darbhmga, 

Thus, from this general picture, the hypothesis (no. vi, 

postulated in chapter 1) of increasing male work participation 

rate with distance, seems to be true, Of course, a statistical 

justification should be drawn for this. 

Table 5. 4 presents the correspoming results o:f corre

lation and regression analysis using distance as independent 
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variable and male work participation rate as dependent variable. 

TABLE 5,4 

RESULTS OF CORRELATION AND REGRESSION A..l\lALYSIS EXPLAINING 

THE MALE \YORK PARTICIPATION RA'l'E BY DISTANCE OF HINTERLAND 

VILLAGES FROM SELECTED CITIES 1981. 

Hinterland Types of Correlation rl.egress ~on 
o:f !''unctions coefficient constant 

'b t 

PURNIA Linear .18082* .16542 

s Semi log .112 1.00~ 

Double log .052 .0335 

DHANBAD Linear .07132 .01623 

Semi log .062 1.0031. 

Double log -.098 -.061 

DARBHANGA Linear .1321. * .0941 

Semi log .132* 1.0029 

Double log .19YH<- .0687 

PATNA Linear .Ol7c1 .02476 

Semi log -.076 -.9934217 

Double log -.045 -.047 

Regression 
constant 'a' 
( :for significant 
relations) 

4921282 

46 • .59123 

44.848342 

33.165646 

Note: ** Significant *t 5% level of significance 

:~,~ significant at 10?6 level of significance 
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Similar pattern as total work partie ipation rate has been 

manifested by male work participation rate of the surrounding 

villages of Darbhanga, which is significant and more non

linear than linear in nature as linear is significant only 

in 10% level and pareto or double log is significan·t at 1~ 

level of significance.The figure represents this non-

linear relationship. In this case 1 percent increase in 

distance explains .0687 increase in male work participation. 

rate. 

Male work participation rate of the villages around 

Purnia also, is positively and linearly related with distance, 

though its statistical significance is very low 

(lo% level) So in these tl«> cases (hinterlands of Darbhanga 

and Purnia) the hypothesis has been validated. This picture 

is paradoxical to the picture of total work participation 

rate o.f villages aroUDi Purnia, which is inversely correlated. 

with distance. This inverse relationship is however found to 

be statistically s insignificant. 

This contradiction may be explained by female work 

participation rate, which may be predicted to be negatively 

correlated with dista1ce in this case that in tum leeds to 

negative correlation between distance and total work ~ti

cipation rate. T~1us, one should now turn to investigate the 

patterns emerged .from .female -work participation rate. 
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5.3 Female Work Participation Rate 

The relevance of the rate of female participation in 

work force, arises from its close connection with the status 

of women, which is very low in Iniia, particularly in rural 

areas. Despite the lower status of rural females than the 

urbaa females, the same reason (as for total work partici

pation rate) of poor economic condition leads the rural 

fernal.es to partic.ipate more in work than that of mean females. 

Hence ,one may assume, that villages closer to the cities 

have lesser proportion of female \l«>rkforce than in the 

villages of extreme periphery. This assumption may be verif.:ied 

from the analysis of the following table. 

Basedon different distance categories, table 5.5 

states the mean female work participation rates of t~e four 

hinterlands. 

Table 5.5 states that each distance mne of the hinter

land of Purnia consists the highest female workers' proportions 

among the four hinterlands. 

An uniformity in female work participation is each 

distance zone a an be visualised for the villages att) und Purnia 

and Darbhanga .But the h1n terlands of Patna and Dhanbad 

experience a steady increase in female workers upto a distance 

of 30 Km , after which the proportion has dropped suddenly 

in the region of 31-40 km ( Fig.fqG ). 
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TABLE 5. 5 

DIS'rANCE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE F'~lALE WCRK 

PARTICIPATION RA1E IN DIFFERENT HIN'IERL.tiliDS 1981 

Hinterland Female work participation rate in percent 
of Distance zones 

1-10 km 11-20 Km 21-~ km 31.-40 km 

Purnia 14.10 15.Z7 13.51 13.53 

JJhanbaa 4.02 4. 73 8.28 2,19 

Dar bhang a 4.42 4.02 5.1 4.94 

.i?atna 7.03 8.69 9.55 1. 32 

Probably because of the small sample (i.e, 2 and 1 

respectively for the hinterland of Dhanb~ and Patna), the 

unexpected pattern arises in this distant peripher a1 area 

( 31-4o km). 

Comparing the distance zone of 1-a)km a.OO 21-40 km 

a reduction of female workers is evident in the latter zone 

amnnd the city of Purnia and Dar bhang a. 

lhe statistical results of coiTelation and regression 

bebleen distance and female work participationrate for the 

four hinterland have been illustrated by Table 5. 6•· 
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TABLE 5,6 

RESULTS OF CORRELATION AND REDRESS ION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING 

THE FEMAL~ WORK PARTICIPATION RATE BY DISTMiCE OF HINTERLAND 

VILLAGES FROM THE SELECTED CITIES,l98l. 

HINTERLAND Type of Corral at ion Regression Regression 
of Functions coefficient constant constant • a • 

'b~ (for sign.1.ficant 
relation) 

PURNIA Linear -.18)45* -.18767 17. '57324 

Semi log -. 323*** -.956882 20.43 

Double log -. 2:1*** -. 7276 65.112 

DHANBAD Linear .02423 .03185 

Semi log -.105 -.9882 

Double log -.123 -.2204 

DARBHANGA Binear -.01546 -.01 

Semi Log .146** 1.016 2.106 

Double log .102 .175 

PATNA Linear .20543 .19474 

~emi log .186 1,0285 

Double !og .222* .4o61 1.9923204 

HOTE: *** Significant at 1?6 level of significance 

** significant at 5~ level of significance 

* significant at 1096 level of significance 
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Ta~le 5.6 indicates that the relation between female work 
and 

participation rate/distance does exist signi.ficantly in the 

villages around Purnia, Darbhanga and Patna - of course in 

a very lO\'J level (at 10 ftJ ) for the last case. In these 

three cases, the relation is mostl.y nonl.inea type (either semi

log or double log). 

Two of these three significant relations i.e. the 

surroundings of Patna a."ld Darbhanga - have directly association 

with distance, while keeping parity with the pattern of total 

work participation rate, the female work force of the hinter

land of Purnia, registers an inverse relationship with distance 

from city. It is highly ~significant in exponential (semi 

log-linear) pareto (double log linear) function as one unit 

increase in distance l.eads to .9568582 times decrease in 

female workers and one percent increase in distance is reflected 

by • 72:161~ fall in female workers. 

For this unhypothesized temmcy (negative), the same 

reaaon (as total work participation rate), of more diversified 

economy providing more employment to females has _.been justified 

here alao. 

However, our hypothesis (no. vi) postulated earlier 

between distance and female work participation rate failed for 

the hinterland of Pumia, but is verified for the vUlages 

around. Darbhanga and Patna. 
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5.4 Proportion of Cu1tivators to Tota1 Workers 

Villages, being the places of occupation of those 

engaged in primary activites , are likely to have a high con

centration of cultivators. Following this, one may easily 

expect that the villages closer to cities, have lasser ratio 

of cultivators than the distant villages, where urbanism 

has been weakened. So, cultivators' proportion has an 

in~erse association with distance from cities (hypothesis 

no.vii in Chapter I). 

Let this hypothesis be studied in the present situation 

by analysing the means -o.f proportions o.f cultivators in 

different distance zones of the four hinterlands. These values 

are represented by Table 5.7. 

TABLE 5.7 

DISTANCE-WISE DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE PROPORTION OF CULTIVATORS 

(TO IDTAL WORKEP.S) IN DIFFERENT HINTERLANDS, 1981. 

Hin ter18iil ctilti vatOrs Proportions Li percentage 
of Distance Zones 

1-10 km 11-20 km 21.-30 km 3L-4o km 

Purnia 29.46 35.79 35.~ '59. 62 

Dhanbcd 25.16 37.74 55.22 61.85 

Darbhanga 30.69 43.60 38.84 43.67 

Patna 50.00 44.92 46.89 44.11 
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It is observed from the table 5.7 that among the 

neighbouring two zones ( 1-10 km and 11- 20 km) of four 

hinterlands, maximum proportions of cultivators are fotmd 

in the city region of Patna. The site of Patna and its 

nearby regions, on the :bank of the ·aanga, may be attributed 

as a reason to this feature. 

On the other hand, the concentration of cultivators 

is the highest in the zone of 21-40 Km arot11d Dhanba::i city. 

Despite Purnia's agricultural base not any distance 

region of its hinterland consists the highest percentage 

of cultivators.This fact implies that in the surrounding 

vUlages of Purnia, not much cultivators are found, but workers 

belonging to other primary activities (agricultural labourers, 

workers engaged in livestock,· forestry, fishing, plantation . 
etc ) may dominate the work force. 

The discussion about the distribution of agricultural 

labourers (in section 5. 5) may clarify this prediction. 

However, fig. 2..0 illustrates a well-defined increasing 

pattern of cultivators 1 proportions with distance from the 

city of Dhanbai and Purnia and to some extent of Darbhanga. 

The villages around Patna opposes the former pattern, w1 tb 

a slight declining tendency. 

These patterns have been further studied with the help 

of corr.uation and regression analysis. The results are g1 ven 

in table 5. a. 
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TABLE 5,8 

RESULTS OF CORRELATION AND RroRESSION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING THE 

PROPORTIONS OF CULTIVA'IDRS TO TOTAL WORKERS) BY THE DISTANCE 

OF HINTERLAND VILLAGES FROM THE SELECTED CITIES,l981 

Hinterland Types of Correlation Regresssion Regression 
of Functions Coef.ficien t constant constant 'a' 

'b( (for si~ifi-
cant relation) 

PURNIA Linear • 3)210*** .20077 29.05688 

Semi log • 33J*** 1.009 3 27.514 

Double log • 386*** .2011 18,634 

DHANBAD Linear ,48863*** 1. 37713 17.3706 

Semi log • 353*-* 1,0549 10.49 

Double.log • 332** .6714 4.32 

DARBHANGA linear • 23212*** • 3339 33.16o 

Semi log • 280*** 1.012:} 28.17 

Double log • 347*** .2518 17.83 

PATNA Linear -.14622 -.33m 

Semi log -.11 -.9946 

Double log -.147 -. 0837 

NOTE: *** Significant at 1% level of significance 
** Significantat 5% level of significance 

* significant at 110% level of si8nificance 
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According to the above table ( 5. 8) there exists a 

highly significant direct relation between distance and 

proportions of cultivators of the hinterlands of Dhanbai, 

Purnia and Darbhanga ( 'l'nese relations are significant 

in all three types of ftmctions - linear, semi log and 

double log ) • 

But for the villages around Patna, no relation between 

these two variables is found to be significant for any 

types ~ .. linear or nonlinear);l'hus, the general hypothesis 

(no.vii) of direct relation between distaRce and cultivators, 

ratio has been proved here except for Patna. 

Again, the fig :to depicts that the upward gradient of 

cultivators' proportions, is most st~ for the villages 

of Dhanbad - city -region, while it is gentle for the rest 

two c:.1ses (hinterlands of Purnia, and Darbhanga). Numerically 

speaking, one unit increase in distance from Dhanbad city is 

consequent upon 1. Y1 unit increase of cultivators' ,whereas 

due to an unit increase in distance, increase of cu1tivators' 

percentage in the villages around Darbhanga. and Purnia is 

.33 unit and .28 unit respectively. 

There fore, the prediction of more rapid rise in cul ti

vators' proportions around an industrial city than an 

agricultural town, is applicable in this con text. 
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5. 5 Proportion of Agricultural labourer 

A similar hypothesis of direct relation as that o:f 

distance and ratio of cultivators 1 , has been postulated 

a1 s.'J be "ttw'leen distance and agr.U: ul tural labourers (no. viii,) , 

since the latter is another characteristic o:f primary activity. 

The distance wise pattern of means of the percentages 

of agricultural labourers are obtained from table 5.9. These 

values are aloo graphically sho\vn in Fig. 11 

'l'ABLE 5.9 

DISTANCE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF A VER.AGE PROPORTION OF 

AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS (TO TOTAL WORKER)) IN DIFFERENT 

HINTERLANDS ,1981 

Hinterlan:l Proportions of Agricul "b.tral Labourers in 
of Percentage 

Distance Zones 

1-10 km 11-20 km 21-30kci 31-40 km 

Purnia 52.18 55.94 53.08 46.82 

Dhanbad 7. 34 16.44 20.57 14.49 

Darbhanga 45.45 43.56 49.65 44.33 

Patna 35.57 43.82 43.44 48.51 

The highest concentration of agricultural labourers 

in the region of 1-30 km surrounding Purn:la city, supports the 
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previous inference, drawn on the basis of observed pattern 

of distribution of cultivators (page 1~1 ) • Of course, in 

the extr ene periphery ( 31-40 ~m), the hinterland of Patna 

exceeds, Purnia 's region in terms of percentage of agri

cultural labourers. 

The hinterland of Patna has got an uniform increase 

in agricultural labourers. 

The villages ar:xmd Dhanbad a1 so experience an 

increaing picture of agricULtural labourers upto tm distance 

of ~km a1 though the level is low. 

Combining together the zone of 1-10 km and 11-a> km 

on one hand and 21-3J km ani 31-40 km on the other hand, 

it is seen, that the subsequent zones ( 21-40 km) around the 

city of Dhanbai, Darbhanga and Patna, possess greater 

proportions of agricultural labourers than the compartively 

proximate zones (1-aJ km) 6nly the city region o:f Pumia 

shows just reverse picture of this. 

Hence, an increasing pattern of proportions of 

agricultural labourers is supported in the case of the 

hinterlands of Dhanbad, Patna and Darbhanga excepting Purnia 

which apparently affirms the hypothesis (no. viii) relating 

to distance and agricultural labourers. 
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TABLE 5.10 

RESULTS OF CO~~ATION AND REGRESSION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING 

THE PROPORTION OF AGRICULTURAL L.I\BOURERS (TO 'IDTAL WORKERS) 

BY DISTANCE OF THE HlllTERLAND Vll.LAGES FROM SEL~TED CITIES, 

1981 

Hinterland Types o~ Correlation Regression Regression 
Functions coe~ficient constant'b' constant 'a' 

(for significant 
relation) 

Purnia Linear -. 2112** -22151 57.44468 

Semi log -.179** -.996 55.90 

Double log -.104 -.041 

Dlmnbad L:Uiear • 232Yl • ?6421 

Semi log .299* .0407 4.99 

Double log • 448*** • 7ff97 1.23 

Darbhanga linear .06555 .08343 

Semi log .105 1.003 

Double leg .1~** !11.069 35.841269 

Patna Linear • 3Y.J74** 1.67'2:18 31.0455 

Semi log • 348** 1.0235 26,47 

Double log .387*** 1, 3202 16.6o 

NOTE: *** Significant at 196 level of significance 
** Significant at 5.% level of significance 
* Significant at 10% level of significance 
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Tne hypothesis relating to distance and agricultural. 

labourers - increase in distance from cities will increase 

the proportion of agricultural labourers - has been confirmed 

significantly for the villages around Dhanbad, Patna and 

Darbhanga, exc:.uding Purnia, where a significant inverse 

relation has been established. 

The following reason may be attributed to this exceptional 

pattern in Purnia 's city region:-

There exists a moderate direct relation bet "Ween the 

agricultural labourers and female work participation rate 

( -v value • • 515 ) - see appendix JZ • It :e means that, 

a large pro.portions of female workers are engaged as agri

cultural labourers. So, the diminution of female work parti

cipation rate with distance (table 5.6) may be responsible 

:for the decline of agricultural labourers with increasing 

distance from Purnia city. 

The gap created by agricultural labourers in the dis

tant villages, is filled up by increased proportion of culti

vators, as it has been observed earlier from section 5.4. 

'fhus, it may be deduced that the agricultural town of 

Purnia is an attraction more to the agricultural labourers to 

settle in nearby areas, than to the cultivators who prefer to 

reside in distant peripheries. This picture may be consequent 

on following fact -
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Near the city, the land price-may be expected to be 

costlier, than that of the remote villages. 

Hence, only a few rich cultivators may afford to own 

these high priced lanis. This in turn, reduces the number 

of cultivators and increases the number of agricu~tural 

labourers , as to most of poor villagers, it is more pro-

f! table to be engaged as labourers in agricultural activities, 

than to own a small size of costlier lands. 

However, the inverse relation in Purnia 1s city region 

is linear (through semi log is also found), while the direct 

relations in other hinterlands are the most significant in 

pareto or double log function • 

• An interesting feature to note from 

the fig. 2.\ is that the upward gradient of agricUltural 
~ labourers is the most st~ in villages around Dhanbad. (the 

same pattern was observed for cultivators' proportions in 

the preceeding section ) , which implies the most rapid 

rate of increase of this proportion (. 7~7% for one percent 

increase in distance) in that area. The hinterland of Purnia 

also was a moderate rate of increase (. 3202% for one percent 

increase in distance). the rate is the lowest in the city 

region of Darbhanga { .069% for 1% increase in distance), as 

already greater proportions of agricultural labourers are 

possessed by the immediate surroundings of the city than that 

of the city of Dhanbad and Patna. 
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.;.6 ProPOrtion of 1.vorkers engaged in household industry 

to to tal workers 

As household industry typies rural industrialisation, 

therefore an waxing effect ;nay be expected on the proportion 

of workers engged in household industry, 'With the increasing 

distance from urban centres to rural areas (hypothesis no,ix ) • 

In order to verify this assumptio.!'l in the pre$ent con text, 

a distance-wise trend of means of percentages of household 

industrial workers (to total workers) are shown in table 5.11. 

TABLE 5.11 

DISTANCE \viSE DIS'IRIBUTION OF AV.ffiAGE PROPORTION OF 

Tr'IORKERS IU HOU3i!:HOID INDUSTRY ( 'ID TOTAL WORKERS) IN 

DIFFERENT HINTERLANDS . , 19 81 

Hinterland 
of 

Purnia 

Dhanbad 

Dar bhang a 
Patna 

Household Industrial workers in percentage 
Distance zones 

1-lo km 11-ao km 21-30 km 31-40 kms 

1,02 
1.87 

3.20 
2.07 

1.91 

7.42 

2.11 

1.95 

5.61 
1.22 

2.53 
1.04 

2,06 
3,88 

2,98 

Each hinterland is characterised by different pattern 

of household industrial workers. 
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The hinterland of Purnia is marked by an increasing 

tendency of household industrial workers within the region 

of 1-~ km. lust reverse condition prevails in the villages 

around Patna, with a continuous decay of workers in house-

hold industry, which becomes absolutely nill 1n extreme 

periphery ( 31-4o km zone). Fluctuations in household industrial 

'WOrkers characterise the surroundings of Dhanbcrl, while the 

entire city region of .llarbhanga has an uniformity in this 

respect. Fig. t1 shows the same picture. However the corres

ponding results of correlation and regression analysis between 

distance and household industrial 1NOrkers are obtained from 

table 5.12. 

TABLE 5.12 

RESULTS OF CORRELATION AND REGRESSION AiiAL 1.::> IS EXPLAINING 

THE PROPORTION HOUSEHOlD INDUSTRIAL WORKERS ( '1'0 TOTAL WORKffiS) 

BY DISI'ANC~ OF THE HINTERLAND VIlLAGES FROM THE SELECTED CITIES 

Hinterland 
of 

Puinia 

Dhanbad 

Darbhanga 

Patna, 

1981. 
TYPes of Correlation Regression Regression 
.functions coefficient constant'b' constant 'a' 

(for significant 
re1ation) 

Linear .02565 .oo8 
Semi log .087 1.008 
Double log .16 .2678 
Linear .1227 .09544 
Semi log .241 1.0431 

Double log • 265* • 5122 • 7051815 
Linear -.005 -.0016 

Semi log .001 1.00 
Double log -.05 -.Ofr16 

Linear -.14493 -.04):)4 
Semi log -.026 -.0995 
Double log -.013 .0244 

NOTE: * Significant at 10/'J level of signi fica nee. 
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5. 7 Proportion o.f ~rkers in 'others' 

'I'his aspect is a vocife:rous index of urbanisation in 

r~ference to economic dimension of urbanisation - 75% of 

working population should be, non agricultural work"rs. 

Though this category1 includes workers in some primary acti

vities (Orchards, plantations livestock, fishing etc.), yet 

their proportions are very minute. Thus the workers in 

'others' category may be considered to be a significant 

indicator of urban in.fluence on rural surroundings. 

From the standpoint of distance this aspect (the 

proportion of other workers) is supposed to have a down

ward gradient from the city towards its periphery, where 

urban influence is less (hypothesis no.x). 

Again considering the functional differences of cities, 

the downward gradient may be expected to be steeper in case 

of the terJtiary , service based and. secondary based cities 

than that nound an agricultural town. 

1 For the definition of this category, see section 3.3.2(l} 
Chapter-III. 
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TABLE 5.13 
'OTHER' 

DIS'iANCE ViiSE DISTRIBUTION OF Av~RAGE PRO?ORTION OF/WORKERS 

~ TO 'IDTAL VIORKSRS) IN DIFFERENT HINTERLANDS ,1981. 

Hinterlands Other workers in percentage 
of Distance Zones 

l .. lC) km 11-20 km 21-~ km 31-40 km 

Purnia 17.38 6. ::e 9.38 11.49. 

.J .~a.nbad 64.93 :....•') ,...-, 
;;u, .::>..t. 23.00 19.78 

Dar bhang a 20.66 10.72 8.98 8,53 

Patna 12.3j 9.38 8,62 7.38 

In all distance region , the hinterland of Dhanbad 

consists the maximum proportion of worl{ers in 'others', 

consistently, A distinct distance - decay effect on this 

characteristic, is manifested in the villages around Dhanbad, 

Darbhanga and Patna - the three non-agro-based cities -
of 

excepting that the agro-based Purnia, Of course the proport-

ion of 'other workers' is lesser in 21-40 Km 2X>ne than in 

the nearer surroundings (1-20 km) of Purnia, 

How"?ver, the coiTespoming results of coiTelation 

and regression analysis of these above patterns are 

represented by Table 5.14, 
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TABLE 5.14 

RESULTS OF CORRELATION AND REGRESSION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING 

THE PROPORTION OF \•IO.tt~ IN 10THERS 1 1'0 TOTAL WORKuts Bt 

DIS 1'ANCE OF THE HINTERLk"'D VILLAGES FROM THE SELECTED 

CITIES,l981. 

Hinterland Types of Correlation Regression Regression 
o£ Function coefficient constant'b' constant 'a' 

Linear 
PURNIA 

Semi log 

Double log 

DHANBAD Linear 

Semi log 

Double log 

DARBHANGA Linear 

Semi log 

Ilouble log 
PATNA Linear 

Semi log 

Double log 

-.0653 -.0648 

,088 1,0082 

-.G}l3 -.0232 

-56145*** -1.842 

-.677*** -.934 

-. 585*** -. 7536 

-.40122*** -.4228 

-.352*** -.9707 

-.425 -. 5644 
-. ?n22 f.-* -. 295ffl 

-.168 -.98 

-,208* -. 2:85 

(for significant 
relation) 

71140 

90.32 

20.36 

15.47 

42.11 
14,58 

15.78 

NOTE: *** Significant at 1% level of significance 

** significant at S% level of significance 

,. significant at 10% level of significance 
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The above table (5.14) states that the predicted 

inverse relation between distance and the proportion of 

other workers, has been established significantly in three 

hinterlands of Di-laTi:bad, Darbhanga ani Patna. The relation 

for Purnia 's c-ity region is found to be insignificant, 

Despite this insignificance, the direction of relation 

is negative, so, the postulated hypothesis (no.x) of 

inverse relation oecween these two aspects, has become totally 

valid. 

The three cases of significant relations have 

been the most well-suited to linear functions. The gradient 

of relation is the most step for the hinterland o~ Dhanbcd, 

followed by that of Darbhanga and than of Patna (Fig. 23 ) • 

An unit increase of distance decreases 1.84 unit of other 

workers in the surroundings of Dhanba1, while this (b) value 

is .4228 and .CJ:R1 respectively for the villages of Darbhanga 

and Patna. 

'rhis fact implies tha the villages in the immediate 

neighbourhood of Dhanbai are more urban. than the Villages 
<¥ oi.he"t- city ,-,eglon. 
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5.8 SUMMARY 

To synthesize the preceeding discussion in a nutshell, 

the following features have bome into light:-

a) Among the four hinterlands of cities of different 

functional nature, only for the villages around the 

tertiary based city (Darbhanga) ,. the t\o.O aspects of 

di~tance and work participation rate (total, male, 

female) are significantly related which again 

supports the postulated hypothesis (no.vi direct 

relation between distance and work participation rate). 

b) 'I'he significant but inverse relation of distance with· 

female work participation rate, opposes the pre

determined assumptioa, in the villages around the 

agro-based Purnia, which gives more economic support 

to the females of nearer vlllages than that of remoter 

areas, with its diversified agricultural sector. 

c) The hypothesis no. vii about the relation between 

distance and a cultivators, has been totally pn>ved, for 

the cases of significant relations established by the 

hinterlands of the agricultural, industrial and 

tertiary based towns. 

d) Considering the character! stic o:f agricultural labourers 1 

proportions, only the city region of Purnia does not 
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fulfill a the assumption of direct relation between 

' agricultural. labourers and distance. It may be a 

consequence of declining female workers with increasing 

distance (agricultural labourers and female work 

participation rate is positively correlated).Besides 

the decreasing land value with distance seems to play 

a role in incre::1sing the cult iva tors' proportions arrl 

r.educing the proportions of agricultural literature. 

e) In view of the household industrial \'!Orkers in relation 

to distance, not any significant relation, but in the 

city region of Dhanbad. industrial city, has been 

-observed. Of course this only significant relation 

at a very low level of significance (at 10% ) goes 1t1ith 

the hypothesis no.ix. 

f) The prediction i.e. the characteristic of workers in 

1 otherrs • category has an inverse relation with 

distance, has been fully proved in cases of significant 

relations established by the hi.nterl ands of iniustrial, 

tertiary and service based cities. 

Thus one can conclude that, the relation between 

distance and economic characteristics of rural hinterlanls 

is pert;Lnently determined by the functional nature of the 

urban core. 
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CHAPTER- VI 

INFRASTRUC'IURAL FAC~ITIES OF THE HINTERLANDS ; 

A DISTANCE - DECAY ANALYSIS 

Urbanisation leads to an increased availability 

of a wide range of services in terms of housing, food, 

clothing, educational facilities, medical, transport and 

communication facilities etc. Therefore, in analysing the 

role of urban cores on the development of their rural surr

oundings, the availability of these benefits in rural 

hinterlands should also be taken into considerations.' 

Of course, unlike the demographic and socio-economic 

indicators, the availability of facilities in rural areas 

is not a direct manifestation of urban influence. In terms 

of services and facilities, urban influence can straight

forwardly be measured by considering the diffusion of 

proper urban benefits (like educational services, medical 

services, bus services, retail trade etc.) to rural surr

oundings. But, these types of informatf.on need primary survey, 

which is beyond the scope of the present study. 

That is why, for an indirect analysis of urban 

influence the presence of different types of facilities in 

rural hinterlands have been considered here. 



It may be assumed that the villages closer to 

cities will have better levels of infrastructural faci-

lities, than the remote villages. 

Based on this idea, the present chapter is divided , 
into two broad sections.The first section deals with the 

overall level of availablli ty of different facilities in 

the hinterlands of the selected cities. The second section 

is concerned with the relation between distance from the 

cities and some of the important facilities available in tlE 

villages. 

6.1 Level of Different Facilities 

In oroer to have an overall picture of the avail
of 

ability/facilities in different hinterlands, the following 

facilities have been considered. 

a) Educational fac1li ties 

b) Medical facilities 

c) Drinking water facilities 

d) Post and ·relegraph office 

e) Communication 

f) Power Supply 

g) Approach to village 

h) Days of market/hat. 



The detailed break-up of each of these :facilities 

are g1 ven in 'methdology' page.->'1-y1. 

Since each of these above-mentioned facilities are 

of different types, (like educational facilities consist 

primary schools, middle schools, high schools colleges, etc.), 

therefore, weights are given to them on the basis of their 

importance as sho~n by their distribution types. The weights 

of different types of services are found out on the basis of 

their availability in relation to the total number of 

* settlements within tlE neighbouring influence zone • (The 

weights for different facilities of di'W'erent hinterlands 

have been given in Appendix Dr ) • Table 6.1 gives the 

composite scores of different facilities for four hinter

lands. 

Table 6.1 states that regarding educational facilities 

the highest score has been registered by the hinterland of 

Purnia. It is because of the presence of different types of 

educational institutions in the villages around Purnia 

( Appeniix .Di ) • Var-ieties like colleges, other institutions 

are also found in the hinterland of Darbhanga; yet the 

number of these facilities are not sufficient to cater the 

* The procedure used for calculating weights is given in 
'Methodology', page.':35. 
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needs of a large number of settlements (146) there; for 

which the composite score of educational facilities has 

become lower than that of the city-region of Purnia (where 

the number of settlements are 75). The villages arouni 

Dhanbad have the least educational services ~ii th only 

primary, middle arrl high schools (Appendix III ) • 

Considering the medical facilities, villages around 

Dnrbhanga , are the most v1ell-equipped.. 'The hinterland 

of Purnia has also a satisfactory level of medical services. 

Almost all types of medical facilities are available in 

these two regions (Appendix Ilf ) • 

TABLE 6.1 

. DISTRIBUTION OF COMPOSITE SCORES FOR DIFFERENT FACILITIES 

IN DIFFERENT HINTERLANDS,l98l. 

Facilities Hinterland of 
Purnia bhanbaa Dar bhang a Patna 

E4ucational 8.71 3.03 6.~ 6.84 

Medical 17.11 7.08 18.98 11. CJ7 

Drinking water 10.06 6.26 7.83 8,11 

Post and Tele- 2.00 2.55 3.29 2.00 

graph Office(P&T) 

Communication 2. 00 1.80 2.52 2.80 

Power Supply 3.92 2.53 4.20 4.44 

Approach to 
village 3.03 2.92 2.78 2.63 

Days of market/ 
hat 1.83 1.55 1.83 1.50 
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Here, also, it is observed that the hinterland 

of Dhanbad is ser~ed by a few medical services. In terms 

of drinking water facilities, the hinterland of Purnia 

has the highest position. Considering the facility of 

po,o~er supply the city region of Patna has the highest 

level.For some facilities (like P&T, Days of market/hat), 

the four hinterlands have almost same condition. 

6 .. 2 Relc.tion between dis~.ance and some important 
facilities 

In the preceeding section, an overall idea 

about the different infrastructural facilities of the hinter-
cities 

lands of selected has been given. Some of the basic faci-

lities are considered to be strongly associated with distance 

from cities. Such facilities are given below: 

a) Educational faclli ties 

b) Nedical Faclli ties 

c) Communication facilities 

d) Po,~er supply 

Thus, the present section analyses the relation 

between distance and the above facilities. 

6. 2.1 Educational facilities 

Educational facility is a basic social function 

Especially for rural areas the accessibility of educational 

facilities can directly s·~and as cure for social backwardness 



asilliteracy, traditional outlook etc. 

Considerb1g distcnce, from the four selected cities 

of different functional types, one may assume that the 

villages close to Patna and Darbhanga - the service arrl 

tertiary based cities, possess more educational facilities 

than the villages close to Dhanbad and Purnia - the industr

ial and agricultural town. So, the gradient of urban 

influence in terms of availability of educational faci

lities is suppos':,d to be more steep for the hinterlands of 

Patna and iJarbhanga, than that of other two hinterlands. 

An idea about the availability of ed.uca ti.onal 

facilities in different distance zones of four hinterlands is 

obtained from Table 6.2, which gives the distance-wise 

distribution of the average composite scores of educational 

facilities in the four hinterlands. 

A close examination of the table 6.2 shows that 

in the hinterland of Pumia, the diminishing effect operates 

on the availability of educational facilities. while this 

availability increases from the city to the surrounding rural 

areas of' Darbhanga. Again, the villages of 1-al km around 

Patna have more educational :facilities than the villages of 

21-40 km. The reverse is true for the hinterland of Dhanbad. 

Except in the extreme peripheral area ( 31-40 km) in every 

individual zone of 1- ;n km around Purnia, the average 
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TABLE 6,2 

DISTANCE- 1.1IS.C: DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE COMPOSITE SCORES 

OF .&lUCATIONAL FACILII'IES IN DIFFERENT i-liNTEHLANDS ,1981 

Hinterland Average compesite scores 
of Distance Zones 

1-10 Km 11-a:> Km 21-30 km 3l-4o Km 

Purnia 14,77 a. 59 7.53 6,8 

Dhanbad 2.49 3.93 1.69 3.38 

lJarbhanga 3. 56 4. 71 6. 81 11.69 

Patna 4.16 4.77 5.36 43.89 

educational facilities is higher than the same zones of 

the rest three hinterlands. On the contrary, the consistent 

lowest availability is registered by the hinterlarxl of 

Dhanbad. 

Table 6. 3 presents the correspond.ing results of 

correlation and regression between distance and the composite 

scores of educational facilities of different hinterlands, 

According to table 6, 3, the relation between 

distance from cities and educational facilities is found to 

be highJ.y significant for the vi.Llages around Darbhanga and 

moderately significant in the hinterland of Patna.In the 

rest t\IK) cases the relation is insignificant. 
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TA3LE 6, 3 

RESULTS OF CORRELATION AND REGRESSION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING 

THE COMPOSITE SCORES OF EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES BY DISTANCE 

OF THE HINTERLAND VILLAGES FROM SELECTED CITIES ,1981 

Hinterland 
of 

PUR.t~IA 

DHANBAD 

DARBHANGA 

PATNA 

Types of Correlation Regression 
Functions coefficient constant 

'b I 

Linear -.12375 

Semi·log -.105 

Double log -.126 

Linear -.014~ 

Semi log .049 

Double log -.074 

Linear • 'Z7778*** 

Semi log • 296*** 

Double log .269*** 

Linear • 32936*** 

Semi log .229* 

Double log .188 -

-.17168 

-.9882693 

-. 2565 

-.00508 

1,00444 

-.0843 

• 25197 

l.o;o8 

.44"51 

.46724 

1.0324 

.3285 

Regression 
constant 'a' 
(for significant 
relation) 

1. 20561 

1.8635812 

.9873803 

1.0926326 

2.484571 

Note: *** Significant at 1% level of sign:fflcance 

** Significant at 5% level of significance 

* Significant 10% level of significance 
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However, in both the former cases of significant 

relations, direct relation between distance and educational 

services has been established, which discard~ the hypothesis 

postulated earlier (hypotheis no.ti). This unexpected pattern 

may be attributed to the following facts: 

l'he city of Patna and Darbhanga with service and 

teri tary bases are two seats of learning in Bihar ,as they 

possess universities, colleges and other important edu

cational institutions. The villages closer to these cities 

can avail the facilities provided by the city, which is 

not feasible for the people of the remoter villages. So, 

the remoter villages have more educational institu~ions 

to serve the villagers .For exa.::1ple, in the distant periphery 

(3l-40 km) of Patnat only one village (named Parthu 

·.sampled for that region) is sarved by one primary school, 

four adult literacy centres ani one other educational insti

tution, for which the average C.I. vaLue (of educational 

facilities) has got an abrupt increase in that region. 

Undoubtedly, this is an ideal picture. But this fact 

indirectly implies that the influence zone of Patna 1n terms 

of educi:ional services, is not extended upto the distance of 

40 km, for which the villages at that area, have to be self

sufficient in availing educational facilities. The same 

implication may be true also for the city region of Darbhanga. 
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6. 2. 2. Medical F'acili ties 

The importance of medical facilities arises 

from its association with human life. But in contrast 

to urban centres, the rural areas largely face the problem 

o£ non-availability of medical facilities. That is why, 

the present section aims at the discussion of presence 

of medical facilities in the rural hinterlands of 

selected cities. The distance wise score of medical 

services for the four hinterlands are given in Table ').4, 

'rABLE 6,4 

DISTANCE.-\'/ISE DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE COMPOSITE SCOliliS 

OF NEDICAL F'ACILI'l;IES IN DIFFERENi' HINTERLANDS ,1981. 

Hinterland Average C,I. Values 
of 

Distance Zones 

1-10 km 11-?') Km 21.-l?km 3l-40km 

Purnia :0.35 7.49 14.50 13.73 

Dhanbad 16.96 12.21 11.55 

Darbhanga 9.25 16.13 15.85 :9.53 

Patna 11.50 9.78 12.97 10 

Table 6,4 brings out that the immediate surroundings 

( 1-10 km) of Purnia is the most developed in terms of medi

cal facilities compared to that of other three hinterlands, 
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.3ut the villages in the subsequent zonas of ll-40 km, 

around Darbhanga, have more medical services than the other 

hinterland villages of the same ZDne. 

Again fro:n the nearer to remote villages surrounding 

Darbhanga, the provision of medical services increases con

sis-cently. Anot~er important feature represented by 

Table 6.3 is that, the villages located in the region of 

21- 5) km from Dhanbad, suffer from the non-existence ·' f 

any kind of health facilities. 

The entire hinterland (1-40 km) of Patna has an 

almost uniform availability of medical facilities. 

However, in order to have detailed understanding 

aboW. the relation between distance from cities and 

medical facilities in the hinterlands, correlation and 

regression analysis have been again ca:rt'ied out. The 

numerical values of correlation, regression and signifi

cance of the relation are given in Table 6 • .S. 

It is understood :from the above table (6.5) that 

there exists a highly significant relationship between the 

distance from city and the provision of medical facilities 

only in the villages around Darbhanga• Otherwise, this 

relation is found to be low significant (at 10% level) in 

the villages around Dharib~, and insignificant in other 

cases. 
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TABLE 6,5 

RESULTS OF CORR3u\TION AND REGRESSION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING 

THE CO!•IPOSITE SCORES OF 11&JICAL FACILITIES BY DISTANCE OF 

THE HINTERLAND VILLAG~S FROM SELECTED CITIES,l98l. 

Hinterland :fypes of Correlation Regression H.egression 
of functions coefficient constant constant 1 a 1 

Purnia Linear -.10956 

Semi log -.11 

Double log -.1 

Dhanbad Linear -.23f!77* 

Semi log -.314 

Double log -.414* 

Darbhanga Linear • 27226*** 

Semi log • 223 ** 
Double log .146 

Patna Linear -.0926 

Semi log -.157 

Double log -.167 

'b' (for significant 
relation 

-.49486 

-.902?{)74 

-.1976 

-.31.234 11.36458 

-.9810812 

-. 36ffl 32.4857 

.96616 ,4988:J 

1,0208 16,886255 

• 2"576 

-. 20;87 

-.98284f!7 

-. 2368 

NOTE: *** Significant at 1% level of significance. 
at 5% level of significance, ** Significant 

* Signi:ficant at 10% level of significance, 
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The significant relation in Darbhanga 's city

region is positive in direction, which means, that the 

increaing distance from the city, creates an waxing 

effect on the medical facilities of the surroundings 

villages. l.'his pattern rejects the hypothesis. The 

reason behind this unexpected relation may be as follows: 

Inspi te of the dominant tertiary base of Dar

bhang a city, the service sector is also quite high as 

about 28% of to tal \\Orke fore e are engaged in that 

sector (See Table 2.1 Chapter II). Therefore, the medical 

facilities of the city may be expected to be developed 

which serve the people of the nearby villages. But, as 

the remote villages cannot avail these facilities, 

of the proper city, they have to be self-sufficient in 

terms of avaUabili ty of medical services. An indirect 

inf;;rence can be dra. wn from this i.e. the influence zone 

of health services around Dar bhang a is limited in extent, 

which compels the distant villages of its hinterland 

to be indeperxient in health facilities. 

6.2.3 Transport and Communication Facilities 

One of the important facilities, available in 

villages , is transport communication,w.hich is an 

effective medium to transmit urban influence on its 

rural counterpart. As, urban centres are hubs of 

transport communication, therefore the villages closer 
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to an urban area are supposed to have better communi

cation facilities than the remote villages. 

On the basis of this assumption, the present 

section deals with the rel&tionship of distance and 

levels of communication facilities in the villages of 

the hinterlands of selected cities. 

The means of the composite scores of communication 

facilities as mentioned earlierha~ been \oior~;:ed out for 

different dis~ance zones of the hinterlands of each 

city. These values are given in Table 6.6. 

TABLE 6,6 

DIStAi'JCE-WISE DISTRIBU'.l'ION OF M.EAN COMPOSITE SCORES OF 

COMMUNICATION FACILITIES-OF DIFFERENT HINTERLANDS,l98l, 

Hinterland Average Compesite Scores 
of Distance Zones 

l-10 km 11-20 km 21.-:%> km 31-40 k.m 

Purnia 5.46 2.92 .99 .51. 

Dhanbad 2, 54 1.52 --
Dar bhang a 1. 34 2.76 3.65 1.'13 

Patna 2.13 2.00 6 --
The above table indicates that the level of 

communication facilities decrease consistently ~ith 

distance in the city region of Purnia. 
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The hinterland of Dhanbai also has similar type 

of pattern as the villages in the distance zones of 

( 21-40 km) around the city do ::1ot have any type of 

communication facilities. 

The sudden increase of composite score of com~-

unication facilities in the zone of 21.-3) km around in 

Pa:na is a consequence of the presence of a r.ailway 

station in one village of that zone. But only one village 

which represents the distant periphery of Pa~a ( 31-40kln) 

does not have any bus stand or railway station. Tne avail

ability of communication facilities is almost uniformly 

distributed in the entire hinterland of Darbhanga. 

Table 6. 7 shows the results of correlation and 

regression analysis between .:the availability of communi

cation !acilities in the villages and their distance from 

their urban cores. 

According to the table 6.7, there exists a sig

nificant relationship between the availability of comm

unication facilities of the villages and their distance 

from the cities, the hinterland of Purnia ,Dhanbad and 

Patna except for Darbhanga. 

In the villages around Purnia and uhanbad the 

direction of relation is negative, indicating that, the 
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TABLE 6,7 

RESULTS OF COR!llii.ATION AND REG~SSION Al.'iALYSIS EXPLAINING 

THE C0r•1POSITE SCORES OF COMMUNIC .. ~ TION F ACILITI~ BY THE 

DISTANCE OF .i.'HE HINTERLAND VILLAG;.:;S FROM 'IHE SEL.EX::TED CITIES, 

1981.. 

Hinterland Types of Corr~lation Regression Regression 
o'f functions coefficient constant constant I a I 

'b I (for significant 
relation) 

Purnia Linear -. 2347** -.15248 5.-686 

Semi log -. 325* -.97531 7.23 

Double log -. 327'~ -.4522 16.07 

Dhanbad Linear -.133 -.0932 

Semi log -.691* -.90(51 25.68 

DoubJ.e log -.823** 1.4012 

Darb(1anga Linear -.018.34 ,01196 

Semi log -.078 -.993 

Double log -.091 -.1323 

Patna Linear .11 .09446 
.:)emi log .573 ** 1.0.387 5. 75 

Double log .4~* • 321.5 4.42 

NOTE: ** Significant at 5% level of significance 

* Significant at 10% level of significance 
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increased distance from urban centres decreases the 

availability of communicaion facilities of the villages. 

The exceptional pattern of relation in the city 

region of Patna - direct relation between communication 

facilities and distance - may be explained by the presence 

of railway station in one of the distant villages of Patna 's 

surroundings as mentioqed earlier. 

6.2.4 t'ower Supply 

The facility of power supply in villages is assumed 

to be another important indicator of urban influence, genera

lly the village~s closer to urban areas are electtified than 

the remote villages because of some socio-political reasons. 

Table 6. 8 shows the mean composite scores of power 

supply in different distance zones of d~ four hinterlands. 

T~~ ~able indicates that availability of po,.ler supply 

almost has the same pattern as that of the communicltion 

facilities, particularly for the hinterlands of Purnia, 

Dhanbad and Darbhanga. The villages around .Purnia, experience 

a consistent decreasing picture of power supply with increas

ing distance from city. The villages of 21.-40 kms ZDne around 

Dhanbad do not avail the benefits of electric! ty. The 

hinterland villages of Darbhanga are in almost level in terms 
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TABLE 6.8 

DISTANCE 'lliSE DIS1'RIBUTIO.N OF AVERAGE COiviPOSITE ~CORES 

0 r' POH3R. SUPPLY IN DI FF&\.FHT HINTERL il.hDS 19 8J.. 

Hinterland Average Composite Scores 

Distance Zones 

1-10 km 11-20 km 21-:;o km 31-40 km 

Purnia 9.06 4.03 2.91 2.45 

Dhanbad 4.10 2.12 

Darb.hanga 9. 07 4.14 3.14 3.82 

Patna 6.47 3.47 2.00 2. 5 

of the availability of po\-ler supply. The villages 

around ~atna also have a Slightly declining tendency 

in view of the availability of electricity. 

However, the corresponding values of correlation 

and regression analysis between distance from cities 

and ava1labili ty of po\'Jer supply in the villages are 

presented in table 6.9. 

Significant re:.Lations between distance and po\'Jer 

supply have been established (from Table 6.9). in the 

surroundings of Purnia and Darbhanga and also of Darbhanga 

in a lo\tl level. 
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TABLE 6,9 

RESULTS OF CORRELATION Al"'D REGRESSION ANALYSIS EXPLAINING 

THE C0!1POSITE SCORES OF PO\'/ER SUPPLY BY THE DIS'rANCE OF 

THE HINTERLAND VILLAGES FROM THE SELECTED CITIES ,1981, 

Hinterland Types of Correlation Regression 
of Functions coefficient co~rmt 

Purnia Linear -. 205"*"''" -.15385 

Semi log .144 1.0085 

Dibuble log .058 .0543 

Dhanbad Linear -.41 ;ol * -.20501 

Semi log -.042 -.997 

Double log .420 .1525 

Darbhanga Linear -.0049 -.0036 

Semi log .215** 1,031 

Double log .183 .1831 

Patna Linear -.1795 -.1804 

Se:ni log -,011 -.9983 

Double log ,053 ,0751 

Regression 
constant 'a' 
( for signifi
cant relation) 

I. 78662 

5. 34:$4 

6, 541. 

4.194 

NOTE: ** Significant at 5% level of significance 

* Significant at 10% level of significance 
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Among these three hinterlands, the hinterlands 

of Purnia and Uhanbad support the hypothesis (no )(l j 

postulated earlier while the city region of Darbhanga 

opposes this showing a direct relation between distance 

and power supply. 

This unexpected relation can be understood from 

the earlier discussions of educational and medical 

facilities. '.!.'he remote villages of the hinterland of 

Darbhanga are more developed than the nearer villages 

regarding the availablli ty of educational and medical 

services. Hence it is obvious that these developed villages 

also avail the facility o'f power supply. 

6. 3 Summary 

'I'he following facts have been enlightened from 

the above discussion. 

(a) In terms of educational facilities, the surroundings 

of service based and tertiary-based cities (Patna and 

Darbhanga respectively) signi.ficantly oppose the postu

lated hypothesis of negative relation be tween distance 

and .facilities. (No. xi ). 

This exceptional pattern may be explained by the limi

ted extent of educational services of the city of Patna 

and Darbhanga, which compell the distant villages to be 

self-dependent~ossessing educational facilities. 



In other t\'1'0 hinterlands (of agricultural and 

industrial tovm; the hypothesis has been insignificantly 

proved. 

(b) Considering the medical facilities available in the 

hinterlands, the sa~e above mentioned reason limited extent 

of city services may stand for the direct relation. with 

distance from the tertiary based city of Darbhanga. In th? 

industrial peri"Jhery (of :;)haYJ.bad), the hypothesis of 

inverse relatio~ has been proved. 

(c) The relation between the facilities of transport 

communication, and dist~~ce is found to be significant in 

all cases except in the villages around the tertiary based 

Darbha112:a. 

Hm·1ever, among the significant relation, the regions 

of agricultural and industrial town 1. Purnia and Dhabbad), 

support the assumption of inverse relationship between 

distance from cities and the availability of communication 

facilities in the surrounding villages. 

The direct relation has been experienced by the 

hinterland of the state capital, because of the presence of 

a railway station in the distant village of Patna. 

(d) 1he predicted inverse relation beween the ~acility 

of power supply in the villages and sitance from their 
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cities, has been accepted significantly in the city region 

of agricultural, industrial to~m and insignificantly in 

the villages around too state capital • Conversely, the 

reverse picture is observed in the villages around the 

tertiary based city of Darbhanga, which is satis~ically 

significant also. 

Therefore, it is understood that the hinterlands 

of the agricultural and industrial town support the distance 

decay hypothesis for all the selected facilities either 

significantly or insignificantly. 

On the contrary, both in the surrounding region of 

the tertiary-based city (Darbhanga) and the state capital 

Patna, atl the significant relations between distance 

and facilities are positive in direction. 
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CHAPTER..,. VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

An evaluation of urban influence on rural surround-

ings has been attempted to focus in the present study. 

Based on the assumptions, that 

( i) the villages may be influenced the most by their 

nearest cities (as compared to by other neighbour

ing cities.) and, 

( ii) the nature of urban influence may vary according 

to the different economic bases of the cites ! -
the prime ob.jecti ve of this study was to compare 

the influence of the nearest cities of. different 

economic bases on their rural surroundings. 

For this purpose, four cities of different eco

nomic bases of Bihar have been selected which are 

ta) Purnia with dominant agricultural base 

(b) Dhanbai with industrial base 

(c) Darbhanga with tertiary base 

(d) Patna the state capital with service and tertiary . .-

base. 

As the main objective was not to find the zone of 

influence of the city, no commonly used methods of hinterland 
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demarcation have been used. The nearest city of a village 

is considered as its core and the villages are taken 

as the surrounding• periphery. Likewise the surrolli,ding 

peripheries of these four cities have been identified.Arotmd 

each of the cities a distance of 1-40 km has been considered. 

from this zone only the villages with 1000 and more 

population has been taken, considering that villages 

with less than 1000 population ,are insignificant to reflect 

urba.L influence. The number oi such villages (having 

population d 1000 and more) are 187, 80 , Y/0 and 102 

respectively in the city region of Pumia, Dhanbcrl, Darbhanga 

and Patna. 

However, because of the limitation of time, it was 

rbeyond the scope of the study to take all the villages. So, 

a sample of 40% has been conside~the universe o:f the 

present study. 

For the investigation o:f urban influence, certain 

demographic and socio economic characteristics of the v111-

ages have been selected as dependent variables, while 

distance :from cities is the independent variable. 

The stuiy has been carried out in two parts. The 

first part relates to a simpler understanding o~ the pheno

mena. The zone-wise means have been prepared and the emerging 

tendencies were analysed. 
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To substantiate these findings, more detailed 

study of relationship in the form of correlation and 

regression analysis is carried out in the second part. 

The variations in means of different variables 

of different distance zones showed almost the same kind 

of relationships as found from correlation analysis. 

The major :findings of the present study are as 

follows: 

1. The hypothesized relations be t~en distance and all 

demographic characteristics, i.e. inverse relations of 

distance with populatiOn density, population growth rate 

and dependency ratio cld direct relation with sex ratio 

(no.i, ii, iii, as given in Section 1.~ Chapter I), have 

been accepted only for the surrounding villages of service

based state capital Patna. 

For the hinterland of tertiary sector based Darbhanga, 

only the hypothesis no iii, relating to distance and 

dependency ratio has not been proved. In other three aspects 

- the relation between distance and population density, 

population growth rate and sex ratio - the hypotheses have 

been proved for the city -region of Darbhanga. 

Population growth rate and sex ratio in relation 

to distance, have again been supported by the empirical 

observations of the surroundings of iniustrial city of 

Dhanbad. 
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These t\-ro hypotheses i.e. negative relation 

between distance and growth rate and direct relation 

between distance and sex ratio, have been insignificantly 

proved for the villages around agro-based Purnia where 

the other two hypothesized relation of distance with 

density of population and dependency ratio, have become 

nullified. 

Thus among all demographic characteristics, sex 

ratio and population growth a rate are found to be the 

most effect! ve consequentia.l factors o:f urban in.fluence 

in the pre sent con text, irrespective of the economic 

bases of the cities. 

From the stand point of the .:f'unctional nature o:f the 

cities, only the hinterlam of service-based state c•pital 

of Patna holds total con:Cormity with the postulated 

hypotheses concerning the relation between distance and 

demographic indicators. 

2. Among the social characteristics, hypothesis no. iv. 

indicating the distance-decay of scheduled caste population 

has been accepted tor the surroundings of agricultural 

(Pumia), 1I¥iustrial (Dhanbad) and tertiary based 

(Darbhanga) cities, In contrast , the scheduled caste 
!n the city-region of service-based 

populationLstate capital has shown a direct relation with 

disUmce 

statistically significant. The reasons behind this may be 

the greater spill over of urban population to the immediate 

surroundings than the rural outm!grants (as has been 
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discussed earlier in Sedtion 4. 5 Chapter IV) and the 

existence of high priced land around the state capital 

which is difficult to own by the scheduled caste popu

lation. 

Similarly, in establishing the relation between 

literacy rate and distance, the hinterland of Patna 

has given the reverse picture of postUlated negative 

hypothesis ( v). The villages belonging to other city

regions do not show aqy significant relations, except 

for the surroundings of Darbhanga, where the significan::e 

of the relation between :. famale 11 teracy rate and 

distance is low (at 10% level), which .again opposes 

the hypothesis. 

Thus, in the present context of social character

istics, scheduled caste population, is more affected 

by the distance from urban centres, than the literacy 

rate. 

3. 1n view of tbe economic characteristics, the assumed 

direct relation between work participation rate (total, 

male, female) and distance, has been supported only by the 

surroundings of tertiary based Darbhanga. In most of the 

other oases, the relation is either insignificant or rejects 

the hypothesis. 
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Coming to the point of workers in different 

sectors, the relation between distance and proportion 

of cultivators has significantly accepted the postu

lated hypothesis of positive rel.ation (no. vii) in the 

hinterlanis of agricultural , industrial and tertiary 

based towns. In the city-region of the state capital, 

the relation is insignificant. 

An interesting feature has been reflected by the 

agricultural labourers proportion in relation to distance, 

except the surroundings of the agricultural town of Puntia, 

the rest three hinterlands have confirmed the proposed 

hypothesis of direct relation siginificantly. Conversely, 

Purnia' s city region rejects the hypothesis, by establishing 

significant inverse relaton between agricultural labourers 

and distance. This fact implies that the agricultural town 

of Purnia is an attraction dlo the agricultural labourers, 

probably because of more diversified agricultural activities 

which can generate more employment opportunities for the 

labourers. 

The assumed positive association between the 

household industrial workers and distance from cities 

is proved significantly (only at 10% level) only in the 

surroundings of industrial city of sx Dhanbad. Otherwise, 

thts relation is insignificant. 
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The hypo.~esis (no.x) of negative relation between 

the workers in others category and distance has been 

significantly validated in the surroundings of the 

industrial ,tertiary and service based cities, and insig

nificantly proved in ·the hinterland of agricultural town 

of Pumia. 

Thus, ~ong all economic characteristics, the 

characteristic of workers in 'others' has been the most 

influenced by distance from cities. 

This was quite expected as tbis characteristics 

broadly matches with the economic connotation of urbani

sation. 

Paradoxically, the characteristics of cul t!vators 

and agr!cul tural labourers, which represents ruralism, have 

also been affected by the distance from cities in opposite 

ways. 

It may therefore be inferred , that the occupational 

structure or the division of labour in different sectors 

of the rural hinterlands can indicate the prevalence o:f 

urban influence more effectively than the general character

istic o.f work participation rate. The empirical observations 

suggest that the economic cnaracteristics of rural hinterlands 

is largely detennined by the economic bases o.f their urban .. 
cores. 
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4. The observed pattern o£ relations between the 

availability o£ important ~acilities in the hinterland 

and the distance .from cities, reveals that, the assumed 

negative relation has been significantly proved for the 

industrial city regions in terms of the facilities of 

medical ,communication and power supply. For educational 

f~cilities, the hypothesis has been insignificantly proved 

in the hinterlands of industrial Dhanbad. 

Also in the surroundings o:f the agrarian Purnia, the 

distance decay hypothesis h~sbeen accepted significantly 

for communication and power supply and insignificantly for 

power educational and medical facilities. 

Contrarily in the surroundings· of tertiary based 

Darbhanga and service based state cap! tal - Patna , the 

established significan~ relations between-

( i) ed.uca tional facilities ani distance( for both cases) 

( ii) medical facUi ties and distance (for the villages 

around Darbhanga). 

(iii) Communication facilities am distance (for the 

Villages around ~atna). 

(iv) Power supply ard distance (for the city region of 

Darbhanga) • 



are positive in direction, Which nUllifies the 

distance - decay qypothesis. 

However, to sum up all these above mentioned 

findings the following features have been revealed. 

"'"'" ll {a} The e:xpe\,;tea d1m1.41*t1oo w1 all the deuograph1c 

characteristics is prevalent only in the 

surroundings of the •state capital. 8ut, re~arding 

the s:lCial characteristics, this re~ion 

reflects entirely unexpected picture, while 

the other hinterlands coafirn: the e:xpected 

relation to sorre extent. 

(b) Considering tr~ economic cha~acter~stics, no 

single region can exclusively be marked to 

reflect the postulated pattern of relationship. 

Of course, the indu~trial city of Dhanbad n.n~ 

tertiary ba~ed Darbhanga have matched with 

the expectation in propagating urban ~nfluence 

Con their city re~'!.on) in a better way 1 than 

the a~r~_.c ul tural and service bafed towns. How

ever there is a iendency of the economic charac

teristics of tae hiaterland to be primarily 

determined by the economic bases of tl1eir core: 

cities. 



(c) Ic view of the a'!a.Uability of facilities, 

the expected urban influence has been noticed 

in the surroundings of agricultural and 1..ndu~

trial town, whereas contradictio"ls prevail in the 

regions of terti.ary and ~ ervice based cities. 

Thus, it may be inferred that, the di~tance-decay 

process of urban inn uence has not been un1. formally 

operated for 81.1 the four city reg ions of the present 

study. It varies according to the characteristics of 

the surrounding villages• 

The lin;itati0 Qs of the PrE'sent study are as follows :-

First, to find out the functiona.l types of the 

cities, this study has used data from 1971 census, 

as the relevant data were not avaUable f'rom 1981 census. 

Therefore, there may be every possibility for the func

tional shift of the cities in 1qg1 as deduced from 1P71· 

Secondly, due to time co"l ~ra int s, onJ_y four 

cities have been selected to represent four different 

functional types of cities. ~ut, as there are many 

cit"tes in the same funct1.o!1al types (studied here), 

then,it w:>uld have been .far better to study rrore number of 

towns which might gtve an aggregative picture of urban 



inn uence. 

rhirdly, some of the unexplainable phenomena of this 

stud;y, might be explained, if # lar ~er number of 

vUla~es (than thP..t of the pre~ent !:!'ample) would 

have been cons11ered. 

However, it may be c~ncluded, that mspite 

the limita~.ion~ mentioned al:lo"le, this study 

a tte~ts to present an idea about the urbtm influence 

on rural surroundings in a 1ew: urban"!.sed state of 

Bihar. 

• •• 
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APPEI-.IDIX -I 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF \>iORKERS IN DIFFERENT SECTORS 

OF CLASS I CITIES OF BIHAR 

1971 

S1. Name of the Percentage of Workers in 
No. Class I Primary Secondary Tertiary Other servi-

Cities. ces 

1. Patna U.A. 14.83 22.99 30.34 3l.e4 

2. Bihar 19.50 37.11 28.18 15.21 

3 .. Gay a 10.26 26.40 "57. 53 26. 'Z1 

4. Arrah 19.20 17.51 35.82 'Z1.47 

5. Chapra 25.93 17.52 32.94 26.61 

6. I1uzzafarpur 5.95 22.96 ?fl.~ 33.58 

7. Dar bhang a 8.03 23.11 41.32 27.54 

B. Purnia U.A. 33.00 16.11 28.76 22.13 

9. Katihar 13.45 27.74 41.46 17.36 

10.Bhagalpur 11.65 }:).41 29.66 28.28 

11.Dhanbad UA 2.63 62.36 21.88 13.13 

12. rlokaro Steel 
9.23 61.45 14.07 15.25 City U.A. 

13.Barma U.A. 4.41 62.74 17.34 15.51 

14.Ranchi u.A. 7.46 27.46 22.48 23.~ 

15.Jamshedpur u.A. 3. "51 57.65 23.74 15.24 

16.Munger 14.70 28.64 33.58 23.07 
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APPEND IX - II 

VILLAGES OF VAISHALI DISTRICT WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN 

THE HINTERLAND OF P ATNA 

Distance 
Zones. 

1-10 km 

11-20 km 

21-,?0km 

31-40km 

TOTAL 

NUMBER OF VILLAGES 

TOTAL 

7 

9 

5 

21 

SAMPLED 

3 

4 

2 

9 ( 42.50 ) 



APPEND IX- III 

WEIGH 'IS OF DIFFERENT FACU.ITIES IN DIFFERENT HINTERLANDS 

Sl. HINTERLAND OF 
Purnia Dhanbad Darbhanga Patna No. 

Fi wi Fi wi Fi \'l i Fi wi 

1 • Educational facili:Ei 

Primary school (P) 66 1.14 29 1.1 136 1. 09 38 1.05 

Hiddle school (N) 29 2. 59 15 2.13 66 2.24 20 2 
School (H) 

Matriculation or 
secondary • 9:. s. 3 5 6.4 2n 7.05 9 4.44 

Collece(c) 
( Tr) Training School 1 75 -- --

Adult Literacy ~lass 3 21::. 7 5.71 -? ·- --, i1.~) Center other edu-
cational in sti tu tions 9 8. 33 33 4.48 2 20.00 

2. f"ledical facilities( H) 

Hospital (H) 4 18.75 3 10.67 9 16.44 1 40 

Maternity & child welfare 
( !'·;cw) 2 37.50 4 8 5 23.60 T-

Child Welfare Center (CWC) 2 "57.50 7 21.14 --• 
Health Center Primary ( HC) 3 25 3 10.67 9 16.44 2 20 

Primny Health Centre (PHC) 5 15.00 10 14.8 3 13.33 

Dispensary (D) 5 15 2 16 12 12.33 2 20.00 
-· . ," __ . ) 
. :~r. con td ••••• 
~ 



-2- (Appendix-III) contd •• 

Family Planning Centre 3 25 5 10.67 10 14.00 5 8.00 
(FPC) 

Registered Practioner(RP)5 15 5 10.67 25 5.92 5 8.00 

Community Health ~:qorker 5 12.5 12 12.33 6 6.67 
( CHV/) 

Others 1 75 7 21.14 1 40 

Subsidi::;ed medical 1 75 2 74 4 10 

Practioners (SMP) 

Primary health Sub-Centre 13 5. 76 5 6.4 11 13.45 3 4.44 

3. Drinking water 

\'fell 75 1.00 31 1.06 142 1.~ ~ 1.02 

Hand pump 72 1. 04 .9 3.67 145. - 1.02 ~ 1.02 

Tank ;?3 2. 27 32 10 127 1.16 5 8 

Tubewe11 21 3. 57 2 L). 50 79 1. 87 16 2.5 

Canal 20 3. 75 9 16.44 1 40 

River 23 3. 26 ~ 2.64 8 5. 00. 

River 23 3.26 4 8.25 16 8.25 

Na1a 11 . 6.81 1 148 

Others 3 2.5 1 . 33 

<:') Tap r- 2 37 -· 
con td •• 3 •• 



APPENDIX-III contd ••• 
. 

Purnia( N-75) Dhanbad (N- 32) Dharbhanga(N-148) Patna (N-40) 

Fi '>'11 F 1 \'1. 
~ Fi wi Fi wi 

Facilities of Post-
Telegra;ehs1 

P.o. 28 2.68 10 3. 3 69 2.18 16 2. 5 

P.T.O. 1 75 1 33 12 12.33 

Phone 1 75 8 18.50 2 20 

Commun~cation 

Bus stand 22 3.41 6 5. 58 52 2. 35 5 8 

Railway station 2 31.5 1 38 5 29.60 l 40 

A;QEroach to Millage_ 

Pucca road 28 2.68 12 2. 75 73 2.82 6 6.67 

Kutch Road 75 1. (X) ~ 1.14 141 1.05 32 1.25 

Hangable river 2 37.5 1 33 7 21.14 4 10.00 

facilities of power supply 

Electricity for agri-
c ul turel Purpose ( EAg) 7 10.71 16 9. 25 16 2. 5 

~lectricity ofor domestic 

purpose 13 5.77 6 5. 5 25 5.92 8 5 

)(-;~l,·ctrici ty for others 2 37.5 3 
'<~ 

11 4 "51 1 40 

con+d 



:2;1 ectrici ty for 

others 2 )7. 5 3 11 4 1 40 

.:::lectricity for all the 

above 

Days of mar~-: e t L:ha t 

8 9. 37 4 8. 25 20 7.4 5 8 

27 2. 78 4 3.25 19 7. 78 4 16.00 

* Fi = No.of villages having the ::nrrticulJ.r fun.:tion •,like primary,school) 
middle school c:tc.) N = Total number of villages 

Wi = ',ieightage of the fund:tion = N/r'i 



APPENDIX IV 

Ji.Alv.~ .QF THE ~II,aECTEp VILLAGE§ A:ID THEIB. 

DISTA..'lCE FRO!-~ THEIR RESPECTIVE CITIES 

Villa~es in 
surroundi~gs of 

a) Purn:ta 

1. Nahanga 

2· Lalganj 

3. Hard a 

4. Jhuni Istamrar 

s. Birpur 

6. Parer a 

7. Goasi 

8· Kararia 

9. Bithunauli Khemchand 

10. Bhutia 

11· Bahadurpur 

12· BUauri 

13· Ganeshpur 

14· Eaheshkhunt 

15· Parmanandpur 

16. '}okhulpur 

17· Garhia 

1 g. De\.,angaj 

1 9. Ekhua 

20. Eaharajpur 

Di~tance (km) 
from 

Purnia 

3 

5 

6 

6 

8 

8 

9 

10 

10 

10 

11 

12 

12 

14 

15 

15 

15 

16 

16 

17 



?1. Chakua 18 

?.2. Majra 18 

23· Kadgawan 18 

24. Hahalbar1 19 

25. Rampur ?0 

?.6. Basadaha ?.0 

27· Poth1a 20 

28. Khaunt1 20 

?. 9. Parasban1 20 

30. Rangpur 20 

21· Chaun1 20 

32. }!ajhwa 21 

33. 'rfua t gawan 22 

24. Khoma 22 

35. Belgach1 2? 

36. sauraha 23 

37. Sahara ?.4 

38. Pothia 25 

39. Surtgaon 26 

40. Rajjhat 27 

41· :Haran ga 28 

42. Kohbara 28 

43. Bishunpur 28 

44· Hartntor 28 

45· Kahbara B1shaunpur 28 

46. l<1napur 29 

4 7. Kochal1 29 



48. NikharaU 30 

4 9. Cinghia 11hagta 30 

so. Nirpur 20 

51. ~ardela 30 

59. 'rarauna 20 

52. Baf"dail.t 30 

54. Panisadra 20 

55. Kanhara 30 

56· Sotibhag 31 

57. Chopra 32 

58. Rakka 34 

59. Chiraia 34 

60. Champi 35 

61. 3ishampur 35 

62. Karia ::5 

63. Jabar :?5 

64. S1ripur 36 

65. V.achhatta 36 

66. Gehuria 36 

67. l~gaha 37 

6 8. Parasaru 38 

69. Bangao!'l ".l0 
'-' ·-

70. Kukraun ".l0 .... ~ 

71. Bhamet 40 

72· Annur 40 

73· Belka 10 

74. Pundale 40 

?6. Sathian:.:. t10 



Villages in dts ta·:Jc e {km) 
§Urroundiog§ of from 

b) Dhaobad Dhaobad 

1· Bishunpur 1 

2· Kalakusma ? 

:!. Dhaoo sar 2 

4· DhJ.khra 4 

5.9 Bankalau 5 

6. Nagrikalau 6 

7· Amlghata 7 

8· Bardubhi g 

9. A sal bani 8 

1 o. Barto 9 

11· Sialgudri 10 

12· Jainagar 10 

12· Singra 10 

14· Gobindpur 11 

15. Gortopa 12 

16. Moranga 12 

17· Udayapur '» 

18· Kurmidi 14 

19. l-1ag ~rkeri 14 

20. Paras! 14 

91. "9agsuna 15 

22. 1alud1h 16 

~:?. Kharni 16 

24. Asanbani 16 



25. Jangalpnr 18 

26. Barba 20 

27. Hay ramawatnar 21 

28. Bardah1 23 

29. Kaladabar 24 

30. Machamahul 25 

21· Tund1 32 

S2. t'umab1 ~a ._.., 

~') 
·- t. .• 

c. Darbhanga ~rbhanga 

1· P~i 2 

~- Kabir Chak 2 

3. ·Ojhaul. ~ ·-
4· Semra :r--,., -· ' 

5. Bha iropa tt 1 4 

6. Rampur Hadan 4 

7. Gangapatti 4 

a. Bazidpur 5 

9. Sara Nahamad 10 

10· Dekuli 5 

11· Chandan Patti 5 

12. Ranipur 6 

12· Kharthua 6 

14. Ghorehata '7 

15· Anantpur 7 

16. Raiam 7 

1 '7. S1. so 8 



18· Chaprar 8 

19· Dih Lab1 8 

20. Dome 8 

21·_ Purkhopa tt1 9 

. 22· Panchobh • 
23. :Karj a pat t 1 "9L :; : 

24· Dm1 10 

25· Pur a 10 

26· Mabsudpur 10 

c;}?. Baghela 10 

2 a. Pindaruch 10 

2 g. Khirma. 10 

30. Badh "9ast 1 11 

31. Jliadhuban 11 

:?2. Sir IIlia 11 

33· Gorblari 11 

34. Teleban 12 

25. 'lasdeopur 12 

36· Ra~ulpur 12 

37· Ban.sdih 1~ 

38. Pator 12 

39. Banaull. 12 

40· liothi 1-iajhiama 12 

41· Pathra 12 

42· Gundauli 12 

43. Darma 12 

44· Simri 14 

45- Dahura 14 



46. Matunia 14 

47. Ketuka 15 

48· Kusothri 15 

4 9. Jalwara 15 

50. Chhataana 15 

51· Siranpur 15 

52. Tehtar 15 

52. Kothia 15 

54. sekhpur Dagarwara 15 

5,. sarjapur 15 

56. Pllakhwar 16 

57. Jurja 16 

ss. Bij uli 16 

59. Ughara 16 

60 •' P.aghopatti Raghauli 16 

61. Nimatlli 16 

62. Panta 17 

62. Khaira Kunj i 17 

64. Bha.rathi 17 

65. Laleang 17 

66. !faya Gaon 17 

67. Nuria 18 

68. F.oro 18 

6 9. Rupauli 18 

70. Rampura 18 

71· Patthan '!Iawai 18 

72· Garipur 19 

7~. Bafant 19 

74· Kansi 19 



75. Rue haul 20 

?6. Balaha '20 

??. Bhalpatti 20 

78. Ami 20 

79. Hariharpur 9() 

80· Mohanpur 20 

81· Honobihat ?0 

82· Attar 20 

83. Sadua 20 

84· Thatbupur. 20 

85. Dularpur ?.1 

86. 31hata 21 

87· Haridih ?1 

88. Chmtaapatti 22 

89. Hawasa 22 

9(). ChhatwaiJ 2~ 

91· Raghopur 22 

9?. RP rnbh"'da!'pur 23 

93. H8rpur 23 

94. Kolhatte 24 

95. :tl.o nkauli ?.4 

96. Karr.taul 24 

9?. Hathauri 24 

98. Samadhpura 2.4 

99· Chakla 24 

1 oo. 31rd1pur 25 

101. :31shunpur 25 

10::-'. Jadpatti 25 



103. Amaithi 25 

104. 'lan swara ~6 

105. Kalwara 26 

106. Luhara n 
10?. Bhachhi Asli 28 

108. ~al gha uni.. 28 

109· Saraia ~8 

110. Sukhwara 29 

111. ~harwara ~9 

112· Sarwara 99 

113· D-ighra 30 

114· 1-!ali!tpur ~0 

115· Ahiari 30 

116. Raje 30 

117· "'hUlban 30 

118· ~aghant 30 

119. Chakwa ::o 

1~0. Hari 11hawar 30 

121. Gan e sh -gaaa ul i 30 

1~2. Jogi..ara 31 

193. Khajwara :?1 

124· Sher 31 

125. 1-bhan Bahua 31 

126. ~hagwati..pur 32 

127. 3azipur 32 

128. Bithaul i -:l~ ........ 

12 9. Jarshon 'l'l 
~ .... 

120· Ka~igaon -:l~ ... ~ 



131· Kora ~4 

122· Baheri ~4 

13~· Kotba 35 

134· Ejhahatta 35 

135. seaaraon 35 

136. Nirzapur 35 

137· Padri 35 

138· Ratanpur Abhiman 36 

13 9. Pali 37 

140· Ujan 38 

141· !?amaul i 3g 

14~. Pstai 39 

11!3. Baigani 39 

144· ?oorba 40 

145· !<!as sa 40 

146. Pakharbhinda 40 

14 7. ;Jarawan?ur 40 

148. Rar.magar 40 

i ·.c -- • 

D. Patna Patna 

1. Pakri s 

2. J alangir pur ~ .... 

~ ..... 'Sanapur 5 

4· 3airia 5 

5. Sabalpur 6 

6. ~u~arar 6 

7. Shakhpur 6 

s. Thelaura 7 

g. Fatehpur 3 



10. Fazlabad 8 

11. Kura g 

1~· Rampur shameS band 9 

13. Jatiyal 10 

14· Palanga 10 

15. Bahuwara 10 

16· .Al war pur 11 

17· Ras:mpur 11 

18· Koriawan 12 

19· Gobindpur 12 

2~· Chatna 13 

21. Suitha 14 

22. Pan war 15 

!).3. Bhergawan 16 

?4. Sa ide bad 16 

25. Chamardih 18 

26. Harla 18 

27. sirirampur 18 

28. Oiara 19 

2 9. M.an singhpur 20 

30· Dhuud. 20 

31· Lakhana ao 

32· Adbpa 21 

33. saidanpur 2? 

34. JarmaOJlur Karari 2~ 



25. Kalianpur Basiawan 23 

36. Naint:iur 1 24 

37. Pothi 25 

38· Chaksingar Ba!'aria 95 

39· ~ehrawa 26 

40· Parthu 32 



APPENDIX V 

Co~relation Coe+'ficients 

{Sam'oundingCVUlages of' Purnea) 

Dependency ----Agriculturar-
ratio lahourer~ 

:x1 @~~ • ?30 

:X2 .286 .oog 
:x-, -.065 .03? .... 

:X4 -. ~42 .266 

:xs -.~36 -1?6 .. 

:X6 -.123 -.395 

x7 -.008 -.133 

x8 -.864 
~:;t:lft 

.. 511 

Xg -.140 -.oo6 ,.,_ 
~~~ "' ;4-?f. 

:X10 9 @ 
:X11 r414 -.29 

:x12 --485 1 

:x 1 Den s 1 ty o f Pop tiL at io n 

:x~ Gro1·rth rate of ?upulation 

x., Sex ratio 
~ 

:x4 Scheduled 8aste population (~ to total ) 

7.5 Total literacy rate 

!..:~ oJ:" 
(, 0 ).e,wJ. 

~tXt 

Sf·~ 

:x6 :tv:ale literacy rate, x7 Ferrale literacy rate 

x 3 ·ro tal '\.rork participation rate 

:x 9 l·iale work partic~pat1on rate 

:x 1o Fer:Jale work pc..rtic 1.pation rRte 

:x11 Proporti:Jn c~ Cultivatorf' 

X12 Proportion o-f agricultural labourers 



APPE.m-r:x uT 

.Q.Q.Uela t ion Co c:'fi...-"-c"""1._e_.'1...-.t.-~ 

------- :L'o tal 1 i. terc.cy Fc·r~:ale -· 

Y.1 

:x2 

:x'J 
'--

x4 

xs 

X6 

x'7 

x3 

·~ 9 

x1o 

'{ 11 

x12 

:x12 

x14 

:.:1 .s 

X16 

x~o 

x1 

----- ___ .rat~ __ . _______ ..l.iJeracy r.§i':..__ 

• 061 

• 027 

• 3P.7 

-. 11 

.029 

• . 50fl 

• scg 

• 011 

• 1 P1 

®'ttl(.* 

.085 

-.1.55 

1· 00 

-. 1 ':>6 

.067 

@~""~ 

- •. 542 

-. 1 ~2 

·120 

• 044 

®~~ 

--001 

---------------------------------------------------
= >erJ~i.ty of poprilati..on, x~ == Gro·..rth ra~e of populrltion 

"X':l = Sex Ratio, x4 = Proportton :J f Scheduled Caste populatto~ 
"" 

.. ~ ~ = ·~otal 1 H.cracy rate, X6 = m::tle 11 teracy ra~e, X? = female • 
1 i_ ~C"' RCy r<!te, :xs = to t'll T •• ,ork Darticio3.t1o'1 rate, Xp = male '~rk 

p8 r~~ clp3tion rate, X10 = fE: .. :n.l e 1NQrk parti.ctpntio ·1 rate, 

x11 ...., pr-rcr·1tn;;~ of culttv'lt;or~, x19 ""percenta~e of ngr~curtural 

~ c.'l)o·Jrer~, x 12 = porce11tage of •.rJr1r:r-rs ~n hou!"chold i..'1du;.try, 

;.: 111 =pPrCr:11:~t.~E of '·JOrkrrf ~.n otb<:>r fect.;rs,x15 ...,1Ppr::>n·i•"'1Cy ratio,. 

}: 1u= <:)t.po!"t+:c f'Coref' of educ '·,to•1:...tl fa.cilities, :x~0..,crornpof'ite sco! 

cor.T .. unic:-•t:inn~ fc.c H·.:.P:-· 
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